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INTRODUCTION
The Local Government Act 2009 (Qld) (the Act) provides for a Local Government Change
Commission (Change Commission). The Change Commission is an independent body that
assesses whether proposed changes to Queensland’s local councils are in the public interest.
On 7 May 2019, the Minister for Local Government, Minister for Racing and Minister for
Multicultural Affairs, The Honourable Stirling Hinchliffe MP referred an electoral arrangement
and divisional boundary review of the Ipswich City Council (the Council). The Minister’s referral
is available to view at Appendix A.
The Minister referred the City of Ipswich Divisional Boundary Review Report (the Report),
commissioned by the Council’s Interim Administrator, and requested the Change Commission
review the recommended option from the Report (see Appendix B).
The change proposed was for the Council to have four multi-member divisions, instead of the
current 10 single-member divisional arrangement. A single-member division has one
councillor representing it, whereas a multi-member division can have more than one councillor
per division.
The Change Commission for this review consists of:



Mr Pat Vidgen, Electoral Commissioner; and
Mr Wade Lewis, Casual Commissioner.

The Casual Commissioner was appointed by the Governor in Council on 1 November 2018.

Endorsement of report
This report outlines the Change Commission’s electoral arrangement determination and the
proposed boundaries for the electoral divisions of the Ipswich City Council.

Pat Vidgen PSM
Electoral Commissioner

Local Government Change Commission

Wade Lewis
Casual Commissioner
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ELECTORAL ARRANGEMENT DECISION
The Change Commission has conducted an independent review of whether the Council’s
electoral arrangements should be changed from single-member to multi-member divisions.
Following its assessment, the Change Commission considers the proposed change to multimember divisions to be in the public interest.
The Change Commission recommends the Ipswich City Council be redivided into four (4)
multi-member divisions with two (2) councillors representing each division. This means
Ipswich would have nine (9) councillors in total (eight (8) councillors and a mayor).
Under current legislation, the voting system for this electoral arrangement is first-past-thepost. For information about this voting system, please see the Electoral Commission of
Queensland’s (ECQ) website.
Reasoning
In reviewing the proposed change for the Ipswich City Council, the Change Commission was
cognisant that it would represent a significant alteration to long-standing electoral
arrangements. It was therefore of the view that there would need to be compelling reasons to
assess such a change as being in the public interest.
In this regard, the Change Commission generally looked for evidence that:
 there was demonstrated community support for the proposed change;
 the proposed arrangement would be more workable than the existing one, especially
when considering Council's current and projected enrolment, and the likely need to
accommodate rapid growth in some areas; and/or
 the proposed change was consistent with the ‘local government principles’ set out in
section 4 of the Act, such as decision-making in the public interest, and ensuring
democratic representation, social inclusion and meaningful community engagement.
The Change Commission determined that while both single-member and multi-member
divisions will provide the community-specific representation that is important to Ipswich
residents, multi-member divisions are more likely to meet the criteria outlined above.
On the strength of the evidence presented in the Report, including the results from extensive
public consultation, multi-member divisions were found to be the preferred option. While there
was clearly support shown for both single-member and undivided electoral arrangements,
there was also strong opposition to both systems. On the other hand, multi-member divisions
were found to be supported by a greater number of people:




nearly 90% of respondents ranked multi-member divisions as either their first or
second preference;
75% of respondents who preferred undivided arrangements, voted multi-member
divisions second; and
nearly 90% of respondents who preferred single-member divisions, voted multimember divisions second.

Local Government Change Commission
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The Change Commission also noted that multi-member divisions provide greater scope to
have more councillors representing rural areas within the Council area, offering the opportunity
for more inclusive representation and engagement with the community. The Change
Commission considers this relevant given its awareness that a key community concern in the
region is a perceived lack of rural representation under current arrangements. The following
points about rural representation paraphrase public comments in the Report:


rural areas need their own representation;



people living in urban areas, have little understanding of the reality of life in rural or
semi-rural areas;



small towns need a voice, if they do not have someone allocated to them that lives in
the area, they will be forgotten;



without divisional councillors, it’s less likely that a councillor will be elected from the
smaller communities and the urban councillors will not understand the needs of the
rural sector; and



Ipswich has a mix of country and city and needs divisions to meet everyone's needs.

Having fewer divisions enables the Change Commission to place larger amounts of rural areas
within them and means that residents in these areas are being directly represented by more
councillors. Indeed, under the Change Commission’s proposed boundaries, rural communities
in Ipswich will have half the divisional councillors directly representing their areas.
The Change Commission deliberated on whether four or five multi-member divisions would
be in the public interest for the Ipswich local government area. It was decided that four
divisions, with two councillors each, would cater for the current council size, while providing
scope to add additional councillor/s to all or some of the divisions as communities expand and
elector numbers increase.

DIVISIONAL BOUNDARY REVIEW
The Change Commission must ensure each division of the Council has a reasonable
proportion of enrolled voters, herein referred to as ‘quota’. Where possible, community
interests, such as uniting entire suburbs within divisions and selecting easy-to-identify
boundaries, have also been considered.
Assessments are conducted in any way the Change Commission deems appropriate, unless
the Minister has provided specific directions.
The process for this review is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Publish the Change Commission’s proposal
Invite comments on the proposal
Publish the Change Commission’s final determination report
Final determination report provided to the Minister for Local Government, for
implementation by the Governor in Council
5. New boundaries come into effect at the 2020 Local Government Quadrennial Election

Local Government Change Commission
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Determining the quota
A quota is determined by dividing the total number of enrolled voters by the number of
councillors (other than the mayor), plus or minus 10%. The Change Commission also
considers projected enrolment, so the divisions remain in quota for as long as possible.
Current enrolment data has been sourced from Queensland’s electoral roll and projected
enrolment data from the Queensland Government Statistician’s Office of Queensland
Treasury. Projections are based on the timing of future local government quadrennial
elections.
Enrolment information is organised around ‘Statistical Areas Level 1 (SA1)’. SA1s are
geographical units used by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) for the release of census
data. According to the ABS most SA1s have a population of between 200 to 800 persons with
an average population of approximately 400 people.
Current and projected enrolment data are available for download on the ECQ website.

THE PROPOSED BOUNDARIES
The Ipswich City Council has 128,049 voters and will be divided into four multi-member
divisions, with two councillors per division and a mayor.
Table 1 shows the Council’s current enrolment quota as at 31 January 2019 and the quota
projected for 31 March 2024 under a four division multi-member arrangement.
Table 1 – Current and Projected Quota for Four Multi-Member Divisions
31 January 2019

31 March 2024

Number of divisions

4

4

Councillors per division

2

2

Enrolment

128,049

165,213

Quota per division

32,012

41,303

(16,006 voters per councillor)

(20,652 voters per councillor)

Quota (+10%) per division

35,213

45,433

Quota (-10%) per division

28,811

37,173

Local Government Change Commission
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Table 2 shows the current and projected enrolment for the proposed multi-member divisions.
Maps are available to view in Appendix C and interactive maps are on the ECQ website.
Table 2 – Current and Projected Enrolment for the Proposed Electoral Divisions
Division

Enrolment
as at
31/01/2019

(%) Deviation
from Quota

Projected
Enrolment as at
31/03/2024

(%) Deviation
from Quota

Division 1

28,854

-9.87

44,796

8.46

Division 2

33,189

3.68

43,297

4.83

Division 3

35,070

9.55

38,790

-6.08

Division 4

30,936

-3.36

38,330

-7.2

The Change Commission modelled several options and liaised with the Council regarding
these scenarios, helping to develop a better understanding of community concerns and local
experiences before settling on the proposed model.
The proposed boundaries bring enrolment in each division into quota for the 2020 Local
Government Quadrennial Election, while also catering for the significant growth projected in
certain parts of the region. The Change Commission has made a concerted effort to unite
suburbs and their communities of interest within individual divisions and has used clearly
discernible boundaries where practicable.
One of the key community concerns identified by the Council and in the Report was that rural
communities did not believe they had the representation they required. The proposal has
sought to address these concerns, with the proposed Divisions 1 and 4 including a mix of
urban and significant portions of rural areas. In doing so, rural residents will have four
councillors, or half of the divisional councillors, with some responsibility for rural suburbs.
Division 1
Division 1 is the largest of the four divisions and amalgamates both rural and urban suburbs.
It contains areas with significant projected growth, such as the Ripley and surrounding
localities. The Change Commission has deliberately brought the current enrolment as close
to the lower limit of the quota as possible, thereby creating boundaries that unite suburbs and
that are more likely to support more than a single election cycle.
The Division is oriented in a west-east direction and includes the following suburbs:
Grandchester, Mount Mort, Mount Walker West, Lower Mount Walker, Calvert, Ebenezer,
Mount Forbes, Jeebropilly, Willowbank, Mutdapilly, Purga, Peak Crossing, Goolman, Deebing
Heights, Raceview, Flinders View, Ripley, South Ripley, White Rock, Swanbank, Blackstone,
and Redbank Plains.

Local Government Change Commission
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Division 2
Division 2 is a mostly urban electorate that includes those suburbs towards the eastern end of
the Council. The proposed boundary contains several well-established suburbs, so that both
the current and projected enrolment is close to the quota. The Division has united all the
suburbs in the area, except for Goodna and Redbank. It was not possible from an enrolment
perspective to have Goodna or Redbank entirely contained in either Division 2 or Division 3,
and therefore, prominent roads including the Ipswich Motorway, Stuart Street, Redbank
Reserve / greenspace area and Kruger Parade have been selected as a boundary.
The Division is oriented in a north-south direction and includes the following suburbs: Spring
Mountain, Springfield Lakes, Springfield Central, Springfield, Brookwater, Augustine Heights,
Bellbird Park, Camira, Carole Park, Gailes and some of Goodna and Redbank.
Division 3
Division 3 contains many of the central Ipswich suburbs. As suburbs are mostly wellestablished, the amount of growth projected is limited when compared to Division 1. The
Change Commission has therefore deliberately brought the current enrolment as close to the
upper limit of the quota as possible. In doing so, the boundaries unite suburbs and are more
likely to support more than a single election cycle.
The Division is oriented in a west-east direction and includes the following suburbs: One Mile,
Leichhardt, Coalfalls, Sadliers Crossing, West Ipswich, Woodend, Ipswich, Basin Pocket, East
Ipswich, Newtown, Eastern Heights, Silkstone, Booval, North Booval, Bundamba, Ebbw Vale,
New Chum, Dinmore, Riverview and Collingwood Park. It also includes a part of Wulkuraka
that lies south of the railway line, most of Redbank excluding those houses situated east of
Krugar Parade and includes part of Goodna that falls west of Stuart Street.
Division 4
As with Division 1, this Division amalgamates both rural and urban suburbs. It contains areas
with significant projected growth, such as the Rosewood and Marburg suburbs.
The Division is oriented in a west-east direction and includes the following suburbs: Woolshed,
The Bluff, Ashwell, Lanefield, Rosewood, Tallegalla, Marburg, Mount Marrow, Thagoona,
Walloon, Haigslea, Ironbark, Pine Mountain, Blacksoil, Karrabin, Amberley, Yamanto,
Churchill, Brassall, Muirlea, North Ipswich, Tivoli, Moores Pocket, North Tivoli, Chuwar,
Karalee, Barellan Point and most of Wulkuraka that lies north of the railway line.

Local Government Change Commission
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COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSAL INVITED
Comments on the proposed boundaries for the four multi-member divisions are invited until
30 July 2019 and can be lodged through:
Online Form

Email

https://ecq.qld.gov.au/lgr/ipswich

LGCCsubmissions@ecq.qld.gov.au

Personal Delivery (Mon-Fri 9am – 5pm)

Post

Electoral Commission of Queensland
Level 20, 1 Eagle Street
BRISBANE QLD 4000

Local Government Change Commission
GPO Box 1393
BRISBANE QLD 4001

Please note, the decision to change to four multi-member divisions is final and the Change
Commission is not seeking comment regarding the Council’s electoral arrangements.
Comments should focus on the boundaries being proposed for these divisions and it is
recommended that those submitting comments:





consider the enrolment requirements outlined in the Act and in this report;
clearly state which division/s your comment relates to;
provide supporting information for why you support or oppose the proposed change;
or
if you oppose the change, provide alternative boundary suggestions and reasoning.

FINALISING THE REVIEW
After reviewing the public comments on the proposal, the Change Commission will make a
final determination on the Council’s divisional boundaries.
The results of a Change Commission review must be provided to the Minister for Local
Government. A notice of results is published in a local newspaper, the Queensland
Government Gazette and on the ECQ website.
A decision of the Change Commission is not subject to appeal.

IMPLEMENTATION
A local government change can only be implemented by the Governor in Council under a
regulation.
The regulation may provide for anything that is necessary or convenient to facilitate the
change.

Local Government Change Commission
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Queensland
Government

Minister for Local Government,
Minister for Racing and
Minister for Multicultural Affairs

Our ref: MC19/1152

1 William Street
Brisbane Queensland 4000
PO Box 15009
City East Queensland 4002
Telephone +61 7 3719 7560
Email Igrma®ministerial.q1d.gov.au
Website www.dlgrma.q1d.gov.au
ABN 65 959 415 158

07 MAY 2019

Mr Pat Vidgen PSM
Electoral Commissioner of Queensland
Local Government Change Commission
GPO Box 1393
BRISBANE QLD 4001

0.-NT
I am writing to you in relation to a Local Government electoral review that was undertaken by
the Ipswich City Council in preparation for the 2020 Local Government quadrennial elections.
I received correspondence from Mr Greg Chemello, Interim Administrator of the Council dated
28 February 2019, advising of the results of the review, as required by the Local Government
Act 2009 (the Act). I note that you have also received a copy of Mr Chemello's letter.
The review revealed the proportion of electors in January 2019 was out of quota range in one
of the Council's divisions, with Division 9 being significantly out of quota at 25.9 per cent.
Following on from this review, Mr Chemello took the opportunity to consult with Ipswich
residents about the most appropriate divisional boundary model for the city via a survey. This
consultation process was carried out during March 2019.
On 30 April 2019, Mr Chemello provided me with the City of Ipswich Divisional Boundary
Review Report (the Report) which analyses the survey responses received and recommends
Ipswich move to a multi-Councillor model with two to three Councillors per division with four to
six divisions. I have enclosed a copy of the Report for your information.
As you are aware, section 18 of the Act provides that only I may apply to the Local
Government Change Commission (Change Commission) for an assessment of a proposed
Local Government change. Further, under section 19 of the Act, the Change Commission must
consider whether the Local Government change is consistent with the Act and must consider
my views on any proposed changes.
I consider it appropriate to propose a Local Government change to the Change Commission
for independent assessment, with this change being the recommended option from the Report:
a multi-Councillor model with two to three Councillors per division with four to six divisions.

In undertaking the assessment, I would ask the Change Commission to consider the following
matters:
•

•
•
•

Current and potential growth in the current and future residential developments. I am
advised that ongoing housing estate subdivisions at Redbank Plains and substantial
industrial area growth on the outskirts of the established urban areas at Swanbank is
driving most of the population growth in Ipswich. In addition, priority new development
areas at Springfield Lakes, Springfield Central and Ripley areas will further increase the
population growth in these areas.
The engagement undertaken by the Council with Ipswich residents regarding the three
possible models for the city's divisional boundaries.
The reasoning for recommending Option 3 (a multi-Councillor model with two to three
Councillors per division) to be selected as set out in the Report.
If Option 3 is assessed as being in the public interest, the option of two Councillors per
division with four divisions be considered as the preferred model as it will allow for future
population growth with an ability to increase Councillors as required while retaining the
same divisional boundaries for multiple election cycles.

I have asked for Ms Rebecca McAnalen, Acting Principal Region Advisor (Southern), Local
Government Division in the Department of Local Government, Racing and Multicultural Affairs
to assist you with any further queries. You may wish to contact Ms McAnalen on
or
by email at
.
Yours sincerely

STIRLING HINCHLIFFE MP
Minister for Local Government,
Minister for Racing and
Minister for Multicultural Affairs
Enc
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Throughout the month of March 2019, Ipswich City
Council (ICC) encouraged residents to help shape
their future council by sharing their views on the most
appropriate divisional boundary model for the city via a
survey, available both online and in hard copy.

consultation process, the recommendation is for the
state government to select ‘Option 3: Divided – 2 to 3
Councillors Per Division (for 4 to 6 Divisions)’ for the
City of Ipswich, to be effective for the local government
elections in March 2020 and beyond.

This report was prepared by the Interim Administrator
for the consideration of the state government to provide
a summary of the city’s collective preferences.

This is the most appropriate approach for the city for
the following reasons:

Three models were proposed for consideration through
a month-long community consultation program, which
was promoted by significant marketing and media
activity, with each model resulting in between eight and
12 councillors being elected, as follows:
 OPTION 1: Undivided (8 to 12 Councillors)
 OPTION 2: Divided – 1 Councillor per Division
(8 to 12 Divisions)
 OPTION 3: Divided – 2 to 3 Councillors per Division
(4 to 6 Divisions)
This survey, which was supported by a community
discussion paper, background document and
comprehensive Q&A that highlighted potential
advantages and disadvantages, asked respondents to
rank these options from 1 to 3 (1 being most preferred,
3 being least preferred). Space was also allocated for
additional feedback.
Following analysis of the survey data and preference
results from 1,049 respondents as well as a review
of 450 written comments provided during the

 Almost 90 per cent of survey respondents ranked
Option 3 as either their first or second preference.
 For those people whose first preference is ‘Option 1:
Undivided Council’, 75 per cent of respondents cited
Option 3 as their second preference.
 For those people whose first preference is ‘Option
2: Divided – 1 Councillor Per Division (for 8 to 12
Divisions)’, almost 90 per cent of respondents cited
Option 3 as their second preference.
 Only 11 per cent of respondents ranked Option 3 last.
 While both single-councillor divided or undivided
council models will please a significant proportion of
residents, these models will also offend a significant
proportion of residents, making Option 3 the least
polarising option for the city.
 For the various communities of Ipswich, multicouncillor divisions will effectively deliver the local
representation they are seeking at the same time
as avoiding a return to the significant governance
pitfalls experienced in the past.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The City of Ipswich is one of the fastest growing in
Australia. With population and jobs both growing at
around 4 to 5 per cent each year, the city is seeing rapid
changes in its people, where they live, where and how
they work, and what they want in their communities.
As the various communities around Ipswich grow and
change, it could be expected that they will also have
differing views on what they want from their council
compared to when the city was first established some
160 years ago.
Ipswich communities have also seen significant
upheaval in their council in recent years. The
community’s confidence and trust in its council has
been severely tested.
Last year, a Crime and Corruption Commission (CCC)
investigation identified significant governance failures in
Ipswich City Council as summarised in their report titled
‘Culture and corruption risks in local government: Lessons
learned from an investigation into Ipswich City Council
(Operation Windage)’.
As a result of these governance failures, the mayor and
councillors were dismissed by a unanimous vote in the
Queensland Parliament in August 2018, and an Interim
Administrator put in place until the March 2020 local
government elections.
The Interim Administrator is supported by an Interim
Management Committee (IMC) made up of five expert
consultants appointed by the state.
Since the last divisional boundary changes made prior
to the 2016 elections, Ipswich has experienced growth of
9.3 per cent in voters.
Changes made to divisional boundaries in preparation
for the 2016 elections were intended to spread the
growth areas over multiple divisions.

4

While this approach yielded some success, the
substantial growth in certain areas on the outskirts of
the established urban areas has meant that the majority
of growth was concentrated in a few divisions.
This is not ideal as it means that voter growth in only a
couple of divisions is driving the need to regularly change
the boundaries of many other (slower growth) divisions
across the local government area.
The boundaries of the current 10 divisions have also
evolved over time as the city’s population grew, with
little clear reference to the principle of ‘communities of
interest’ outlined in the Local Government Act.
Two of these 10 divisions will be outside of the 10 per
cent variation of the number of voters allowable under
the Local Government Act 2009 by March 2020.
For all of these reasons, a change of the divisional
boundaries in the City of Ipswich is clearly required.
To ensure the best possible outcome for the city, the
Interim Administrator committed to consulting the
community on how they wanted to be represented by
their future council in 2020 and beyond.
A survey, supported by a month-long period of
community engagement, was released to gauge the
city’s collective preferences and views.
Following analysis of the survey data and preference
results from the 1,049 respondents as well as a
review of 450 written comments provided during the
consultation process, this report was prepared by the
Interim Administrator for the consideration of the state
government to provide a summary of the city’s collective
views and preferences.

2. DIVISIONAL BOUNDARY REVIEW ENGAGEMENT
With no councillors in place and no predetermined
view by the current council administration, it was the
perfect time for Ipswich residents to have a transparent
discussion on what they believe is the best way forward,
with three divisional models proposed for consideration.
Throughout the month of March 2019, Ipswich City
Council (ICC) encouraged residents to help shape their
future council by sharing their views and preferences
on the most appropriate divisional boundary model for
the city.
Three models were offered for consideration through
council’s month-long community consultation program,
with each model resulting in between eight and 12
councillors being elected:

OPTION 1: UNDIVIDED
(8 to 12 Councillors)

To facilitate this engagement and ensure the collective
views of the local Ipswich community could be
communicated to the state government, a simple online
survey was created that asked respondents to rank
these options from 1 to 3 (1 being most preferred, 3 being
least preferred). Space was also allocated for additional
feedback.
Best efforts were made to ensure that online
respondents could only respond to the survey once.
Hard copies of the survey were also available at all
nine community offices, as well as at council’s central
administration building and all Ipswich libraries.
Alternatively, residents could call or email to request a
hard copy of the survey and reply-paid envelope to be
posted to them.
The community was also invited to share submissions
via a special email address (shapeyourcouncil@ipswich.
qld.gov.au) for consideration by council and inclusion in
this report.
A detailed background paper was produced, as was a
more concise community discussion paper, with both
available, along with the survey and a comprehensive
Q&A, at Ipswich.qld.gov.au/shapeyourcouncil.

OPTION 2: DIVIDED –
1 Councillor per Division
(8 to 12 Divisions)

These documents provided a list of possible advantages
and disadvantages for each model, as well as other
suggested considerations and background material,
in order to inform and support residents in making
a decision.
In addition to encouraging respondents to consider
potential advantages and disadvantages, they were
asked to keep the following considerations in mind:
1. How would each model assist or hinder a
councillor’s obligation to provide leadership
and strategic delivery of services in the public
interest of the whole of the city?

OPTION 3: DIVIDED 2 to 3 Councillors per Division
(4 to 6 Divisions)

2. How would each model assist or hinder the
responsibility of the councillors to focus on
planning for the future and developing corporate
plans and strategies, as opposed to a focus on
day-to-day operational issues?
3. Which model would best allow for the diversity
of the city’s communities to have their interests
represented on council?
4. Which model best promotes “good governance”
(i.e. transparency, accountability, integrity,
ethics and effectiveness)?
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In order to reach as many local residents as possible
with the invitation to share their views and preferences
on the city’s divisional model, council created a monthlong comprehensive marketing and promotional program
which included:
 Print advertising in all four local newspapers
 Radio advertising on River 94.9
 Paid social media advertising on Facebook
 Digital billboard promotion
 Organic social media promotion
 A strategic media relations campaign targeting
South East Queensland media
 Regular updates on council’s Ipswich First website
 Inclusion in the Interim Administrator’s monthly column.
As an additional avenue for engagement, a community
information night was organised to provide an
opportunity for the community to hear from
independent speakers (three mayors and an experienced
CEO) who have worked in all three models, and to ask
questions of this panel.
Queensland media personality Madonna King was
engaged to facilitate the event to ensure impartiality.
The evening was also streamed live on Facebook.
Approximately 170 engaged residents attended this
information night to hear from Mayor Tanya Milligan
from Lockyer Valley Regional Council, Mayor Paul
Antonio from Toowoomba Regional Council, Mayor
Amanda Findley from Shoalhaven City Council and CEO
David Farmer from Ipswich City Council – an incredibly
positive result.
See Appendix A for a copy of the Community
Discussion Paper.
See Appendix B for sample newspaper ads and
media coverage.

3. THE SURVEY
The survey consisted of three parts:
 Demographic questions
 A statement of the person’s preferences for
the three optional models by ranking the three
generic approaches from 1 (most preferred) to
3 (least preferred)
 The option to include comments for the state
government’s consideration.
While 1,049 people completed the survey on the
divisional boundary review, 450 of these respondents
also provided written feedback. It should be noted that
of these 1,049 respondents, 28 identified themselves
as not residing in Ipswich. However, their data has been
included in this report as many of them noted that they
had a genuine interest in the future of the city (i.e. some
worked in Ipswich, some owned property in Ipswich etc).
A further 24 residents provided written feedback by
other means (see Appendix G).
For a population of 213,638, a minimum sample of 384
would provide a confidence level of 95 per cent, and a
margin of error of 5 per cent. With 1,049 responses, this
provides a confidence level of 99 per cent and a margin
of error of around 4 per cent. In practical terms, this
means any reported percentage response cited below
should be treated as ‘plus or minus 4 per cent’.
Key demographic information was collected in the frontend of the survey, with the following points of note:
 The most engaged respondents were between 30
and 49 – reflective of the city’s median age of 32.
 There was almost an even split of male and female
respondents.
 While Australian was noted as the cultural
background in the majority of respondents, 11 other
‘cultural backgrounds’ were noted (in addition to
‘other’).
 Sixty-eight of the 82 suburbs across Ipswich were
represented in the survey with strong representation
amongst urban areas, rural areas and newer
developments.
See Appendix C for a copy of the survey.
See Appendix D for a summary of the demographic
information captured.
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4. INTERPRETING THE SURVEY PREFERENCE RESULTS
In the survey, respondents were asked to rank the three models in preference, from 1 to 3. The table below summarises
the results of the survey preferences:
OPTION 1
Undivided

OPTION 2
Divided
Single-Councillor

OPTION 3
Divided
Multiple-Councillor

1st preference

271

453

325

2nd preference

203

239

607

3rd preference

575

357

117

4.1 The Raw Data
The first approach to interpreting the survey results is a simple
summary of the rankings, with some analysis included below.
 While a quarter of people (26 per cent) nominated ‘Option
1: Undivided Council’ as their first preference, more than
half (55 per cent) nominated an Undivided Council as their
least preferred model.
 While 43 per cent of people nominated ‘Option 2: Divided
- 1 Councillor Per Division’ as their first choice, over a third
of people (34 per cent) designated Option 2 as their least
preferred model.

25.83%
54.81%

19.35%

 This points to a polarisation of views across the Ipswich
community, with people strongly preferring either an
undivided model or single-councillor divisions, and strongly
disliking the other.
 Put another way, the single-councillor divided model
will please a significant proportion of residents but will
also offend a significant proportion of residents.
 This polarisation is reflected in many of the comments
and views expressed in the survey and is discussed further
in ‘Interpreting the Survey Comments’ in Section 5.

34.03%

43.18%

Preferences for
Undivided
■ 1st preference
■ 2nd preference
■ 3rd preference

Preferences for
Single-Councillor
Per Division
■ 1st preference
■ 2nd preference

22.78%

■ 3rd preference

 The same cannot be said for ‘Option 3: Divided –
2 to 3 Councillors Per Division (for 4 to 6 Divisions)’.
 Almost a third of respondents (31 per cent) cited this
model as their first preference, and a significant 58 per
cent cited it as second preference. Only 11 per cent of
respondents ranked Option 3 last.
 Almost 90 per cent of people ranked Option 3 as either
their first or second preference. It is clearly the ‘least
disliked’ option.
See Appendix E for an overview of survey response trends over
the month of the survey. Note that Options 1 and 3 were close
throughout most of the consultation period, around 33 per cent to
38 per cent, (ie within the survey margin of error) except during the
last week when a number of surveys were received from a nonmetropolitan area, the majority of which ranked option 2 first.

11.15%
30.98%
57.86%

Preferences for
Multiple-Councillors
Per Division
■ 1st preference
■ 2nd preference
■ 3rd preference
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4.2 Applying Scores to the
Survey Results

4.3 Interpreting the Flow of
Preferences

As noted, the purpose of the survey was to understand
the community’s order of preferences, not just to seek
‘first past the post’ feedback. Therefore, the second
way of interpreting the survey results is to convert
the rankings into scores. This type of analysis can be
undertaken using two approaches.

A third way of interpreting the survey results is by
studying the flow of preferences; i.e. by identifying
the preferred model if their first preference was not
successful. As follows is a summary of the flow of
preferences:

Firstly, we could take a positive perspective and
assume that all options are acceptable; that even the
third ranked model is satisfactory to respondents. Using
this approach, the rankings have been assigned scores of:
 First ranking scores: 3 points
 Second ranking scores: 2 points
 Third ranking scores: 1 point.
The resulting scores utilising this approach are as follows:

Methodology 2: Overall scores
(Respondents = 1,049)

2.5
2.0
1.5

1.71

2.19

2.09

0.5
Undivided

Single-Councillor
Per Division

Multiple-Councillors
Per Division

Using this method of analysis, ‘Option 3: Divided –
2 to 3 Councillors Per Division (for 4 to 6 Divisions)’
scores the highest points.
Alternatively, we could take a more negative
perspective and assume that the third ranked model
is not acceptable for most people who ranked it as
such. When using this methodology, the rankings were
assigned scores of:
 Second ranking scores: 0 points
 Third ranking scores: minus 1 point (-1).
The resulting scores utilising this approach are as follows:

Methodology 3: Average Scores
(Respondents = 1,049)

0.3
0.2

0.09

0
-0.1
-0.2

0.19

-0.28

-0.3
-0.4

Undivided

Single-Councillor
Per Division

Multiple-Councillors
Per Division

Again, Option 3 scores the highest number of points.
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 For those whose first preference is ‘Option 3: Divided
– 2 to 3 Councillors Per Division (for 4 to 6 Divisions)’,
about 50 per cent of respondents equally cited
Options 1 and 2 as their second preference.
This holistic interpretation of the survey preference results
indicates that ‘Option 3: Divided – 2 to 3 Councillors Per
Division (for 4 to 6 Divisions)’ is, on balance, the most
preferred model for the City of Ipswich.

 Almost 90 per cent of people ranked Option 3 as
either their first or second preference.
 Almost 90 per cent of people who ranked Option 2
first considered Option 3 to be their next preference.
 About 75 per cent of people who ranked Option 1
first considered Option 3 to be their next closest
preference.
There is a significant gap between the number of
respondents who ranked Option 3 last and those who
ranked Options 1 and 2 last.
Put another way, Option 3 is the least polarising
model across the community.

 First ranking scores: 1 point

0.1

 For those people whose first preference is ‘Option
2: Divided – 1 Councillor Per Division (for 8 to 12
Divisions)’, almost 90 per cent of respondents cited
Option 3 as their second preference.

While it ranked behind Option 2 as a first preference (31
per cent compared to 43 per cent), it received general
support across the community, with the following points
of note:

1.0

0

 For those people whose first preference is ‘Option 1:
Undivided Council’, 75 per cent of respondents cited
Option 3 as their second preference.

5. INTERPRETING THE SURVEY COMMENTS
In addition to reviewing and interpreting the
quantitative data, it’s important to take into account
the qualitative data collected via the survey and
shapeyourcouncil@ipswich.qld.gov.au, with additional
feedback noted by some 450 of the 1,049 respondents.
A review of the qualitative survey responses conducted
by independent research firm IPSOS noted that the
450 respondents who commented did not vary
significantly to the total sample and were highly engaged,
making reasonable effort to articulate their responses.
Four themes emerged from the comments, with some
respondents mentioning more than one response code
or more than one theme in their survey. (Please note
that ‘n=’ denotes the number of respondents who made
similar comments, as per the themes.)
As follows is a summary of these responses, separated
into the four core themes (councillors, democratic
process, geographic/socio-economic diversity, party
politics) as prepared by IPSOS:

5.1 ‘Councillors’
There was a very mixed discussion about both the
quantity but also calibre of the candidates to stand for
councillor. Respondents commented about a councillor’s
character, skills, quality of contribution and location as
important aspects regardless of the model.
There was a mix of views about which model this group
preferred. Their main points were around ensuring that
councillors could do the job and represent their interests
as a local member.

5.2 ‘Democratic Process’
A number of respondents raised concerns around the
democratic process and the way in which any changes
to the divisional boundaries should be made. Participants
commented about the process of changing the divisions.
There were some who felt that changing the current
divisional structure should only be done by a vote,
enabling a democratic process for change.

5.3 ‘Geographic / Socio-Economic
Diversity’
The changes posed initiated discussion around the need
for local representation across the Ipswich region due to
the geographic and socio-economic diversity that exists
in the electorate.
Respondents felt that the geographic characteristics
such as urban, rural and small town differences as well
as large distances across the Ipswich City Council meant
that there were many different needs of the constituents.
This meant that if there were no divisions that some
areas would not have their interests represented or be
forgotten.
There was also a sense of the “grass is greener” with
lots of comments about other areas getting more
attention, resources or funding. There were comments
around the more affluent or newer development areas
like Springfield and Ripley having more of council’s focus.
There were also comments about different areas having
different cultural backgrounds and needing their diversity
represented.

5.4 ‘Party Politics’
A number raised concerns around the democratic
process and the affiliation of councillors with political
parties. Respondents also commented on the desire to
have independent councillors and to keep party politics
to state and federal governments. Councillors also should
be transparent and declare their affiliations.
Note that there were also a number of random
comments, statements that they preferred not to
comment, or topics not of interest to this survey that
were allocated to an ‘Other’ category.
See Appendix F to view the complete independent
report prepared by IPSOS.
See Appendix G for a spreadsheet featuring all
additional comments (with identifying information
redacted for privacy purposes).

There was also negative sentiment towards the rationale
for changing. They do not see the current model as the
cause of issues but rather the councillors as individuals.
This group was more aligned with divisional boundaries
and one councillor.
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6. WHY ‘MULTI-COUNCILLOR DIVISIONS’ IS THE
BEST WAY FORWARD
6.1 A Major Failing

6.2 Geelong City Case Study

Throughout this period of Interim Administration, a
number of failings and flaws have been identified by the
Interim Administrator. One governance concern is that
there was far too much emphasis placed by councillors
on a councillor’s own division and on operational issues;
and not enough attention given to city-wide priorities and
strategic issues.

Ipswich isn’t alone when it comes to these types of issues.
The Commission of Inquiry into Greater Geelong City
Council, which resulted in the dismissal of the mayor and
all councillors in 2016, found the single-ward (or singledivision) structure as it operated at Greater Geelong
contributed to the governance failures it identified at the
council. In its report, the commission said,

This approach, which is a contradiction to the required
role of councillors as prescribed in the Local Government
Act, fostered a ‘tale of 10 small cities’ approach to
leadership, rather than a whole-of-city commitment.
A divisional focus was supported from a budgeting
perspective. For example, in the 2018 budget, each
divisional councillor was allocated approximately
$680,000 for capital projects. While many of these
projects indeed provided benefit to the community,
they were not prioritised across the entire city, only
across a division.
There was no framework in place to review whether (say)
a new park in one suburb was more or less important
to a road upgrade in another suburb, from a city-wide,
strategic perspective.
Allocating an aggregate total of some $7 million of
ratepayers’ money each year to local divisional projects
identified by individual councillors in this fashion is not
good governance.
Community donations were handled in a similar manner,
with each councillor allocated a local budget for
donations in their division, without a robust framework
to assess each grant application against the city’s needs
on the whole. In 2018, an aggregate total of almost
$1.4 million was made available to divisions by way of
community donations.
A common criticism of divisional budgeting is that it
encourages a ‘pet and populist’ approach to project
and community support, with divisional needs, as
perceived by the councillor, often prioritised over wider
community needs.
Reporting of council expenditure was also on Divisional
terms, reinforcing a competitive approach for ratepayer
funds based on ensuring each councillor got their
‘divisional shares’ rather than overall city priorities.
The impact of this divisional-based approach can be
seen across the city.
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“A significant number of councillors appear to be
preoccupied with their individual ward interests
rather than the city as a whole and have shown
little capacity to work together.”
It added,

“Replacement of single-councillor wards by
multi-councillor wards supported by mechanisms
to ensure strategic, whole-of-municipal
planning and delivery would strengthen council
leadership, corporate behaviour and decisionmaking.”
The commission formally recommended that the singlemember ward structure be replaced with multi-member
wards, which occurred in 2017. With the support of
returning and new councillors, council officers, and
the local community, Greater Geelong City Council
transitioned from a single-councillor model into a
multi-councillor model with relative ease.*
(*Democracy in Geelong Background Paper 2016)

6.3 Why not an undivided model?
Some 55 percent of survey respondents ranked an
undivided council as their last preference. Clearly this is
“a bridge too far” for many in the community. The Interim
Administrator believes that, while an undivided model
may be better-placed to deliver a strategic outcome for
a city on the whole, this isn’t necessarily the best option
for Ipswich.

7. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the recommendation is for the state
government to select ‘Option 3: Divided – 2 to 3
Councillors Per Division (for 4 to 6 Divisions)’ for the
City of Ipswich, effective after the local government
elections in March 2020 and beyond.

Option 3 combines the benefits of a single-councillor
divisional model with an additional layer of good
governance through the increased accountability that
comes with a multi-councillor model.

This is the most appropriate and preferred option for the
following reasons:

Local representation is still provided so councillors are
aware of divisional issues, but with fewer divisions and
additional peers to share responsibilities, it’s easier to
encourage a strategic, whole-of-city focus.

 For those people whose first preference is ‘Option
1: Undivided Council’, 75 per cent of respondents
cited Option 3 as their second preference.

This model also allows for increased representation for
residents. No longer will they have just one councillor
to approach. Option 3 provides residents with three
or four councillors to contact – their two or three local
‘divisional’ councillors plus the relevant committee chair
(if committees are utilised).

 Almost 90 per cent of people ranked Option 3 as
either their first or second preference.

 For those people whose first preference is ‘Option
2: Divided – 1 Councillor Per Division (for 8 to 12
Divisions)’, almost 90 per cent of respondents
cited Option 3 as their second preference.
 Only 11 per cent of respondents ranked
Option 3 last.

While there are many potential advantages noted
with Option 3 in the Community Discussion Paper in
Appendix A, with some included above, there are
also several potential disadvantages associated with
the model.

 While both single-councillor divided or undivided
council models will please a significant proportion
of residents, these models will also offend a
significant proportion of residents, making Option
3 the least polarising option for the city.

The Interim Administrator has identified these potential
issues. Council officers will create a framework that will
mitigate the risks should Option 3 be the model selected
by the state government.

 Option 3 most comprehensively and positively
addresses the considerations listed in Section 2.

Preparing council for its return to elected representation,
including the creation of a strategic tool kit, increased
support, and a comprehensive induction program, is a
high priority for the organisation.

 For the various communities of Ipswich, multicouncillor divisions will effectively deliver the local
representation they are seeking at the same time
as avoiding a return to the significant governance
pitfalls experienced in the past.
 Based on his experiences over the last eight
months, the Interim Administrator concurs with
the survey results for the reasons noted in
Section 6.
With the return to elected representation fast
approaching, now is the perfect time to effect the
change necessary to set the city on a new course
towards the prosperous, proud future its people deserve.
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APPENDIX A: COMMUNITY DISCUSSION PAPER

City of Ipswich

Ipswich, Help Shape
Your Future Council
Divisional Boundary Review
Community Discussion Paper
March 2019

Ipswich.qld.gov.au/shapeyourcouncil
1
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HELP SHAPE YOUR FUTURE COUNCIL
Ipswich is experiencing
significant change.
There is no better time than this period of interim
administration for you, a resident of Ipswich,
to openly consider and debate how you would like to
be represented by your future Ipswich council in 2020
and beyond.
The City of Ipswich local government area is one of the
fastest growing regions in Australia, with population and
economic growth at around 5 per cent each year.
As the various communities around Ipswich grow and
change, it could be expected that they will also have
differing views on what they want from their council
compared to when the city was first established some
160 years ago.
Last year, a Crime and Corruption Commission (CCC)
investigation identified significant governance failures in
Ipswich City Council as summarised in their report titled
“Culture and corruption risks in local government: Lessons
learned from an investigation into Ipswich City Council
(Operation Windage)”. As a result of these governance
failures, the mayor and councillors were dismissed by a
unanimous vote in the Queensland Parliament in August
2018, and an Interim Administrator put in place until the
March 2020 local government elections.

The community’s confidence and trust in your council
has been severely tested.
With no councillors in place and no predetermined
view by the current council administration, the Ipswich
community can have a transparent discussion on what
you think is the best way forward.
Would you prefer your councillors to be elected on
a divisional basis or across the entirety of the local
government area?
Please read on to see how you can have your say.
This community discussion paper is a summary of a
range of issues. A more detailed report is also available
at Ipswich.qld.gov.au/shapeyourcouncil.
To have your say, just answer a few simple questions.
Once you’ve read through this community discussion
paper (and the longer background paper if you so
desire), we are going to ask you to rank the three types
of divisional models in your order of preference from
most preferred (1) to least preferred (3). It’s that easy!
There’ll also be space to share your additional thoughts.
Of course, if you want to also provide a written
submission, we will be grateful to receive your views
(email shapeyourcouncil@ipswich.qld.gov.au).
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WHAT IS THE ROLE OF A COUNCILLOR AND HOW
SHOULD THEY CONTRIBUTE TO GOOD GOVERNANCE?
In representative democracies like Australia, citizens
entrust the decisions about how they are governed
to elected representatives.
Governance is about the way that elected
representatives make decisions and oversee the
functions of councils.
The Good Governance Framework (premiers.qld.gov.au)
says that government bodies should also observe the
core governance principles of:
 transparency,
 accountability,
 integrity, including resolution of potential and
actual conflicts of interest with selflessness
and objectivity in the public interest,
 due diligence, and
 economy, efficiency and effectiveness.

The primary accountability
of a local government is to its
community, and that the decisions
of the local government must be
made with regard to the benefit of
the entire local government area.

The Local Government Act is very clear that this applies
regardless of whether a council has electoral divisions
(like Ipswich currently has) or is undivided (ie. has no
councillor divisions). The core obligation of a councillor
is to make decisions in the best interests of the entire
council area.
In considering councillors’ accountability to the
community, the Operation Windage report highlights
that it is also useful to draw comparisons with the duties
placed on directors of companies by the Corporations
Act 2001, including the duty to act with care and diligence,
and to act in good faith in the best interests of the
company (or the community, in the case of councillors).
Another issue that needs to be appreciated is that the law
clearly distinguishes between the roles and responsibilities
of the elected councillors and the administrative (council
employees) arms of local government.
The primary role of councillors is to focus on policy
development and ensure the strategic delivery of
services in the public interest. Councillors are responsible
for planning for the future and developing corporate
plans and strategies to achieve their goals and deliver
outcomes to the whole of the community, and monitoring
the performance of the council against these.
Councillors are not responsible for overseeing the
internal day-to-day work done by local government
employees. This is managed by the chief executive
officer and senior staff.

3
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WHAT ARE YOUR OPTIONS?
There is no single accepted view of which model is bestplaced to contribute to good governance; that is the
best way to ensure that councillors provide strategic
guidance and leadership to their local government area
as a whole.
There are three broad models of electing
councillors as community representatives (each
model will result in a minimum of eight and
maximum of 12 councillors being elected):

OPTION 1: UNDIVIDED
(8 to 12 councillors)

OPTION 2: DIVIDED –
1 councillor per division
(8 to 12 divisions)

OPTION 3: DIVIDED 2 to 3 councillors per division
(4 to 6 divisions)

As you read through the overview
of these three options on the
pages to follow, we encourage you
to keep these questions in mind:
1. How would each model assist or
hinder a councillor’s obligation to
provide leadership and strategic
delivery of services in the public
interest of the whole of the city?
2. How would each model assist or
hinder the responsibility of your
councillors to focus on planning
for the future and developing
corporate plans and strategies,
as opposed to a focus on day to
day operational issues?
3. Which model would best allow
for the diversity of Ipswich’s
communities to have their
interests represented on council?
4. Which model best promotes
“good governance” (ie
transparency, accountability,
integrity, ethics and
effectiveness)?

4
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OPTION 1

UNDIVIDED COUNCIL
(8 TO 12 COUNCILLORS)
An undivided council has no divisions.

All candidates for council are listed on a single ballot
paper for the entire local government area, and all voters
nominate their preferences across all candidates. There
will be a separate ballot paper for the position of the
Mayor. The (typically) eight to 12 candidates who receive
the most votes become the councillors. This is the most
common approach in Queensland, New South Wales,
South Australia and Western Australia, although it is far
more common in rural councils than in urban councils.

The following Queensland councils have adopted
this model:
 Toowoomba Regional Council
 Noosa Council
 Mackay Regional Council

Possible ADVANTAGES include that it:

Possible DISADVANTAGES include that:

 Delivers a more unified, citywide, strategic focus
to council governance.

 There are risks that most councillors will
be elected from a single part of the local
government area and that some ‘communities
of interest’ could be unrepresented.

 Gives voters a choice of councillors they can
approach with their concerns.
 Promotes councillors, as per the Act, to
address issues in the best interests of all
residents in the local government area, as
opposed to a ‘my backyard’ approach.
 Leads to more integrated policy making.
 Allows voters to express a preference for every
candidate in the council election.
 Allows voters to select candidates based
on their capabilities as community leaders
and decision makers across the whole local
government area rather than just on their
geographic associations.
 Results in a simpler voters’ roll for elections.
 Avoids the requirement for regular divisional
reviews (reviews needed to ensure the
proportion of councillors to voters does not
vary by more than 10 per cent between any
division in the local government area).

 A councillor’s capacity for local engagement
and representation may be diminished if they
become inaccessible to residents in parts of the
local government area.
 Councillors’ responsibilities may become
confused and their efforts duplicated if there
is no clarity around roles and representation
among the councillors.
 It is a far more costly exercise for candidates
to campaign across an entire local government
area, as opposed to a division, which may
disadvantage independent candidates who
do not have the financial backing to market
themselves to the whole community.
 It may make it difficult for voters to assess the
performances of individual councillors across
the local government area.

5
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OPTION 2

DIVIDED – 1 COUNCILLOR PER
DIVISION (FOR 8 TO 12 DIVISIONS)
A divided council is where the local government area is split into (typically) eight to 12 divisions
(currently in Ipswich we have 10 divisions). Each division has more or less the same number of voters.

The electoral ballot papers for each division only have
those candidates who have decided to nominate for that
particular division included, plus all candidates for mayor.
The candidate with the most votes in each division
becomes a councillor.

Single-councillor representation is the most common
model used in urban councils across Queensland, and is
the model most Ipswich voters are familiar with.
It is important to understand that the current 10 divisions
across the city cannot continue to apply; two of the 10
divisions will be outside the 10 per cent variation of the
number of voters allowable under the Local Government
Act by March 2020.

Possible ADVANTAGES include that it:

Possible DISADVANTAGES include that:

 Encourages a diverse range of candidates
to run for council as they only have to incur
electoral campaign costs for a division (and not
across the entire council area).

 Councillors might be elected on local, minor,
or parochial issues and lack perspective on or
offer less support for policies that benefit the
whole council (ie a ‘my backyard’ approach).

 Allows for councillors to be truly local
representatives (for their division), easily
accessible to residents and more aware of
local issues.

 Divisional boundaries might divide larger
communities of interest and might be hard
to define.

 Ensures that geographically-formed
‘communities of interest’ are likely to be
represented at the council.
 May contribute to ensuring that sectional
interests are less likely to dominate the council.

 When this model is accompanied by other
practices, such as the portfolio system in
which areas of responsibility are allocated to
individual councillors, the culture of the ‘lone
councillor’ looking after ‘my patch’ is reinforced.
 When combined with a divisional funding
program (which was discontinued in Ipswich)
that allocates funds to each councillor to
dispense more or less unchallenged, a councillor
can develop a preoccupation with funding for
their own division rather than the priorities of
the whole city.
 Voters might have fewer options to select
from for their representative.
 If a division has a high growth rate,
boundaries will be more susceptible to change
(as population changes put numbers above
or below the 10 per cent quota), which could
mean more regular reviews.

6
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OPTION 3

DIVIDED – 2 TO 3 COUNCILLORS PER
DIVISION (FOR 4 TO 6 DIVISIONS)
In a divided council model – multi-councillor representation, the local government area would be divided into divisions
(usually four to six), with each division having roughly the same number of voters with between eight and maximum 12
councillors elected. Residents are represented by more than one councillor, with two or three typically elected per division.

Between 30 and 40 per cent of councils in New South
Wales, Victoria, South Australia, Western Australia
and the Northern Territory operate under this model.
Obviously, the divisions tend to be larger than in a singlecouncillor model.
The ballot papers for each of these larger division have
those candidates who have decided to nominate for that

particular division, plus all candidates for mayor. The top
two or three candidates with the most votes for each
division become councillors.
The following councils have adopted this model:
 City of Greater Geelong
 Wollongong City Council

Possible ADVANTAGES include that it:

Possible DISADVANTAGES include that:

 Offers all of the advantages cited for the
divided – single representative model.

 All of the disadvantages cited for the
divided – single representative model may
also be relevant.

 Supports representation of different interests
in a division.
 Allows for greater consideration of multiple
views on issues than the single representation
model as each division would be represented
by more than 1 councillor.
 Can make divisional boundaries easier to
identify and less susceptible to change as a
result of uneven growth population or decline
than does the single representative model.

 Groups may come together along interest lines,
leading to issues between divisional councillors.
 Councillors may duplicate their efforts if
they do not communicate or share their
workloads effectively.
 Different views on issues within a division may
make these issues more difficult to resolve.

 Provides councillors in a division with increased
opportunity for discussion and shared
responsibility.
 Provides residents with 3 or 4 councillors
to contact about issues – their 2 or 3 local
‘divisional’ councillors plus the relevant
committee chair (if committees are utilised),
therefore increasing the level of local
representation.

7
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HAVE YOUR SAY
To have your say, all you have to do is answer a few
simple questions, starting with a request to rank the
three divisional models you’ve just reviewed from most
preferred (1) to least preferred (3).
Find the survey form by:
 Visiting council’s website at
Ipswich.qld.gov.au/shapeyourcouncil.
 Visiting council’s central administration office or
any community office to collect a hard copy version
of the survey or online access.

 Visiting any of council’s libraries to collect a hard
copy version.
 Telephoning council’s call centre on (07) 3810 6666
for a survey form to be mailed or emailed to you.
You are free to provide any submissions to council
on your views and preferences for any matters or
issues regarding how best to deliver good local
governance for the City of Ipswich (email
shapeyourcouncil@ipswich.qld.gov.au), and the
survey will also provide space for additional feedback.

NEED MORE INFORMATION?
If you feel that you need more background
information before you can make your decision
visit Ipswich.qld.gov.au/shapeyourcouncil for the
detailed report that informed this discussion paper.
A public information session will be held on
Monday 25 March 6.00 pm
North Ipswich Reserve Corporate Centre
2B Pine Street, North Ipswich, QLD.

The session will feature three guest speakers from
relevant local government areas who will be presenting
on the three models and will be available to answer
your questions. Additional information can be found
at Ipswich.qld.gov.au/shapeyourcouncil.

KEY DATES
You have until 12.00 pm on Sunday 31 March to share your views and opinions.

WHERE TO FROM HERE?
While we are seeking your views and preferences and
encourage all local residents to have their say, the
community cannot directly determine the local government
representative model. The Local Government Act is clear
that is a matter for the state government to decide.

Your views will be included in a report to the Minister
for Local Government who will be asked by council to
consult the state government’s Change Commission for
their assessment. The Change Commission will share the
results of its assessment with the Minister and the public.
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APPENDIX B:
SAMPLE NEWSPAPER ADS AND MEDIA COVERAGE

Ipswich, Help Shape
Your Future Council
How would you like to be represented
by council in 2020 and beyond?
Read the Divisional Boundary Review discussion paper and complete
the short, anonymous survey at Ipswich.qld.gov.au/shapeyourcouncil

Ipswich, Help Shape
Your Future Council
How would you like to be represented
by council in 2020 and beyond?

Divisional Boundary Review
Public Information Session
Monday 25 March 6.00 pm
North Ipswich Reserve
Corporate Centre
2B Pine Street, North Ipswich

The session will feature three guest speakers from relevant local government areas
who will discuss the three models and will be available to answer your questions.
Ipswich.qld.gov.au/shapeyourcouncil
Press adverts in Moreton Border News and News Limited papers

Ipswich,
help shape your
future Council
Read the Divisional Boundary
Review discussion paper and
share your ideas in the short,
anonymous survey

Social media posts in ICC Facebook and Twitter accounts as well as
IpswichFirst.com.au EDM and blog post
20
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to region
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Ipswich City Council interim administrator Greg Chemello with the Divisional
Boundary Review Community Discussion Paper.
Photo: Rob Williams
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He said the review came after some residents voiced
strong thoughts to him.
The options for residents are:
An undivided council (councillors elected to represent the
whole city); Divided, one councillor per division (eight to 12 divisions) or; Divided, two or
three councillors per division
(four to six divisions).
The community will have
until 12pm on March 31 to fill
out the survey.
“Consider and debate how
you would like to be represented by your future Ipswich
council in 2020 and beyond,”
Mr Chemello said.
“Would you prefer your
councillors to be elected on a
divisional basis or across the
entirety of the local government area?”
Mr Chemello said he had no
view on what would be best.
The discussion paper outlines the role of a councillor;
which Mr Chemello said was
not to take complaints about
potholes or footpaths.
“The role of a councillor is
strategic leadership of the

council, setting the policies of
the council,” he said.
Mr Chemello said the review
was not about making it difficult for previous councillors to
be elected in their old areas.
“It’s not about individuals
and it’s certainly not about past
individuals,” he said.
“It’s about creating for the
future group of councillors
elected in 13 months time.”
Ipswich City Council CEO
David Farmer has worked under all three models.
He said all had pros and cons
and it would be up to the community to have its say.
The survey result will not be
binding, with the state government given final say on the
council’s boundaries.
“Our job is get to the state really clear articulated views
about what the community
wants,” Mr Chemello said.
“I didn’t seek the minister’s
permission to do this and I’m
not under any ministerial direction to do this.”
“We’ll be suggesting what
the community says the state
ought to listen very carefully
to.”
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We’re on the right road: McMahon
A FRESH breath of air is
blowing across Ipswich’s diverse landscape after 18
months of darkness, community champion Peter
McMahon believes.
Mr McMahon joined Ipswich administrator Greg
Chemello to launch the
council’s Boundary Review
Discussion paper.
The businessman encouraged residents to have their
say and revealed his own
preference.
“We do need divisional
representation,” he said.
“We have a situation
where people of Springfield

Community champion and
businessman Peter McMahon.

wouldn’t even know where
Rosewood is.

“It’s totally two different
groups of people.”
Mr McMahon said the
city battled through difficult
times in recent months.
“There’s been a few councillors/council workers who
have gone off the rail and
there’s been a lot of people
hurt in that time,” he said.
Mr McMahon said the region had turned a corner.
“I can talk about the wonderful growth taking place
in this town and it’s so exciting to be part of,” he said.
“Let’s get on the new road
and get it working.
“I see fresh air coming.”
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Your chance to shape
the future

HELP shape the future of the
city by completing Ipswich City
Council’s Divisional Boundary
Review. The council wants to
know how you want to be
represented by the council in
2020 and beyond. You have
until noon on March 31 to share
your views and opinions. Visit
/www.ipswich.qld.gov.au/
shapeyourcouncil for more.
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Speakers on boundary review revealed
FOUR speakers from two
states will share their views on
the choice available to Ipswich
residents about their future
council representation.
The speakers will appear at
Ipswich City Council’s public
forum, held to provide information about its Divisional
Boundary Review Community
Discussion Paper.
Interim Administrator Greg
Chemello said the speakers
bring a wealth of experience
through local government and
working within the various
models in their own councils.
The speakers are Toowoomba Regional Council Mayor
Paul Antonio, Lockyer Valley
Regional Council Mayor Tanya Milligan, New South

WAY FORWARD: Ipswich CEO David Farmer.

Wales Shoalhaven City Council Mayor Amanda Findley and
new Ipswich City Council CEO
David Farmer.
There are three models of

Photo: Cordell Richardson

electing councillors for consideration including: Undivided,
no divisions; divided, one
councillor a division and divided, two or three councillors a

division.
Each model will result in a
minimum of eight and maximum of 12 councillors being
elected.
The public information session will be held on March 25
from 6pm-7.30pm at North
Ipswich Reserve Corporate
Centre.
“I am sure residents will appreciate hearing first-hand
how the models work as they
consider what might work best
for Ipswich going forward,” Mr
Chemello said.
Toowoomba and Lockyer
has the undivided model.
Shoalhaven is divided, with
four councillors representing
each of the three wards, and
the mayor.
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Public session tonight will shape future of council representation
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RESIDENTS and prospective
council candidates are expected to pack the North Ipswich
Corporate Centre tonight to
hear details about the region’s
proposed representation.
As the deadline looms on
Ipswich City Council’s Divisional Boundary Review, a
public information session will
be held from 6pm.

vant local government areas
who will discuss the three
models and will be available to
answer your questions,” Mr
Chemello said.
“They will talk openly about
the advantages and disadvantages of each model.
“I am sure residents will appreciate hearing first-hand
how the models work as they

Administrator Greg Chemello will be joined by new Ipswich CEO David Farmer, Toowoomba mayor Paul Antonio,
Lockyer Valley mayor Tanya
Milligan and Shoalhaven
(NSW) mayor Amanda Findley who will speak about their
experiences with their model.
“The session will feature
four guest speakers from rele-

consider what might work best
for Ipswich going forward.”
Residents have the rest of
March to have their say: Do
you want your councillors to be
elected on a divisional basis or
across the entirety of the Ipswich region?
More than 600 Ipswich residents have given feedback during the council’s consultation.

Three options on divisional
boundaries are up for consideration including: Undivided; divided, one councillor per division or; divided, two or three
councillors across four to six
divisions.
“All three models continue
to receive strong support,” Mr
Chemello said.
d Johnson
h
– Hayden
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Mayor ‘wary’ about state’s plans to overhaul voting
HOW the State Government’s proposed
changes to local government voting will
play into Ipswich’s new representation
models has created concern.
Toowoomba Mayor Paul Antonio told
the council’s boundary review information
session he was “particularly wary” about
some of the suggested new reforms
“coming out of the State Government”.
He said compulsory preferential voting
for divided councils and proportional
representation could see a rise in informal
votes and other issues.
Under the changes, voting for councils
would be similar to the Australian Senate.
“The changes may have unintended
consequences, when you look at some of
the outcomes in the senate of recent
times,” he said.

“You’ll be voting one to 35 or whatever
the number of candidates there are.
“If you don’t do it properly your vote will
be informal.
“If you miss out 29, your vote is
informal.”
Cr Antonio said the existing voting
system had served Toowoomba well.
“I think we need to keep it simple,” he
said.
“The first past the post system for
councillors has served my community
particularly well for a long time.”
The Local Government Association of
Queensland has launched a campaign
against the State Government’s proposed
voting changes.

DEBATE: Toowoomba mayor Paul Antonio at the Ipswich City Council Boundary Review information session.
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Models aside, good candidates are needed
NO MATTER the system, the
best way to ensure good representation is to elect capable
councillors.
That was the underlying
message from several speakers
at Monday night’s boundary
review evening, hosted by Ipswich City Council.
Ipswich City Council chief
executive David Farmer responded to an audience member’s question about the lack of
skills new councillors often
possessed.
The questioner asked how
inexperienced
councillors
would manage council financials.
“It’s not just budgets – you’ve
got to set environmental policies, deal with drainage, stormwater quality and animal control,” Mr Farmer said.
He said Wollongong councillors were urged to undertake

training similar to board members.
“We encouraged all of our
councillors to do the Australian Institute of Company Directors course,” he said.
“It’s expensive, it’s hard work
and you do an exam.
“That helps them fulfil their
role as a member for the board.
“A number of those councillors had not done any formal
education since they left
school.”
Mr Farmer said the council
would work to ensure the next
crop was a good one.
“We would be seeking to assist incoming councillors to
skill themselves up as much as
possible,” he said.
“It’s much, much more than
budgets, a role of a councillor.”
Toowoomba Mayor Paul
Antonio said there was a “strict

line” between elected councillors and council operations.
“The reality is you need
skills – skills to analyse what
the operational arm are putting forward,” he said.
Lockyer Valley Mayor Tanya Milligan said some qualities could not be learned on a
course.
“I have known some exceptionally intelligent people that
just lack common sense and
being practical,” she said.
“Do not ever underestimate
life skills and being a reasonable person and having empathy. You can’t train those
qualities in a person.”

CAPABILITY: Lockyer
Mayor Tanya Milligan.
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Boundary
study hits
high rate
of reply
Council collates survey feedback

HAYDEN JOHNSON
hayden.johnson@qt.com.au

THE result from Ipswich
City Council’s divisional
boundary survey is being finalised before a report about
the community’s sentiment is
sent to the State Government.
The council received about
1000 opinions – the majority
submitted online – relating to
the future of the city’s councillor representation.
Three models; undivided,
divided with one councillor a
division or divided with two
or three councillors a division were put to the vote.
“The Divisional Boundary
public consultation process
has been extremely successful,” interim administrator
Greg Chemello said.
Residents were asked to
number boxes one to three
with their preference.
Of the responses, 19 handwritten surveys marked only
one option.
“These are incomplete so
can’t be included in the data
analysis,” Mr Chemello said.
“Any comments made in

these surveys are being noted and considered.
“In the end, only four out
of the almost 1000 surveys
received have been both incomplete and without any
additional comments for
analysis by council. That’s an
exceptionally positive result.”
Mr Chemello said the consultation period was “not
about voting”.
“It has been to determine
trends, cognisant that different parts of the city might actually have differing views
and preferences on this important issue,” he said.
“The views and preferences of our community will be
forwarded to the Minister for
Local Government and again
we have been clear that it is
the State Government that
will ultimately decide on the
structure of Ipswich’s councillor representation.

“I take this opportunity to
thank all those people who
have completed the survey
and contributed to this process of restoring trust and
confidence in Ipswich City
Council.”
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Does Ipswich City Council make the final decision? No, council does
not make the final decision. Council will provide a summary of the

Divisional Boundary Review myths busted
Divisional Boundary Review myths busted - Ipswich First

community’s feedback to the Change Commission, which will review the

Now
More than 600 Council
submissions
made so far

boundaries and advise the Local Government Minister. Ultimately, it is

Divisional Boundary Review myths busted

the State Government’s decision.

Darrell Giles • March 20, 2019

the Localso
Government
More than 600 submissions Has
made
far Minister made up his mind as to his
More than 600 submissions made so far

preferred model? No. Council understands that the State Government

Darrell Giles • March 20, 2019

has not decided on a model – the results of the survey will guide the

Darrell Giles • March 20, 2019
final submission from council to the state and the eventual outcome.
Does Ipswich have to have a mayor and councillors? Yes. Ipswich will
definitely go to an election in March 2020 for new councillors and a
mayor – there is a legal requirement under the Local Government Act for
elected representation.
Does this review consider external divisional boundaries? No. This
survey is about how you will be represented within the local government
area of Ipswich – internal divisional boundaries, not external boundaries.
What is the role of a councillor? As per page six of the Divisional
Boundary Review Background Paper; “The primary role of councillors is
to focus on policy development and ensure the strategic delivery of
services in the public interest. Councillors are responsible for planning
for the future and developing corporate plans and strategies to achieve
their goals and deliver outcomes to the whole of the community, and

More than 600 Ipswich residents have given feedback during Ipswich City

monitoring the performance of the council against these. Councillors are

Council’s consultation period on divisional boundaries for the March 2020

not responsible for overseeing the internal day-to-day work done by

local government elections.

local government employees. This is managed by the chief executive

More than 600 Ipswich residents have given feedback during Ipswich City
Interim Administrator Greg Chemello, briefing council on Tuesday, said he
Council’s consultation period on divisional boundaries for the March 2020
was delighted with the number of respondents since launching the
local government elections.
discussion paper on 1 March.

officer and senior staff.”
Do councillors have to work full-time hours, and does council decide
how much they are paid? Councillors do not have set hours under the

Interim Administrator Greg Chemello, briefing council on Tuesday, said he
The paper offers three options on divisional boundaries for consideration.
was delighted with the number of respondents since launching the
Each model presents a minimum of eight councillors and a maximum of 12
discussion paper on 1 March.
councillors being elected:

Act and need to work for the hours necessary to fulfil their role. The
maximum pay rates are set by the Local Government Remuneration and
Discipline Tribunal , not council.
Will there be increased governance for incoming councillors? Yes. Mr

The paper offers three options on divisional boundaries for consideration.

Chemello, the Interim Management Committee and senior council staff

Each
model presents a minimum of eight councillors and a maximum of 12
1. Undivided

are currently working on 18 business transformation projects which will

councillors
elected: per division (8-12 divisions)
2. Dividedbeing
– 1 councillor

set council up for the future, covering everything from risk management

3. Divided – 2 or 3 councillors per division (4-6 divisions)
1. Undivided

and procurement through to dealing with fraud and corruption and

preparing council for the return of elected representatives.
More than 600 Ipswich residents have given feedback
during Ipswich City

2. Divided
– 1weeks
councillor
per consultant
division (8-12
divisions)
“Almost
three
into the
period,
all three models continue to
4/23/2019

Council’s consultation period on divisional
boundaries
the
March
Mr Chemello is for
pleased
with
the quality2020
of the ongoing feedback.
4/23/2019
Divisional Boundary Review myths busted - Ipswich First

3. Divided
– 2support,”
or 3 councillors
per division
receive
strong
Mr Chemello
said. (4-6 divisions)

Divisional Boundary Review myths busted - Ipswich First

local government elections.

Residents have the rest of March to have their say: do you want your
https://www.ipswichfirst.com.au/divisional-boundary-review-myths-busted/
“Almost three weeks into the consultant period, all three models continue to
councillors to be elected on a divisional basis or across the entirety of the
receive strong support,” Mr Chemello said.
Ipswich region?

“We are incredibly grateful to the community
1/5
https://www.ipswichfirst.com.au/divisional-boundary-review-myths-busted/

for their views and comments

3/5

– so many residents have taken the time to share their thoughts, not just fill
in the survey. We encourage all local residents to have a say before the end

Interim Administrator Greg Chemello, briefing
ontoTuesday,
saidhehe
ofcouncil
March and help
shape your council,”
said.
https://www.ipswichfirst.com.au/divisional-boundary-review-myths-busted/
1/5
There is also a public information forum on Monday, 25 March, where Mr

was delighted with the number of respondents
since
the from the community noted in the
Some
of the launching
most recent comments

Chemello will be joined by new Ipswich CEO David Farmer, Toowoomba

Mayor Paul Antonio, Lockyer Valley Mayor Tanya Milligan and Shoalhaven

discussion paper on 1 March.

(NSW) Mayor Amanda Findley as they speak about their experiences with
each of the models.

“Need a person to represent us or otherwise interests of only a few suburbs
will be prioritised. Need a person to take responsibility for local suburb issues.”

The paper offers three options on divisional boundaries for consideration.

“The session will feature four guest speakers from relevant local government
areas who will discuss the three models and will be available to answer your
questions,” he said.

anonymous survey included:

“An undivided model would make it near impossible for individuals to run.

Each model presents a minimum of eight councillors
maximum
12of booths would mean it is
The sheer sizeand
of the a
council
area and the of
number
councillors being elected:

“They will talk openly about the advantages and disadvantages of each
model. I am sure residents will appreciate hearing firsthand how the models
work as they consider what might work best for Ipswich going forward.”

Undivided
The feedback from residents1.
had
focussed on some key issues and

better and more efficient to run as teams. If you have one of the divided
models then it is easier for independents. Having said that, I think the fewer
divisions might means the multiple councillors per division are keeping each
other accountable and hopefully make it difficult for “fiefdoms”, as happened
previously.”

“There should be fewer councillors, eight plus the mayor, but they should
2. Divided – 1 councillor per division (8-12 divisions)

frequently asked questions about the divisional boundaries debate,
4/23/2019

including:

remain full-time. If there are to be multi-member divisions, proportional

3. Divided – 2 or 3 councillors per division (4-6
divisions)
representation
should be used as the system of voting.”
Does Ipswich City Council make the final decision? No, council does
Divisional Boundary Review myths busted - Ipswich First

not make the final decision. Council will provide a summary of the
community’s feedback to the Change Commission, which will review the

“I would prefer the council of 2020 to consist of one mayor and 10 councillors
as the 2016 was composed. In other words, council to continue as before.

“Almost three weeks into the consultant period,
allyouthree
models
continue
Thank
for allowing
me to express
my views.” to

boundaries and advise the Local Government Minister. Ultimately, it is
the State Government’s decision.

receive strong support,” Mr Chemello said.

Has the Local Government Minister made up his mind as to his

preferred model? No. Council understands that the State Government
has not decided on a model – the results of the survey will guide the
final submission from council to the state and the eventual outcome.

https://www.ipswichfirst.com.au/divisional-boundary-review-myths-busted/
Does Ipswich have to have a mayor and councillors? Yes. Ipswich will
definitely go to an election in March 2020 for new councillors and a
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mayor – there is a legal requirement under the Local Government Act for
elected representation.

“We need to make sure that our incoming councillors are held accountable for
their actions, I really hope that by having shared responsibility areas that even
if someone starts to stray other councillors will be able to remind them of their
obligations and pull them back into line.”
Also read:
>> Guest speakers confirmed for forum
>> Divisional Boundary Review: Frequently Ask Questions

1/5

Answer: Electoral data has been used as the basis of this report as the Act
requires consideration around the number of enrolled voters in a local
government area.

4/23/2019
4/23/2019

Divisional Boundary Review: Frequently
askedWhat
questions
- Ipswich
Question:
criteria is
taken intoFirst
consideration when reviewing
Divisional Boundary Review: Frequently asked questions - Ipswich First

Council

divisional boundaries?
Answer: For an overview of the principles noted in the Act that guide

Divisional Boundary Review: Frequently asked
questions
Council

divisional boundary restructure, as well as additional

Divisional Boundary Review: Frequently asked
questions

principles relevant to the City of Ipswich, please see Section 4 of the
background document (www.ipswich.qld.gov.au/
shapeyourcouncil).

Darrell Giles • March 4, 2019

Darrell Giles • March 4, 2019
Question: If divided is the chosen model, will they remain numerical (ie
divisions one to 10) or will they be ‘named’?
Answer: This has not been considered at this stage.
Question: Do we need to have councillors at all?
Answer: Yes. In representative democracies like Australia, citizens entrust the
decisions about how they are governed to elected representatives. It is your
democratic right to have elected representation. It is also the law. In March
2020, a new group of councillors (and a mayor) will be elected for the City of
4/23/2019

Ipswich.

Divisional Boundary Review: Frequently asked questions - Ipswich First

Question: Can former councillors run again in March 2020 under all three
Ipswich City Council’s decision to seek feedback from residents on the new

https://www.ipswichfirst.com.au/divisional-boundary-review-frequently-asked-questions/
models?

2/4

Answer: Yes, former councillors are eligible to run for council in March 2020,

divisional boundaries for the March 2020 local government elections and
beyond has certainly piqued interest in the community.

in accordance with the Dissolution of Ipswich City Council Bill 2018. Any

There have been plenty of questions already since Interim Administrator

qualified to be a councillor under the requirements as set out in Section 152 of

person may nominate as a candidate to be councillor only if the person is

Greg Chemello launched the discussion paper last Friday outlining the three

the Local Government Act 2009.

options under consideration. They are:

Question: When do the new boundaries come into effect?

1. Undivided

Answer: This depends on the state determining that new boundaries are

2. Divided – 1 councillor per division (8 to 12 divisions)

needed. If a decision is made by the state government, it will come into effect

3. Divided – 2 or 3 councillors per division (4 to 6 divisions)

from election day March 2020.

For the
full list
of Frequently on
Askedthe
Questions
Ipswich City Council’s decision to seek feedback
from
residents
newon the Divisional Boundary

“This is a time to openly consider and debate how you would like to be

Review click here.

divisional boundaries for the March 2020 local government elections and

represented by your future Ipswich Council in 2020 and beyond,” Mr
Chemello said.

beyond has certainly piqued interest in the community.

“Would you prefer your councillors to be elected on a divisional basis or

across the entirety of the local government area?” the discussion paper asks.

The full report can be found here:
www.ipswich.qld.gov.au/shapeyourcouncil

There have been plenty of questions already since Interim Administrator

Council has prepared a list of Frequently Asked Questions to hopefully make

Greg Chemello launched the discussion paper last Friday outlining the three

it simpler for residents over the month of March, when they are asked to
4/23/2019

share with us how they
would
like Review:
to “shape
yourasked
council”
going
forward.
Divisional
Boundary
Frequently
questions
- Ipswich
First

options under consideration. They are:

https://www.ipswichfirst.com.au/divisional-boundary-review-frequently-asked-questions/

Some of the 40 FAQs include:

1/4

session will feature three guest speakers from relevant local

Question: How do I share my views with the Interim Administrator
directly?

Public Information Session

A public information session will be held later this month. The

1. Undivided

government areas who will be presenting on the three models and
will be available to answer your questions.

2. Divided – 1 councillor per division (8 to 12 divisions)

Answer: The best way to get in touch with the Administrator is via

Date: Monday, 25 March

shapeyourcouncil@ipswich.qld.gov.au.

3. Divided – 2 or 3 councillors per division (4 toTime:
6 divisions)
6.00 pm

Question: Do these proposed models affect anything else i.e. school

Location: North Ipswich Reserve Corporate Centre

catchment zones or state/federal electorates?

2B Pine Street, North Ipswich

For more
to request
a hard copy of the survey please
“This is a time to openly consider and debate how
youinformation
wouldorlike
to be

Answer: No. These are state and federal issues and are not impacted by local
government area divisional boundaries.

email: shapeyourcouncil@ipswich.qld.gov.au or call (07) 3810 6666.

represented by your future Ipswich Council in 2020 and beyond,” Mr

Question: Is the data in this report based on electoral data (voters) or
population data?

Chemello said.

Answer: Electoral data has been used as the basis of this report as the Act

“Would you prefer your councillors to be elected on a divisional basis or

requires consideration around the number of enrolled voters in a local
government area.

https://www.ipswichfirst.com.au/divisional-boundary-review-frequently-asked-questions/

3/4

across the entirety of the local government area?” the discussion paper asks.

Question: What criteria is taken into consideration when reviewing
divisional boundaries?

Council has prepared a list of Frequently Asked Questions to hopefully make

Answer: For an overview of the principles noted in the Act that guide

it simpler for residents over the month of March, when they are asked to

divisional boundary restructure, as well as additional

share with us how they would like to “shape your council” going forward.

principles relevant to the City of Ipswich, please see Section 4 of the
background document (www.ipswich.qld.gov.au/

https://www.ipswichfirst.com.au/divisional-boundary-review-frequently-asked-questions/
shapeyourcouncil).

Question: If divided is the chosen model, will they remain numerical (ie
divisions one to 10) or will they be ‘named’?

1/4
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2. Divided – 1 councillor per division (8 to 12 divisions)

recommended to the Local Government Minister after the consultation
3. Divided – 2 or 3 councillors per division (4 to 6 divisions)

period ended this month and he was almost certain the State Government
was still
undecided.
Community discusses divisional
boundaries
- Ipswich First
Mr
Chemellooptions
started proceedings
by reassuring the audience that he and

4/23/2019

Council
4/23/2019

council had not made up their mind over the preferred model to be

Now
He
confirmed
more than 650 public submissions had so far been received
recommended to the Local Government Minister after the consultation

from Ipswich
residents.
period ended
this month and he was almost certain the State Government

Community discusses divisional boundaries options - Ipswich First

Community discusses divisional boundaries
Community discusses divisional boundaries
options
options
Council

Now

was still undecided.

“There are three strong options that are getting some serious attention from
He confirmed more than 650 public submissions had so far been received

the community … the state ultimately will make the decision, however they
from Ipswich residents.

will seek our advice,” he said.

Darrell Giles • March 26, 2019

“There are three strong options that are getting some serious attention from

community … the state ultimately will make the decision, however they
Darrell Giles • March 26, the
2019
will seek our advice,” he said.

Divided or undivided? Single or multi councillor divisions?

The panel: Ipswich City Council CEO David Farmer, Shoalhaven Mayor

The panel:
Ipswich
Council
Shoalhaven
Amanda
Findley,City
Lockyer
ValleyCEO
MayorDavid
Tanya Farmer,
Milligan and
ToowoombaMayor

The dilemma remains after a community consultation session hosted by

MayorMayor
Paul Antonio.
Amanda Findley, Lockyer Valley
Tanya Milligan and Toowoomba

Ipswich City Council last night to discuss three options relating to divisional

Mayor Paul Antonio.

boundaries ahead of the 2020 March local government elections.
About 160 people – including five of the 10 councillors sacked last year, two
state MPs, former and future candidates, plus interested residents – packed

4/23/2019

Community discusses divisional boundaries options - Ipswich First

Cr Antonio
said theworks
undivided‘well’
model for
– withToowoomba
the first 10 candidates past the
Undivided
model

https://www.ipswichfirst.com.au/community-discusses-divisional-boundaries-options/
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post elected – worked well for Toowoomba. Only 31 candidates stood for

the North Ipswich Reserve Corporate Centre for the near two-hour forum
chaired by Interim Administrator Greg Chemello.

Undivided model works ‘well’ for Toowoomba

those spots at the last election.

https://www.ipswichfirst.com.au/community-discusses-divisional-boundaries-options/

“One vote, one value, with equal weighting. The 10 councillors are equally

Four expert speakers brought a wealth of experience to the table, not only

responsible to every ratepayer,” he said.

from local government, but from working within the various models across

Cr Antonio
said the system was not perfect as some residents and smaller
Divided or undivided? Single or multi councillor
divisions?

their own councils.

communities felt disenfranchised.

The speakers were Toowoomba Regional Council Mayor Paul Antonio,

He said name session
recognition ofhosted
candidates by
was very important with the
The dilemma remains after a community consultation

Lockyer Valley Regional Council Mayor Tanya Milligan, Shoalhaven City

Council (NSW) Mayor Amanda Findley and new Ipswich City Council CEO
4/23/2019

David Farmer.

undivided model and, answering a question from the event’s MC, well

Ipswich City Council last night to discuss threeknown
options
tohedivisional
journalistrelating
Madonna King,
agreed it was possible 10 people from
Community discusses divisional boundaries options - Ipswich First
the same street in the same suburb could get elected.

boundaries ahead of the 2020 March local government elections.

Ipswich residents will be able to vote for councillors again at elections in

exactly one year. There are three broad models of electing councillors as

community representatives up for consideration (each model will result in a

https://www.ipswichfirst.com.au/community-discusses-divisional-boundaries-options/
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Cr Milligan said she had experience with divided and undivided councils,
with the latter working well for Lockyer, which had six councillors. She said

About 160 people – including five of the 10 councillors
sacked last year, two
in a divided council with single representation, councillors could lose sight

minimum of eight and maximum of 12 councillors being elected):

the “bigger picture” and get bogged down with local issues rather than
state MPs, former and future candidates, plus ofinterested
residents – packed

1. Undivided – (no divisions)

working for the good of the entire region.

the North Ipswich Reserve Corporate Centre for the near two-hour forum

2. Divided – 1 councillor per division (8 to 12 divisions)

During the public Q&A, she recommended option 3 for Ipswich, a divided

3. Divided – 2 or 3 councillors per division (4 to 6 divisions)

council with 2 or 3 councillors in each division. She also said she was against
chaired by Interim Administrator Greg Chemello.
quotas (ensuring more female councillors) and thought it was best to “give

Mr Chemello started proceedings by reassuring the audience that he and

the job to the right person”.

Four expert speakers brought a wealth of experience to the table, not only

council had not made up their mind over the preferred model to be

recommended to the Local Government Minister after the consultation

from local government, but from working within the
various
models
across
Have
your say:
Take the
Divisional Boundary

period ended this month and he was almost certain the State Government
was still undecided.

their own councils.

Review survey

He confirmed more than 650 public submissions had so far been received
from Ipswich residents.

Cr Findley
presented
the unique-to-NSW/VIC
The speakers were Toowoomba Regional Council
Mayor
Paul
Antonio, model of multi-representative,
with 12 councillors – four councillors representing each of the three wards –

“There are three strong options that are getting some serious attention from

Lockyer Valley Regional Council Mayor Tanya Milligan,
Shoalhaven
Citythey were all part-time. She
and her as an “unpopular”
mayor, where

the community … the state ultimately will make the decision, however they

received a stipend of $45,000 a year as mayor, with the councillors getting a

will seek our advice,” he said.

Council (NSW) Mayor Amanda Findley and new
Ipswich City Council CEO
$20,000 annual stipend.
David Farmer.

She said it was the best system for a coastal city which stretched 130kms
from north to south.
“I love our system because it gives the best value representation to those
people who live in the far-flung corners of our electorate,” she said.

https://www.ipswichfirst.com.au/community-discusses-divisional-boundaries-options/
https://www.ipswichfirst.com.au/community-discusses-divisional-boundaries-options/
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APPENDIX C: HARD COPY SURVEY

Divisional Boundary Review Survey
March 2019

This is your opportunity to help shape your future council!
As the various communities around Ipswich grow and
change, it could be expected that locals will also have
differing views on what they want from their council
compared to when the city was first established some
160 years ago.
There is no better time than this period of interim
administration for you, a resident of Ipswich, to
openly consider and debate how you would like to be
represented by your future council in 2020 and beyond.
Would you prefer your councillors to be elected on
a divisional basis or across the entirety of the local
government area?

As part of a broader community consultation throughout
the period of March, we are seeking your views and
preferences via the following short survey. The results
of this engagement will be summarised and presented in
a report prepared by council, and delivered to the state
government for consideration (who will make the final
decision on the divisional model to be used).
The survey is anonymous, and you will not be personally
identifiable in any reports that come out of this
community consultation. If you have additional questions
please contact shapeyourcouncil@ipswich.qld.gov.au or
read the discussion paper and background document to
be found at Ipswich.qld.gov.au/shapeyourcouncil

With no councillors in place and no predetermined
view by the current council administration, the Ipswich
community can have a transparent discussion on what
you think is the best way to answer this question.

1. What suburb do you live in? (please complete)
2. How old are you? (please select one of the below)

□
□

18–19
20–29

□
□

30–49
50–64

□
□

65–74

□

Gender variant /
non-conforming

75+

3. What is your gender? (please select one of the below)

□
□

Female
Male

□
□

Transgender
Prefer not to say

4. What is your cultural background? (please select one of the below that most applies to you)

□
□
□
□
□
□

Australian
Aboriginal
Torres Strait Islander
Both Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander
Chinese
Dutch

□
□
□
□
□
□

English
Fijian
Filipino
German
Indian
New Zealander

□
□
□
□
□
□

Samoan
Scottish
South African
Sudanese
Vietnamese
Other:

Please turn over to complete the survey >
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There are three broad models of electing councillors as community representatives (each model will result in a
minimum of 8 and maximum of 12 councillors being elected). The possible advantages and disadvantages of each
of these models are considered in a community discussion paper and a comprehensive background document –
Ipswich.qld.gov.au/shapeyourcouncil. Please read the background and justiﬁcation for each of these models to
help you answer the following question.
5. Of these three models, please indicate your preference
(1 = Most preferred option, 3 = least preferred option).

Undivided

Divided – 1 councillor per division (8 to 12 divisions)

Divided – 2 to 3 councillors per division (4 to 6 divisions)

6. Do you have other views that you feel the state government should consider when selecting a
divisional model?

Thank you for taking the time to ﬁll out this survey.
Please return your completed survey:
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In person

Post to

Email

Ipswich City Council
Customer Service Centre
143 Brisbane Street
IPSWICH
(top of the Ipswich City Mall)

Ipswich City Council
PO Box 191
IPSWICH QLD 4305

council@ipswich.qld.gov.au

APPENDIX D: DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SUMMARY

Divisional Boundaries Survey Responses
Profile of Respondents
Age of Respondents

Age of Respondents

Survey Respondents (1,049) compared to ABS 2016 data for Ipswich SL4
50.00%
38.90%
35.46%

40.00%

30.12%

30.00%

18.49%
8.80%

8.39%

10.00%
0.00%

22.00%

20.47%

20.00%
0.48%

3.70%

18 or 19

20 to 29

30 to 49

Survey Respondents

50 to 64

7.05% 6.00%

65 to 74

75+

Ipswich 18 and over (ABS, 2016)

Gender of Respondents 1

Gender

Survey Respondents (1,049) compared to ABS 2016 data for Ipswich SL4
60.00%

51.00% 51.30%

46.33% 48.70%

40.00%
20.00%
0.00%

0.10%

Female

Male
Survey Respondents

1

0%

Transgender

0.19%

0%

Gender Variant /
non-conforming

2.38%

0%

Prefer not to say

Ipswich 18 and over (ABS, 2016)

Note: ABS data does not include transgender or gender variant/non-conforming

Page 1 of 7
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Cultural Background of Respondents 2

Cultural Background

Survey Respondents (1,049) compared to ABS 2016 data for Ipswich SL4 (Country of Birth and
Indigenous Status)
100.00%
90.00%
80.00%

86.56%

73.90%

70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

10.50%
5.62%
4.40%

6.60%
1.81%

3.20%
1.05%

0.86%
0.60%

Survey Respondents

0.67%
0.50%

0.70%
0.57%

0.38%
0.10%

0.50%
0.19%

1.30%
0.19%

1.20%
0.10%

0.90%
0.10%

1.91%

Ipswich 18 and over (ABS, 2016)

Note: For the purpose of analysis, survey responses for 'cultural background most identified with' have been
compared here with two ABS Census data sets: 'country of birth' and 'Indigenous status'.

2

Page 2 of 7
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Suburb of Respondents
Brassall
Rosewood
Raceview
Redbank Plains
Ipswich
Karalee
Eastern Heights
Flinders View
Yamanto
Silkstone
Collingwood Park
North Ipswich
Springfield
Booval
Bundamba
Springfield Lakes
East Ipswich
Coalfalls
Walloon
Bellbird Park
Camira
Augustine Heights
Ripley
Sadliers Crossing
Woodend
Chuwar
Goodna
Pine Mountain
Ebenezer
Grandchester
Willowbank
Deebing Heights
Leichhardt
Thagoona
Riverview
Newtown
Barellan Point
Churchill
South Ripley
Tivoli
Wulkuraka
Redbank

6.29%
4.77%
4.48%
3.91%
3.62%
3.43%
3.34%
3.34%
3.05%
2.76%
2.67%
2.48%
2.48%
2.38%
2.38%
2.29%
2.19%
2.00%
2.00%
1.81%
1.81%
1.72%
1.72%
1.72%
1.72%
1.53%
1.53%
1.43%
1.33%
1.33%
1.33%
1.24%
1.14%
1.05%
1.05%
1.05%
0.95%
0.86%
0.86%
0.86%
0.76%
0.76%

66
50
47
41
38
36
35
35
32
29
28
26
26
25
25
24
23
21
21
19
19
18
18
18
18
16
16
15
14
14
14
13
12
11
11
11
10
9
9
9
8
8

One Mile
Marburg
Brookwater
Tallegalla
Haigslea
Mount Forbes
Basin Pocket
Muirlea
West Ipswich
Ironbark
Mount Mort
Purga
Dinmore
Karrabin
Lanefield
Moores Pocket
Mount Marrow
North Booval
The Bluff
Amberley
Calvert
Ebbw Vale
Goolman
Lower Mount Walker
Mount Walker West
Springfield Central
Other (Brisbane suburbs)
TOTAL

0.76%
0.76%
0.67%
0.67%
0.57%
0.48%
0.38%
0.38%
0.38%
0.29%
0.29%
0.29%
0.19%
0.19%
0.19%
0.19%
0.19%
0.19%
0.19%
0.10%
0.10%
0.10%
0.10%
0.10%
0.10%
0.10%
2.67%
100%

8
8
7
7
6
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
28
1,049

68 of 82 suburbs across Ipswich (82.92%) are
represented, with strong representation
between urban areas, rural areas, and newer
developments.
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APPENDIX E: OVERVIEW OF SURVEY RESPONSE TRENDS
50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

40

1st to 5th

6th to 10th

11th to 15th

16th to 20th

21st to 25th

26th to 31st

Undivided

29.7%

28.9%

29.8%

28.9%

28.4%

25.8%

1 Councilor/
Division

33.3%

35.8%

36.4%

36.9%

38.1%

43.2%

Multiple
Councilors/
Division

36.9%

35.2%

33.7%

34.2%

33.5%

31.0%

APPENDIX F: QUALITATIVE RESEARCH REPORT

Ipswich City Council
2019 Divisional Boundary Review Survey
Prepared by Ipsos
Friday 19th April 2018
© 2018 Ipsos. All rights reserved. Contains Ipsos' Confidential and Proprietary information
and may not be disclosed or reproduced without the prior written consent of Ipsos.
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Key Insights

There were 1049 respondents who completed the survey (online and paper). While this is a large sample it may
not be representative of Ipswich residents due to the self selecting sampling method. All 1049 provided their
preference by ranking the three proposed models.
There were 450 (43%) people who provided their views on what government should consider when selecting a
divisional model. Overall the total sample ranked the Divided – 1 councillor per division (8 to 12 divisions) with one
councillor as their first preference (43% total sample, 44% commented) and Divided – 2 to 3 councillors per
division (4 to 6 divisions) as their second preference (57% total sample, 60% commented) and ranked an undivided
model as their third preference (54% total sample, 53% commented).
The 450 respondents who commented did not vary significantly to the total sample and were highly engaged
making reasonable effort to articulate their responses. All comments were manually assigned to 748 response
codes. Four themes emerged from the comments, and some respondents may have mentioned more than one
response code or more than one theme in their survey.
Twenty-four written submissions were also accepted by Council via email and analysed separately to the survey.
responses.

Councillors

There was a very mixed discussion of both the quantity but also calibre of the candidates to stand for Councillor
(n=203). Respondents who commented about the councillors character, skills, quality of contribution and location
as important aspects regardless of the model. There was a mix of views about which model this group preferred.
Their main points were around ensuring that Councillors could do the job and represent their interests, as a local
member.

Democratic Process
A number of respondents raised concerns around the democratic process and the way in which any changes to the
divisional boundaries should be made (n=140). Participants commented about the process of changing the
divisions. There were some who felt that changing the current divisional structure should only be done by a vote,
enabling a democratic process for change. There was also negative sentiment towards the rationale for changing.
They don’t see the current model as the cause of issues but rather the Councillors as individuals. This group were
more in favour of one Councillor per division.

Geographic / Socio-Economic Diversity
The changes proposed initiated discussion around the need for local representation across the Ipswich region due
to the geographic and socio-economic diversity that exists in the electorate (n=74). Respondents felt that the
geographic characteristics such as urban, rural and small town differences as well as large distances across the
Ipswich City Council meant that there were many different needs of the constituents. This meant that if there were
no divisions, some areas would not have their interests represented or be forgotten. There was also a sense of the
“grass is greener” with lots of comments about other areas getting more attention, resources or funding. There
were comments around the more affluent or newer development areas like Springfield and Ripley having more of
Council’s focus. There were also comments about different areas having different cultural backgrounds and
needing their diversity represented.

Party Politics
A small number raised concerns around the democratic process and the affiliation of Councillors with political
parties (n=43). Respondents also commented on the desire to have independent Councillors and to keep party
politics to state and federal government. Councillors also should be transparent and declare their affiliations.

Other
There were also a number of random comments, statements that they preferred not to comment or topics not of
interest to this survey (n=172).
Total sample 1049; base n = 450 who commented

2019 Divisional Boundary Review Survey
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Commenting Survey Sample
Of 1049 survey respondents 450 made a comment
233

Male
residents

20 aged
18 to 29
years

From

203

14

Female
residents

Gender other*˄Prefer not to say

138

155 aged

aged
50 to 64
years

30 to 49
years

64 suburbs

From

137

aged
65+ years

8 cultural backgrounds

* ‘Gender other’ includes: Transgender, Gender variant / non-conforming, non-disclosed.

Three models were ranked by preference

44%

60% ranked the

ranked the
Divided – 1 councillor per
division (8 to 12 divisions)
with one councillor as their
first preference

Divided – 2 to 3
councillors per division
(4 to 6 divisions) as their
second preference

53% ranked
an undivided
model as their
third preference

100%
90%
80%

20%

27%

53%

70%
60%
50%

29%

60%
11%

40%
30%
20%

44%

0%

35%

21%

10%
1st

2nd
Divided 1

Divided 2

3rd
Undivided

Total sample 1049; Unweighted; base n = 450 who commented

2019 Divisional Boundary Review Survey
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Survey Engagement
Do you have other views that you feel the state government should
consider when selecting a divisional model?
We heard 1049 survey respondents and 450 commented
There were 1049 respondents who completed the survey and provided their preference by ranking the three
proposed models. There were 450 (43%) people who provided their views on what government should consider
when selecting a divisional model. The average number of words per respondent was 123 indicating a reasonable
effort in articulating their thoughts. It should not be assumed that all respondents are Ipswich City Council
residents, as a few comments from business owners or workers not residing in Ipswich City Council and therefore
not eligible to vote. There were also 9 respondents who did not select a Ipswich City Council suburb.

Themes emerging from the comments
The comments from 450 respondents were manually coded by Ipsos. Comments were grouped into 32 response
codes across four broad themes and any other or no further comment into one group. Comments from
respondents often contained more than one code per theme and more than one theme. There were 748 different
responses coded resulting in 634 themes mentioned from 450 respondents.

247

Councillors

190

Democratic
Process

93

Geographic/
Socio-Economic
Diversity

46

Party
Politics

172
Other

123

Total sample 1049; Unweighted; base n = 150

2019 Divisional Boundary Review Survey

average of
words per comment
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Divided 1
Divided 2
Undivided
Total sample 1049; Unweighted; base n = 150

Key Survey Take Outs

Councillors
Mixed responses on 1st Preference
91% either 1st or 2nd preference
For Divided – 2 to 3 councillors per
division (4 to 6 divisions)
1st

2nd

3rd

“Do not allow the previous Councillors to stand
for re-election”
“Fewer Councillors and greater accountability,
such as could be achieved by having fewer but
larger divisions each with groups of Councillors
providing checks and balances to the group.”

Democratic Process
62% ranked a divided – 1

councillor per division (8 to 12
divisions) model as 1st preference

90% either 1
1st

2nd

3rd

or 2nd preference
For Divided – 2 to 3 councillors per
division (4 to 6 divisions)
st

“Leave it the way it was. Without the
corruption.”
“This should be taken to a vote of all the people
not some silly Online Survey.”
“They should never of removed my democratic
right without consultation with the people.”

Geographic / Socio-Economic Diversity
61% ranked a divided – 1

councillor per division (8 to 12
divisions) model as 1st preference

92% either 1
1st

2nd

3rd

st or 2nd preference
For Divided – 2 to 3 councillors per
division (4 to 6 divisions)

“..representation of specific communities is not
lost given the diversity of Ipswich.
“The previous model …enabled a LOCAL and
knowledgeable Councillor to not only represent
us, but be readily accessible in person and also
be involved in the community areas.”

Party Politics
65% ranked a divided – 1

councillor per division (8 to 12
divisions) model as 1st preference

98% either

1st

2nd

3rd

1st

2nd

“Local Government should be free of party politics.”
“Keep State Politics out of Local Government.”

or
preference
For Divided – 2 to 3 councillors per
division (4 to 6 divisions)

“Local councils will suffer if party politics is allowed
to enter into the equation.”

Mixed responses on 1st Preference

“What feedback from other Councils e.g. Noosa
has been gathered to demonstrate local
satisfaction of the model adopted there?”

Other responses
88% either 1
1st

2nd

3rd

or 2nd preference
For Divided – 2 to 3 councillors per
division (4 to 6 divisions)
st

2019 Divisional Boundary Review Survey
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Introduction
Research Background

Ipswich City Council is currently undertaking community consultation regarding the
review of divisional boundaries in the Ipswich LGA. An online survey was distributed as a
part of this consultation, closing on Sunday 31 March. Ipsos has been engaged to analyse
the results and provide insights to meet the research objectives.

Research Objectives
The research objectives were to:
• Discern what divisional model is preferred by the community with the additional
understanding of second and third preferences.
• Identify community sentiment on the issue.
• Understand why residents selected their preferred model through their commentary
on what government should consider when selecting a divisional model.

Survey Methodology
The following three models were proposed for consideration through council’s monthlong community consultation program, with each model resulting in between eight and
12 councillors being elected:
• Option 1: Undivided (8 to 12 councillors)
• Option 2: Divided – 1 councillor per division (8 to 12 divisions)
• Option 3: Divided – 2 to 3 councillors per division (4 to 6 divisions)
To facilitate this engagement and ensure the collective views of the local Ipswich
community could be communicated to the state government, a simple online survey was
created that asked respondents to rank these options from 1 to 3 (1 being most
preferred, 3 being least preferred). Space was also allocated for additional feedback.
Hard copies of the survey were also available at all nine community offices, as well as at
council’s central administration building and all Ipswich libraries. Residents could also call
or email council to ask for a hard copy (with a replied paid envelope) to be posted to
their home.
The local community was also invited to share submissions via a special email address
(shapeyourcouncil@ipswich.qld.gov.au) for inclusion in this final report.

2019 Divisional Boundary Review Survey
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Sample Structure
Survey sample by gender, age, cultural background and suburb can be seen below.

Age
%
n
18 or 19
0% 5
20 to 29
8% 88
30 to 49
35% 372
65 to 74
18% 194
50 to 64
30% 316
75+
7% 74
Total sample; Unweighted; base n = 1049

%
n
Male
46% 486
Female
51% 535
Gender Variant / non-conforming
0%
2
Transgender
0%
1
Prefer not to say
2% 25
Total sample; Unweighted; base n = 1049
%
n
Aboriginal
1%
Australian
87%
Both Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander
0%
Dutch
1%
English
6%
Filipino
0%
German
0%
Indian
0%
New Zealander
2%
Scottish
1%
South African
1%
Vietnamese
0%
Other (please specify)
2%
Total sample; Unweighted; base n = 1049

11
908

2019 Divisional Boundary Review Survey

4
7
58
1
2
2
19
8
6
1
22

Amberley
Augustine Heights
Barellan Point
Basin Pocket
Bellbird Park
Booval
Brassall
Brookwater
Bundamba
Calvert
Camira
Churchill
Chuwar
Coalfalls
Collingwood Park
Deebing Heights
Dinmore
East Ipswich
Eastern Heights
Ebbw Vale
Ebenezer
Flinders View
Goodna
Goolman
Grandchester
Haigslea
Ipswich
Ironbark
Karalee
Karrabin
Lanefield
Leichhardt
Lower Mount Walker
Marburg
Moores Pocket
Mount Forbes
Mount Marrow
Mount Mort
Mount Walker West
Muirlea
Newtown
North Booval
North Ipswich
One Mile
Other
Pine Mountain
Purga
Raceview
Redbank
Redbank Plains
Ripley
Riverview
Rosewood
Sadliers Crossing
Silkstone
South Ripley
Springfield
Springfield Central
Springfield Lakes
Tallegalla
Thagoona
The Bluff
Tivoli
Walloon
West Ipswich
Willowbank
Woodend
Wulkuraka
Yamanto
Grand Total

1
18
10
4
19
25
66
7
25
1
19
9
16
21
28
13
2
23
35
1
14
35
16
1
14
6
38
3
36
2
2
12
1
8
2
5
2
3
1
4
11
2
26
8
28
15
3
47
8
41
18
11
50
18
29
9
26
1
24
7
11
2
9
21
4
14
18
8
32
1049
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COUNCILLORS
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Survey sample

Councillors represent us
Respondents who commented about the Councillors character, skills, quality of contribution and location as important
aspects regardless of the model. There was a mix of views about which model this group preferred. Their main points
were around ensuring that Councillors could do the job and represent their interests, as a local member.
RESPONSE CODES

%

Every division should have a councillor / be represented

31%

Local issues need a councillor to turn to who lives there / need a direct contact with who represents you

17%

Multiple councillors per division

15%

Have too many / need less councillors

13%

Part time might get better calibre capability / people who have other interests but care about the city

11%

Need proportional representation in an undivided council / prefer undivided / Administrator

10%

Former councillors should be barred from running again

9%

Limited terms

9%

Undivided city could result in all the councillors living in just one suburb/ not living in suburb representing

4%

Councillors should be full-time

1%

Total sample; Unweighted; base n = from 450 to 1049; total n = 203

“Irrespective of model selected processes to ensure
transparency and governance need to be
implemented so that the changes recently effected
have a chance to become embedded and the
culture improved.”
“Councillors need to be community based and
accountable, not some elite board member type
just overviewing non elected staff decisions.”

“Fixed terms, part-time, people with a strategic
background who aren’t obsessed with getting votes
over the good of the city!”

“I genuinely believe that the person
who represents us should reside
within the area they represent. It's
very important to understand the
issues unique to each division.”

2019 Divisional Boundary Review Survey

“It is important that future Councillors
have the background, intellect and
capacity to immerse themselves in
strategic decision making of a high order. It
is a waste to have elected representatives
obsessing about shopping trolleys, local
parking issues and local issues….The
problems at Ipswich can partly be held at
the foot of Councillors who were unable to
properly consider strategic issues and did
not fully understand the role of local
government.”
“Make it mandatory that anyone running
and elected to Council holds an area of
expertise related to government AND a
professional or cultural discipline
experience.”

“Councillors are public servants and they should be
fully accountable in all affairs relating to the Council.
They should declare truthfully their assets and their
potential conflicts of interest. As public servants a
code of conduct should be adhered to.”
Page | 5
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DEMOCRATIC PROCESS

52

Survey sample

Democratic process for change
Respondents who commented about the process of changing the divisions. There were some who felt that changing the
current divisional structure should only be done by a vote enabling a democratic process for change. There was also
negative sentiment towards the rationale for changing, in that they don’t see the current model as the cause of issues
but rather the Councillors as individuals. This group were more in favour of one Councillor per division.
RESPONSE CODES

%

Should be handled in democratic manner / put to vote by residents

26%

Don't like undivided / mistake

25%

Need strong checks and balances / detect corruption

22%

Build a strong governance and integrity culture

21%

Happy with the old system / don't want to change

20%

Don't like being told / decisions by an administrator

11%

Problem was with the corrupt Councillors not the model / fix the Councillors not change the model

8%

Decisions should not be made by change commission

2%

Total sample; Unweighted; base n = from 450 to 1049; total n = 140

“I do not feel this survey/decisions has been
handled in a democratic manner, e.g.
Change Commission rather than a vote by
residents.”
“A decision by the change
commission doesn't appear to be
very democratic. This decisions
needs to be put to the ratepayers.”
“Leave it the way it was.
Without the corruption”

“Need to communicate
better with community.
Was not aware of this
survey till today.”
“Give us the old council
back again and stop being a
dictator. We elected the old
council. There were
problems but mostly caused
by outside political
influences.”

“Keep it the way it was before - it worked
well. A few bad eggs didn't make the whole
basket rotten.”

2019 Divisional Boundary Review Survey
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GEOGRAPHIC AND SOCIO- ECONOMIC
DIVERSITY

54

Survey sample

Diversity needs to be represented
Respondents felt that the geographic characteristics such as urban, rural and small town differences as well as large
distances across the Ipswich City Council meant that there were many different needs of the constituents. This meant that
if there were no divisions some areas would not have their interests represented or be forgotten. There was also a sense
of the “grass is greener” with lots of comments about other areas getting more attention, resources or funding. There
were comments around the more affluent or newer development areas like Springfield and Ripley having more of
Council’s focus. There was also comments about different areas having different cultural backgrounds and needing their
diversity represented.
RESPONSE CODES

%

Rural areas have different needs and should be represented (country areas are forgotten)

35%

Change boundaries (Division 10 out / Springfield should be Brisbane etc)

31%

Perception that rate payer money disproportionately spent on newer development areas (Springfield, Ripley)
or Division 10 bigger than 2 ect

28%

Too culturally diverse for undivided

16%

Too bid an area for undivided

14%

Differences in newer development areas (Springfield, Ripley) needs of other areas overlooked if Councillors
not living in that area

1%

Total sample; Unweighted; base n = from 450 to 1049; total n = 74

“An undivided council without divisions can easily turn
into a situation whereby entire suburbs are without
representation which is an appalling”
“Ipswich is too geographically and culturally diverse to
be effectively governed by any other model than one
Councillor per division.”
“I feel the country regions of Ipswich City Council are the
forgotten. We lack the road maintenance and barley use
the parkland facilities due to the drive. Either more focus
and money should be spent on our area or cut our rates.
Sick of footing Springfield and the greater city areas.
Start looking out for your country regions.”
“An undivided city could
result in all the Councillors
living in just one suburb.”

“An undivided council won’t
build true representation of a
diverse community.”

“Everyone in Ipswich knows where Springfield is
because that's where the bulk of our rates are
spent. Two thirds of Ipswich people wouldn't
know where Haigslea is.”

2019 Divisional Boundary Review Survey

“I prefer a Councillor that knows my
division. I don't believe that a
Councillor will have an intimate
knowledge of the whole city area.
People in Booval aren't that interested
in what is happening in Springfield.”
“Rural and urban issues require
different local knowledge and
awareness.”
“I want someone I can ring and
knows the area I live and one who
will take responsibility for that area
this was working well until being
changed by the government.”
“At the heart of local government
should be local representation. The
1 Councillor per division allows for
this best.”

“Living in a rural community requires the personal
representation of one of our local residents to
participate in local issues and then represent our views,
interests and needs to the broader council.”
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PARTY POLITICS
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Survey sample

Keep party politics out of Council
Respondents also commented on the desire to have independent Councillors and to keep party politics to state and
federal government. Councillors also should be transparent and declare their affiliations.
RESPONSE CODES

%

Keep party politics out of local council
Restore independent council
Corporate property owners should also have some mechanism to vote (as large taxpayers and owners don't live in
Ipswich)
More transparency needed for independent candidates who support political parties (name affiliations etc)
Total sample; Unweighted; base n = from 450 to 1049; total n = 74

“Keep party politics out of local
council/government.”
“Party politics has no place in local
government.”

“I feel representation at a council level
should be free from politics i.e. no Labour or
Liberal councils. Some good people put
their hands up to make the community
better and they should be unhindered by
politics.”

91%
9%
2%
5%

“Need Councillors
whom you can talk
to as a neighbour.
No party politics
for local govt.”

“KEEP PARTY
POLITICS OUT OF
IPSWICH AND
RESTORE OUR
INDEPENDENT
COUNCIL.”

“Completely not aligned with any political
party.”

“Councillors should be independent and non
party aligned.”

2019 Divisional Boundary Review Survey
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OTHER
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Survey sample

Other comments
“I am grateful that each citizen has the opportunity to have
their opinion heard and I trust that the state government
will respect the views of the majority of citizens in our
community on this issue, whether or not that majority view
aligns with my personal preference. Thank you for finally
hearing our voices! Please make the results of this survey
public once it closes. We have a right to know how our
community responded.”
“In my opinion, the CEO of
Local Government should
be reporting to a
Permanent Secretary of the
Local Government
Ministry/Department who
then reports to the
Minister of Local
Government.”
“That they can't
approve development,
without fixing up the
roads.”
“The council (as an
organisation) is
dysfunctional. The election
should be delayed for four
years.”

“Results of this
survey should be
published (including
comments) with
time allowed for
consideration by the
public.”

“This will only work if
Councillors have less power on
over through decisions made by
experienced officers of Council
and are more accountable for
their actions. Fewer Councillors
would be better.”
“Think about the people of Ipswich.”

“Transparency with the results of this
survey. After the decision is made, public
information sessions to explain how the
model will work and the voting process.
Maximise community knowledge and
understanding of the electoral process.”

“Complete overhaul of the Environmental Protection Act and the Planning
Act so as to allow adequate environmental assessment, authorisation/
permitting and enforcement e.g. complete failure of the "task force" re
odour from Swanbank to achieve any improvement.”

2019 Divisional Boundary Review Survey
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Written Submissions
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Email

Written Submissions
The local community was invited to share submissions via a special email address (shapeyourcouncil@ipswich.qld.gov.au)
for inclusion in this final report.
These submissions (n=24) focussed on the role of the councillors with a strong emphasis on local issues needing a local
councillor who lives in the area and is accessible to the residents. Most of those who did comment on process were happy
with the old system and did not want it to change. There was also a propositionally large amount of what has been
categorised as “other” comments which are topics not of interest to this survey (n=10).
RESPONSE THEMES

%

Councillors
Democratic Process
Other
Geographic & Socio-Economic Divides
Party Politics
Total sample; Unweighted; total n = 24

88%
42%
42%
29%
13%

“Keep party politics out of local
council/government.”

“It is better to have separate Divisions
because the members know that those that
are elected KNOW the Division and what is
happening in that area.”

“I believe that we should have divisions with
a Councillor for each division. With a
divisional Councillor all parts of Ipswich City
Council area would equally represented. A
Councillor would ensure that his or her
division would receive adequate funding
from Council’s budget.”
“Whatever you decide to do
please fix the walk connecting
from mall to Riverlink. The state
of the transition area is a
disgrace and you should all be
ashamed.”

2019 Divisional Boundary Review Survey

“To ensure the best planning
for the entire council area,
and proper scrutiny of
decisions, we need
proportional representation
in an undivided Council
elected by the quota
preferential system.”

“HANDS OFF!!!”

“This system [undivided] over time
would lead to party policy in local
council which is not in the best interests
of councils and a concept I disagree
with.“
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APPENDIX - TABLES
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Survey response codes by 1st preference

Response codes
Column %

Divided 1

Divided 2

Undivided

1st
preference

1st
preference

1st
preference

Every division should have a Councillor / be represented

23%

9%

4%

Should be handled in democratic manner / put to vote by residents

14%

3%

4%

Happy with the old system / don't want to change

14%

0%

1%

Don't like undivided / mistake

14%

6%

0%

Keep party politics out of local council

13%

7%

3%

Local issues need a Councillor to turn to who lives there / need a direct contact with who represents you

13%

6%

2%

Rural areas have different needs and should be represented (country areas are forgotten)

9%

3%

3%

Don't like being told / decisions by an administrator

8%

0%

1%

Perception that rate payer money disproportionately spent on newer development areas (Springfield, Ripley) or Div
10 bigger than 2 ect

6%

5%

2%

Problem was with the corrupt Councillors not the model / fix the Councillors not change the model

5%

1%

0%

Need strong checks and balances / detect corruption

5%

5%

12%

Too culturally diverse for undivided

5%

2%

0%

Too bid an area for undivided

4%

2%

0%

Change boundaries (Div 10 out / Springfield should be Brisbane etc)

4%

8%

4%

Undivided city could result in all the Councillors living in just one suburb/ not living in suburb representing

4%

0%

2%

Former Councillors should be barred from running again

3%

6%

5%

Part time might get better calibre capability / people who have other interests but care about the city

3%

5%

8%

Build a strong governance and integrity culture

2%

10%

10%

Have too many / need less Councillors

2%

8%

11%

Decisions should not be made by change commission

1%

0%

1%

Councillors should be full-time

1%

1%

0%

Multiple Councillors per division

1%

19%

2%

Limited terms

1%

6%

7%

Restore independent council

1%

2%

0%

Corporate property owners should also have some mechanism to vote (as large taxpayers and owners don't live in
Ipswich)

1%

0%

0%

Differences in newer development areas (Springfield, Ripley) needs of other areas overlooked if Councillors not living
in that area

1%

0%

0%

Need proportional representation in an undivided council / prefer undivided / Administrator

0%

2%

16%

More transparency needed for independent candidates who support political parties (name affiliations etc)

0%

2%

0%

23%

39%

44%

Don't know

0%

0%

0%

Refused

7%

5%

2%

NETT POLITICS

14%

8%

3%

NETT GEOGRAPHIC / SOCIO-ECONOMIC DIVERSITY

23%

15%

7%

NETT OTHER

29%

44%

46%

NETT COUNCILLORS

38%

52%

50%

NETT PROCESS

44%

21%

21%

Column n

197

131

122

Other

Total sample; Unweighted; base n = from 450 to 1049; total n = 1049; 599 missing

2019 Divisional Boundary Review Survey
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Survey response codes by demographic
Responses Column %

Every division should have a Councillor / be represented
Should be handled in democratic manner / put to vote by residents
Happy with the old system / don't want to change
Don't like undivided / mistake
Keep party politics out of local council
Local issues need a Councillor to turn to who lives there / need a direct
contact with who represents you
Rural areas have different needs and should be represented (country
areas are forgotten)
Don't like being told / decisions by an administrator
Perception that rate payer money disproportionately spent on newer
development areas (Springfield, Ripley) or Div 10 bigger than 2 ect
Problem was with the corrupt Councillors not the model / fix the
Councillors not change the model
Need strong checks and balances / detect corruption
Too culturally diverse for undivided
Too bid an area for undivided
Change boundaries (Div 10 out / Springfield should be Brisbane etc)
Undivided city could result in all the Councillors living in just one suburb/
not living in suburb representing
Former Councillors should be barred from running again
Part time might get better calibre capability / people who have other
interests but care about the city
Build a strong governance and integrity culture
Have too many / need less Councillors
Decisions should not be made by change commission
Councillors should be full-time
Multiple Councillors per division
Limited terms
Restore independent council
Corporate property owners should also have some mechanism to vote (as
large taxpayers and owners don't live in Ipswich)
Differences in newer development areas (Springfield, Ripley) needs of
other areas overlooked if Councillors not living in that area
Need proportional representation in an undivided council / prefer
undivided / Administrator
More transparency needed for independent candidates who support
political parties (name affiliations etc)
Other
Don't know
Refused

Male
Age
18 or 19 20 to 29 30 to 49 50 to 64 65 to 74

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

8% 6% 10% 6%
0% 10% 6% 15%
0% 0% 1% 2%
8% 7% 12% 8%
0% 0% 3% 6%

64

75+

Other / prefer not to say
Age

18 or 19 20 to 29 30 to 49 50 to 64 65 to 74

10%
5%
0%
5%
5%

0%
17%
0%
0%
17%

75+

18 or 19 20 to 29 30 to 49 50 to 64 65 to 74

75+

6% 1% 5%
6% 12% 0%
0% 1% 0%
6% 7% 13%
5% 1% 5%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0% 20%
0% 20%
0% 0%
0% 0%
0% 20%

0% 33% 0%
0% 33% 0%
0% 0% 0%
0% 0% 0%
0% 0% 0%

0% 15%

3%

4%

8%

0%

0%

9% 10%

8%

8%

0%

0% 20%

0%

0% 0%

0%
0%

8%
0%

3%
4%

7%
3%

6%
3%

0%
0%

33%
0%

6% 10%
4% 0%

8%
3%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0% 0%
0% 0%

0%

8%

0%

1%

2%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0% 23% 13% 15% 16%
0% 0% 0% 3% 3%
0% 8% 6% 1% 2%
0% 0% 6% 3% 3%
0% 8% 3% 6% 13%

10%
5%
20%
0%
5%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0% 11% 19% 13%
0% 3% 0% 3%
0% 6% 4% 3%
17% 5% 6% 3%
0% 11% 7% 8%

0%

0%
8%
8%
0%
8%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0% 20% 0%
0% 0% 0%
0% 0% 0%
0% 0% 25%
0% 20% 0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0% 0%
0% 0%

0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
8%

7%
7%

4%
9%

8%
3%

0%
5%

0%
33%

5%
9%

6%
1%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0% 0%
0% 20%

0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%

9%
3%
1%
0%

4% 8%
4% 5%
9% 19%
1% 0%

5%
0%
20%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%

9%
6%
4%
1%

4% 11% 8%
4% 3% 0%
7% 5% 33%
0% 0% 8%

0%
0%
0%
0%

0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
0% 20% 25% 0% 0%
0% 0% 0% 100% 0%
0% 0% 0% 100% 0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

2%
2%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
1%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0% 0%
0% 0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
1%

0%
1%

0%
3%

0%
0%

0%
0%

1%
0%

0% 0%
3% 11%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0% 0%
0% 0%

0%

8%

9%

3%

2%

10%

0%

4%

1%

5% 25%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0% 0%

0%

8%

7%

3%

8%

5%

0%

3%

4%

5% 17%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0% 0%

0%

8%

3%

9%

6%

5%

0% 10%

4%

3%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0% 0%

0%

0%

4%

0%

0%

4%

3%

8%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0% 10% 14% 17% 12%

9%

0%

0%

0% 22% 67%

2%

0%

33% 11% 21% 17% 23%

18%

100% 31% 41% 36% 29%
0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

20%
0%

67% 35% 36% 21% 25%
0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

34%

35%

67% 36% 40% 32% 25%

0%

0%

37%

20%

50% 28% 34% 37%

8%

0%

0% 40%

48%

45%

50% 51% 46% 34% 25%

0%

0% 60% 50%

23%

20%

5% 42%

0%

0%

0%

0% 100% 0%

16%

20%

0% 15% 18% 24% 33%

0%

0%

0%

0%
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20

0

0

5

4

0%
0

6

4%

3%
3%

0% 0%

0%
0%

NETT OTHER
100% 38% 46% 39%
NETT PROCESS
0% 23% 26% 37%
NETT COUNCILLORS
0% 54% 46% 43%
NETT POLITICS
0% 0% 1% 9%
NETT GEOGRAPHIC / SOCIO-ECONOMIC DIVIDES
0% 15% 17% 13%
Column n
1
13
70
67
Total sample; Unweighted; base n = from 450 to 1049; total n = 1049; 599 missing

2019 Divisional Boundary Review Survey

Female
Age

5%
80

7%
67

38

12

0% 0%
100
%
100
0% 25% 33% %
0% 0% 0% 0%
100
0% 50% 67% %
0% 67% 0%
0% 0%
0% 0%
4

1
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APPENDIX G: TABLE OF ALL QUALITATIVE COMMENTS
Written submissions to the Ipswich City Council regarding divisional boundaries
Details that identify specific individuals (names, roles, geographic areas) have been removed and replaced with [Removed].
474 Reponses

66

1.

I was very happy with the "old" system. [Removed] did an excellent job.

2.

How Springfield is considered in the same divisional council as Ipswich - I feel it belongs more to Brisbane. I think
Springfield and sorrounds gets the lions share of money and council works when surroundings receive very little in terms
of capital growth and general infrastructure projects. The Rosewood Library for one thing. Also rainfall, I think the Gold
and Sunshine Coat and the Boonah region get far more rainfall than our immediate area.

3.

1 - All councillors need to be full-time 2 - A decision by the change commission doesn't appear to be very democratic.
This decisions needs to be put to the rate-payers. I will remember that Labor instigated this change, when at Ballot Box....
3 - Local councils will suffer if party politics is allowed to enter into the equation.

4.

* Keep party politics out of local council/government. * I do not feel this survey/decisions has been handled in a
democratic manner, eg Change Commission rahter than a vote by residents. * Councillors need to be full-time.

5.

There is a need for Councillors to represent us because an administrator cannot do a proper job.

6.

That [Removed] & [Removed] have nothing to do with it.

7.

Party politics to be kept out of local government.

8.

Ownest vote would be great!

9.

Yes, listen to the people what they want.

10.

Please restore our independent council.

11.

KEEP PARTY POLITICS OUT OF IPSWICH AND RESTORE OUR INDEPENDENT COUNCIL.

12.

Leave the divisions as they are 1-10 Why change something that works. Every division should have their own (REP)
Councillor.

13.

At all levels of government, federal, state and local the elected member has a dual role of representing those who
selected him in his electorate, and being part of the government. An undivided city could result in all the councillors
living in just one suburb. Representation of country towns and landowners would be swamped by the city-centrics.
Landowners living in the outer fringes of "Ipswich city" have a whole different set of needs than do residents of Ripley,
Springfield or Old Ipswich. What do city folk know or care about invasive weeds, wild dog attacks or post-mining land-use
problems. Also keep party politics out of local government.

14.

Need individual divisions.

15.

Undivided - Biggest mistake - *by your Administrator*

16.

The previous model of 10 divisions enabled a LOCAL and knowledgeable Councillor to not only represent us, but be
readily accessible in person and also be involved in the community areas he represented. This is a very mixed division
which has very different challenges to a suburb based division with much less money having to be utilised across a very
broad area with main council not truly understanding the need. I have lived and owned property in other council areas and
non-local representation is a disaster.

17.

It is ridiculous to think of having our division which is division 10 undivided. The area it covers is huge. Shouldn't even think
of having an undivided model.

18.

Everyone in Ipswich knows where Springfield is because that's where the bulk of our rates are spent. Two thirds of Ipswich
people wouldn't know where Haigslea is.

19.

Scrap Div 10 from Ipswich c/c. Ammalumate with Scenic Rim-Somerset & Lokyer Valley councils, give Div 10 councillor back
his job, too be payed for by the people who sacked him (state gove qld) for as long as his term was pending for, so other
councils can transition into div 10 with him overseeing the transition. Only businesses and ratepayers in council elections
with 3x4 year terms maximen.

20.

When dividing divisions make them more evenly if dividing in area size. If by voters then the bigger divisions like the
current Divisions 10 should receive at least three times what division 2 receives. Furthermore since the previous Councillors
admitted knowing what was going on, I believe not one of them should be allowed to stand again or any of their family
members. This will stop any further fraud. Thank you.

21.

In order to avoid the problems of the previous council we need proportional representation in an undivided council.
The Discussion paper says "Councillors are responsible for planning for the future and developing corporate plans
and strategies to achieve their goals and deliver outcomes to the whole community, and monitoring the performance
of the council against these". "Deliver outcomes for the whole community". This implies that it would be best to do
away with divisions. With divisions, the Councillor is likely to see their role as representing the people in their area, with
little attention to integrated planning for the whole council area. "Monitoring the performance of the council against
these". This has been the problem with our last council. There was little oversight and all Councillors appeared to be a
comfortable group who agreed with each other and with little controversy. This is the result of the divisional system where
Councillors basically simply represented the majority of the voters in each division with no input from minority options.
Basically, a first past the post system. The Toowoomba situation was no better because it was also a first past the post
system without preferential voting. Voters were simply required to mark just 10 Councillors are no more. This means that
if voters selected minority candidates, they had no say as to which of the more popular candidates were selected. Both
models result in only majority viewpoints, with no input from alternative ideas. The results in a council with little or no
oversight and this was what led to the problems with our outgoing council. Unless this is corrected, we will eventually
end up with the same problems with our new council. The only way this can be corrected is to have a proportional
representation system. In this way, minority viewpoints can be put forward and should result in better informed and
considered decisions as well as better oversight. To achieve this, voting should be by the preferential system and
voters should be required to number all boxes so that their preferences and desires are fully expressed. Ideally, votes
should be counted by the quota preferential system. This gives greater power to second preferences of people giving
first preferences to less popular candidates than occurs in the usual bottom up counting system. The result is closer to
true proportional representation. Alternatively, the Shoalhaven system, as outlined by their mayor at the meeting,
resulted in a diverse council. They had a few large divisions with several Councillors in each. We should ideally have four
Councillors in each divisions to ensure proportional representation. Counting in their case was by the quota preference
system. Conclusion - To ensure the best planning for the entire council area, and proper scrutiny of decisions, we need
proportional representation in an undivided council elected by the quota preferential system.

22.

accountability - how will councillors follow up on queries - how is this recorded and how are outcomes measured? what
happens if things do not get followed up on? need a feedback loop

23.

Councils could be part time.

24.

rural areas should not be governed by people from residential ,city areas as outlines from A class does not hold any
relevance to requirements to rural needs. also let all residents know by post [you send info out all time in post] not every
one has a computor or access to computor, i only found out about this on march 31, doing this the way you have chosen
to do is in my opininion this council appears to be more corrupt than ever , having just seen a report of the apparently
advertised talk ,your option one was the item pushed by all speakers, which makes it highly biased, also state gov rules
state anything that impacts residents directly by council changes etc all residents affected are to be directly notified by
post so we the residents can have our say, doing this by internet only is so underhanded i would prepose acking of all
council and goverment staff involved in this fiasco

25.

A large proportion of Ipswich council area properties are owned by corporations in the case of commercial properties
and by individuals who do not live in UIpswich CC boundaries with housing. These people supply a huge percentage of
the council rates, yet have no say whatsoever in how these rates are spent or how their properties are handled by the
council. There should be some mechanism in place for property owners who are not residents to have a say. Perhaps say,
5 divisions (half of current) and 2 councillors per division. One of these councillors elected as per present system, and the
other by all property owners who actually pay the rates. Corporate property owners should also have some mechanism to
vote for the second councillor.

26.

Part time councillors may be an option as the priority is the machinery of council not individuals

27.

That having had to dissolve the previous council for misconduct and condoning misconduct by inaction : that former
councilors should be forever barred from becoming part of a new council.

28.

Rural areas need their own representation

29.

All candidates should not be able to run for Mayor. It should be a separate vote of individuals not running for a council
position. Previous councillors should not be able to run. Maximum 2 terms for any councillors elected.

30.

No, but someone may want to inform the survey author that "transgender" is not a gender.

31.

Country areas have very different needs from city areas and this needs to be considered

32.

Yes we better not have the same incompetence that we had last time. Also, there needs to be some way of monitoring
things for the election. For example last time there was a candidate who won who said they were independent yet were
supported at the polls by [Removed] Labour members. It was a farce but no-one does anything to stop this.

33.

Not related to divisional models but all candidates should be required to name any political affiliation or membership.

34.

surely it is preferable to have a representative that lives in his division and therefore is better able to know the issues that
need addressing in the interests of his constituents

35.

I feel the country regions of Ipswich city council are the forgotten. We lack the road maintenance and barley use the
parkland facilities due to the drive. Either more focus and money should be spent on our area or cut our rates. Sick of
footing Springfield and the greater city areas. Start looking out for your country regions.
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36.

Physical area should be a greater consideration. Example it is ridiculous that the current division 10 has a greater area
than the other nine divisions put together.

37.

No

38.

Of paramount importance is to have a model where there are strong checks and balances over the election of an open
and cooperative group of councillors. Good governance with the absence of corruption would be the ultimatum to
assemble a great council.

39.

Make another council area e.g. Moreton shire council. I think Ipswich city council area is to big.

40.

Ipswich has had a hard time over many years. The council is suffering an inter generational shock that will only be aided
by specified contest of capability. A multi member ward model forces all candidates to face off against similar interest
and prove to voters they have the capacity to deliver a triple bottom line to the community. With out this in mind the
contest will devolve back to self interested and popular contest at the expense of common interest. This model will train
candidates and community at once to continue to deliver stronger community engagement and professionalism across
many generations of council. Today's decisions should seek to avoid systemic failures that occurred in the past and
deliver a self renewing, self sustaining model into the future. we need Ipswich to build a strong governance and integrity
culture. Which ever model is adopted please consider this as a primary concern.

41.

Making sure areas arebt disadvantaged embecaue of post code eg 4306 post code is unfairly disadvantaged because
some suburbs in this post code are regional which means those in the post code right next to ipswich city cop higher cost
for delivery etc.

42.

If Corruption and/or incompetence is to be avoided then it is necessary for the whole council to make each decision, not
sub-committees of like minded people. This may be a longer decision-making process but it is transparent, thus avoiding
complicity.

43.

We need a divisional Councillor available, when a concern arises, who can deal with local matters. Having two or three in a
wider division should allow at least one to be available at any given time.

44.

Need councillors whom you can talk to as a neighbour. No party politics for local govt.

45.

Results of this survey should be published (including comments) with time allowed for consideration by the public.

46.

I believe it is important for constituents to have direct contact with an individual or individuals who will represent them
and their own divisional issues while taking a global overview of how those interests align with the overall interests of the
city they represent.

47.

Party politics should be kept out of local government elections.

48.

To stop grandstanding

49.

Make Councillors more accountable

50.

Teamwork working together by having 2 to 3 councillors per divison

51.

It is very difficult for a mayor to get elected without the profile and experience from already being in council. But in the
current system any councillor who runs for mayor must give up their council seat. This is a huge risk and hasn’t being tried
in Ipswich for some years and this is one of the reasons some of the problems have occurred. An incumbent mayor is very
difficult to defeat, their power and belief in their infallibility grows and corruption results. A system that allows a current
councillor to challenge but ALSO to be able to retain their council seat if unsuccessful would be a way to provide more
credible challenges against incumbent mayors.

52.

I suggest we need to attract a more qualified Councillor. In my opinion Councillors should be like Board members. Their
role is to set culture and vision for the city region. They set a vision and plan for the city, what it looks like, how it should
operate. Not involved in barking dog complaints etc. They should be part time rather than full time. Council also needs
to return to the old model in staff roles. No CEO but a Town Clerk. Also a Town Engineer, Town Health Inspector, Town
Surveyor, They all operate as an executive below the Councillors.

53.

With one Councillor per division, they become like little kids, nothing gets done unless they have a vested interested it.
That's why we have to get away from one counciller per division.With 12 Councillors it leaves less chance of the Councillors
being brought off by developments and corruption. They should not have any affiliation to any parties and we should
bring back the own old system.

54.

We need fresh faces. Keep [Removed] especially out of Ipswich council !!

55.

Fixed terms, part-time, people with a strategic background who aren’t obsessed with getting votes over the good of the
city!

56.

Yes! I do have strong views regarding this issue. I do not believe that any polititian or political party has the right to
affect the operation of of Ipswich City Council., especially when any predetermined changes will not make any difference
whatsoever, as councillors and the number of divisions are NOT part of the current issues. The problem lies with
dishonest, [Removed], [Removed] and [Removed] - fix that if you can but leave the councillors and divisions alone. Stay
with 10 divisions with one councillor per divisions. I believe that the 'Divided' with one Councillor per divisions 'Option 2',
as was previously the case, is by far the best options and there should be a minimum of 10 divisions. After all, the current
issues with corruption have NOT stemmed from any elected divisional Councillor, it has all come from upper management,
including the [Removed], [Removed] and [Removed] who should have known better. No Councillor was ever charged with
any corruption. So if that part of it ain't broke - don't try to fix it. I have read that any reasons for by choice of either
option 1, 2 or 3 will not necessarily be considered anyway as it is deemed that the current State Government is pushing
this issue to bring Ipswich City Council into line, ie, 'Undivided', with a few Local Government areas in some other states,
and one would suspect that party politics ARE involved. Let the ratepayers decide their own fate - not some polititian
trying to make a name for himself like the last idiot who sacked all of our dedicated Councillors who have never been
charged with any corruption or wrongdoing whatsoever. If the outcome of this survey has indeed been predetermined by
the State Government, then one would suspect that the vast majority of ratepayers will be grossly offended if this does
turn out to be the case. I know it has altered my thinking about who to vote for next time. My reasons to promote
Option 2 (minimum of 10 Divisions with 1 cCouncillor per divisions) are as follows: - Each councillor should be responsible
for the progression of their particular division and to be able to feel proud of their individual achievements within that
divisions - Two or more Councillors per division may find themselves pulling in different directions with rate payer issues,
should they have opposing views on any matter, whether it be that one Councillor doesn't get on with a particular
resident or the other Councillor or their views - All Councillors should remain free of party politics as it may also cause
disruptions if there are two of more looking after the same area, (or even different divisions). Let the rate payers have
truly independent Councillors responsible for their wellbeing and, all issues within their community. - Fairer independent
Councillors to fund their own election costs within their division of choice, as opposed to providing advertising for the
whole Ipswich area. Costs need to be limited in each division otherwise one would find that some Councillors may be
disadvantaged by unlimited funds of some political party. - Local independent Councillors are more likely to have a
better understanding of their community's needs that another who resides out of the area and may not necessarily be
too worried what happens out in rural sections of Ipswich. - A local independent Councillor would more likely give their
division greater representation at joint Council meetings than another whose interests may lie in an area closer to home
for them - Independent Councillors of their own division would be more accountable to their constituents. Council
divisions must also be determined with regard to the number of rate payers residing within them as well as the land mass
of that division, otherwise, as is the case of present division 10, any remote rural areas have a lot more infrastructure to
look after and greater distances to travl, compared to a division with a denser residential area. Councillors working hours
are greater due to the extra travel within the rural area of Division 10. I do not believe that the Option 1 for 'Undivided
Council' or the Option 3 ' Divided with 4 to 6 Councillors will be of any benefit to the majority of ratepayers in the long
run, for the following reasons; - If Councillors are not bound the be responsible for any particular area, then I can see
that 'party politics' will eventually come to play with some residents being discriminated against for not holding the same
political views as those who represent them. - All Councillors must remain truly independent so that rate payers have
confidence that any decisions represent their views, and not those of any political party - I believe that some Councillors
will be attracted to built-up areas where it is easier to look good and with little travel time, thus leaving the rural sector
with little or no representation - The costs associated with Electoral voting adverising literature etc for the whole of
Ipswich City would be unsustainable for most nominees, except those with political backing, compared to the costs for
a single division - Rate payers will find that some Councillors may be working on the same particular issues without the
others knowledge and wasting Council resources unnecessarily - It could also occur that some Councillors may choose
to sit back and let the others do all the hard work until some resoultion has been determined and then making comment
suggesting the they had somehow been involved, making if difficult for the average rate payer to know just who was
responsible for a given outcome One cannot see how a voter's roll would be any simpler with the Option 1, as all rate
payers names and addresses are recorded anyway, so it would make no difference at all. - Option 3 will not support the
interests of individual groups any better than what an individual independent Councillor will and to suggest otherwise
shows a lack of confidence in the duly elected single representative.

57.

Not to forget the Ipswich CBD in providing for the newer satellite suburbs.

58.

To me local government means interaction of councillors with the community - hence model 1 approximates my views
more effectively. The needs of smaller communities such as Rosewood has to have representation as well as [unclear]
Springfield. At the moment the latter seems favoured. Prospective councillors should provide a CV to the community and
be prepared to gain skills in budgeting if they don't already have them. Managing finances of our community is of prime
importance to many. As Ipswich is an important cultural hub I think council should give monetary support to groups who
have developed our musical and theatrical culture over many years.

59.

I thought the time to reconsider change now appropriate.

60.

I think that Springfield should be separated from Ipswich. Most of ratepayers money is going that way. We need better
roads and new bridges before sporting stadiums and parks.

61.

More respect for the people in the Ipswich area.

62.

Need to communicate better with community. Was not aware of this survey til today.

63.

Think about the people of Ipswich.
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64.

Each division needs to be represented either by one councillor per division or 2 to 3 councillors per division but certainly
not "first past the post" voting where all councillors could be from the one area - eg Springfield who would have no
knowledge of needs and concerns of other divisions.

65.

The undivided model would be disastrous, in a local government area such as the current Ipswich City Council. Ipswich
has a densley populated urban area, and a huge rural and semi rural area. 95% of people, who live in urban areas, have
not idea of the reality of life in rural or semi rural areas. In the undivided model, all the councillors will be elected from the
heavily populated areas. Their concerns and efforts will be concentrated on the areas which elected them. A huge section
of Ipswich would struggle to be heard. Single member division is the only fair way.

66.

No

67.

Local Government is a very important level of government and is probably the level at which most Australians would
feel most able and most effective in exercising their democratic rights. It is essential that there is a close link and
understanding between the councillors and their constituents, as well as a clear and easily accessible avenue of
communication between residents and their Council. This is something that we in Ipswich have been very proud of and this
needs to continue. Having one councillor per division living and working in their division allows this to happen.

68.

Why wasn't the option to have Councilors only employed part time flagged?

69.

Ipswich is too geographically and culturally diverse to be effectively governed by any other model than one councillor per
division. Ultimately the state government should focus on their areas and allow the councils to focus on theirs.

70.

Leave as it is.

71.

The chosen model needs to be the one with the greatest level of accountability.

72.

Keep it the way it was before - it worked well. A few bad eggs didn't make the whole basket rotten.

73.

Bring back the honest cr’s who have proven themselves so we have experienced, proven honesty to begin with. People like
[Removed] to just name one! That’s a good foundation to build on!

74.

This will only work if Councillors have less power on overthroughing decisions made by experienced officers of Council and
are more accountable for their actions. Fewer Councillors would be better.

75.

No

76.

small towns need a voice, if they do not have someone allocated to them that lives in the area, they will be forgotten.

77.

We need councillors that are for 1 division, that live in and understand what the division requirements are. No divisions,
who would fight for the small towns.

78.

Yes, local representation for divisional areas is imperative.

79.

Multi-member wards ensure everyone is represented. The notion that there will be 'blame shifting' is myopic. If there are
councillors who engaged in this they can be removed at the ballot box and in the mean time there are other councillors to
address the concern.

80.

I would strongly encourage the state government to consider how smaller and poorer regions can be better represented
by the council (eg Rosewood or One Mile), as many citizens of Ipswich are becoming apathetic towards the governance
of their council. This has been a long-term issue caused by elected members only showing interest in high-growth areas,
and neglecting the communities with long-established histories. If this continues, then the low-growth regions of Ipswich
will decline economically and become modern slums, where the only employment opportunities for young people are in
crime and drugs. The issue lies not within the way the council is divided, but in both the nature of future councillors and
the incentive to develop pre-existing suburbs to provide opportunities for residents and reduce the risk of poverty. One
needs look no further than the economic state of Ipswich CBD to see the damage of a negligent council whom abandoned
their CBD as Brisbane developed. Future councils must confront the reality that bad things do happen and should be
fixed, rather than ignored until someone else comes along. Last council was too busy celebrating the growth of Ripley and
Springfield to address the economic stagnation of the Greater Ipswich and Goodna areas. Making the council undivided
will only exacerbate these issues, but creating divisions based on the hub that serves the particular area (Goodna,
Springfield, Greater Ipswich, Redbank, Grandchester/Regional) allows councillors to best create opportunities that
benefit the hub division and therefore whomever falls within the catchment. This would also make the divisions more
sensible, as they currently divide communities, creating situations where an issue in another division can heavily impact
a neighbouring division, where the councillor impacted may not have authority to fix the issue. In future, when deciding
how our representatives are elected, they should be held to a greater standard and with greater accountability to avoid
widespread apathy from the voters, and to create better opportunities for both workers and employers.

81.

Councillors should be part-time , workload not sufficient for full-time. Last lot got up to too much mischief with spare
time as full-time employees of Council. This might emphasise the fact that role should have a community focus. Having
divisional offices in Ipswich, East Ipswich, Brassall etc was a waste of money - residents could phone or visit Council offices
just as easily.

82.

Don’t have councillor allocation as it was used for self promotion

83.

need a diverse group of Councillors that are not all business men or woman with large financial backing to get them
into office. Equality is a must. I am concerned that smaller less populated areas of Ipswich may be under valued and
lack financial assistance due to being more rural thus a "slum area" nametag will be attached making those areas less
desirable to live. I like the current divided option as the Councillor is from your area although I am open to having more
than one councillor representation in highly populated areas of Ipswich

84.

In the event of council sacking (becoming more common) representatives should be appointed per division. One
Administrator Model does not work as the appointed person just ignores the rate payers and their issues. Lets call it the
'Killing Democracy Model'

85.

Please include community consulation as part of deciding the divisional boundaries.

86.

Possibly establishing a community leadership/advisory group within the separate divisions to assist with decisions.(similar
to what is now the Ipswich community advisory

87.

No :)

88.

Councillors should be limited to 2 terms

89.

Set terms - maximum 2 terms

90.

Transparency with the results of this survey. After the decision is made, public information sessions to explain how the
model will work and the voting process. Maximise community knowledge and understanding of the electoral process.

91.

No political party involvement of councillors.

92.

We need fewer councillors and greater accountability, such as could be achieved by having fewer but larger divisions
each with groups of councillors providing checks and balances to the group.

93.

No

94.

I'd be keen to see the number of terms a councillor can serve limited to two or three terms to allow new people with fresh
ideas a chance to serve as a councillor, given that name recognition ensures that encumbent councillors are nearly always
returned at elections.

95.

Full investigation into last 5 yrs tax / business dealings. Undergo public administration type course.

96.

It needs to be a vote unlike unseating the councillors that we voted in. Our say was removed . The current rate payers
association did not and do not speak for all ratepayers.

97.

Closely monitor spending and councillors should not be allowed to sit on boards for companies that are owned or
regulated within the council.

98.

Do not allow the previous councillors to stand for reelection as they have been spending their time since their sacking
badmouthing the interim administrator and the state government. If you don't agree with their views you are blocked
from providing your views at all. This needs to stop

99.

The divided model works very well. Residents prefer to identify with their Councillor, probably the only politician they see.

100.

Why do we need so many Councillors? We have been nearly 12 months without any Councillors in this time we have not
encountered times when they have been needed.

101.

Ipswich has become a divided city and the divisions of Council with individual Councillor working for their divisions and its
priorities has only made that more entrenched. Ipswich has three Chambers of Commerce identifying 3 business centres.
Keeping the council divisions will only strengthen that divide. It is time to bring out city together.

102.

No corrupt politicians for Ipswich please.

103.

Fair voting system. Optional preferential is the fairest and most democratic system. No groupings avoids party blocs.
Ipswich needs a system that guarantees freedom from corruption and manipulation

104.

All councillors should be qualified or take the course of Public Directors. I would prefer no preference voting. One vote for
the person no preferences.

105.

Personal representation in each division. Undivided creates inefficiencies at many levels. In undivided, Ratepayers will
play one Councillor against another thus wasting time. In undivided Councillors will be falling over each other to grab
headlines when there's a headline to be sort. If there is one division with 3 Councillors they'll end up dividing up the
division any between themselves. Undivided there is the potential for the Councillors to hide. Abolish the Divisional Offices
and centralize all Councillors to the Admin Building.

106.

I feel as if the way the division were previously allocated was honestly hard to understand. Explain why there is divisions
to community members would be great

107.

By chosing option 2 or 3 you are making it much more difficult for the little independent to win and easier for teams and
parties
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108.

No person who has previously on ICC should be allowed to run at this election. If they did not know about the corruption
then they were asleep at the wheel & should not have been there; if they knew but did not want to speak up then they
were allowing the corruption to continue hence condoning it; if they did know then they were colluding and should never
be allowed to hold office again. I have no confidence in any of the previous councillors & feel there are many lies & sins
that have brushed aside for far too long & allowed to fester. We have an opportunity to have a fresh start let us make it
a great one.

109.

Selecting the 4 to 6 Divisions the Government should consider ensuring those residents in non-populous areas are
considered as part of the Council area. Too often with the previous Council those in highly populous or sparse areas
received greater focus than those with small populations. Also any previous Councillor should be barred from contesting
the next election

110.

No party politics in local Government

111.

No party politics in local government

112.

In the undivided model, councillors can designate a special aspect of interest across the city; newer councillors can have
mentors more easily; fiefdom syndrome can be minimised.

113.

Councillors should be employed part-time.

114.

I feel Australia is over-governed with tax payers funding an ever increasing financial burden to support the current three
levels. We should start to simplify this and a good first step is to minimise the number of Councillors and for them to take
on a true Governance and oversight role of the paid Council employees on behalf of their employers (the rate payers).

115.

I don't believe that an undivided council would provide adequate representation for the broad Ipswich area and has the
potential for growing areas like Springfield and Ripley Valley to dominate council resources.

116.

Some minimum educational standards for candidates at registration.

117.

There can be a great disparity between divisions, some infrastructures being much older, and I think that the divided
model would ensure and equal voice for all divisions.

118.

At the forum last night I believe it was demonstrated that the community is more than capable of shaping its council no
matter what form it takes, and if there is no clear desire to change then why change. After all the stress the councillors,
staff, and community have gone through recently there is no need to go down a path of radical change when the existing
model has served us well and just needs to be more firmly structured. There is nothing to say that the alternate models
would work any better.

119.

Yes to keep in consideration the vast extremes in our social structures eg the Riverview catchment division and the
greater Springfield area / the ever evolving new surburbia Ripley etc once completed would need lesser funding to
maintain infastructure than say the older divisions that may need higher level of upgrade.

120.

I feel representation at a council level should be free from politics ie no Labour or Liberal councils. Some good people put
their hands up to make the community better and they should be unhindered by politics.

121.

Don't let current council's run for a seat

122.

Local Government should be free of party politics.

123.

State governments should have a say, should be up to the rate payers

124.

I don't think we need so many councillors for the size of Ipswich.

125.

Registered party members should not be allowed to run.

126.

Each councillors should be assigned an administrative role in department/s eg.. roads, health etc.. Together they should
vote for any major decision that would affect the city. Councillors should not have a private office, cars or secretary but
should work within the current council facilities. The current administration is proven to be efficient their non political
mode operands should be the template for any future council administration.

127.

Don’t have a hybrid model that will result in a dominant member per division and will result in unfair representation.

128.

Historically divisions were "ruled" by the councillor and his cronies. Non cronies did not stand a chance.

129.

The window is closing to stop catastrophic climate change

130.

The undivided model limits the people who can run for council in a city of this size as it is impossible to cover the whole
area without backing from some industry organisation wishing to push their own business interest or an union with their
own agenda. By limiting the amount an individual can spend on their campaign you are impeding the democratic process
unless there is also controls around interest groups promoting individuals.

131.

We absolutely want to keep the current model or similar - 8-12 divisions with their own councillor. The administration
should not be trying to make a change while we do not have community representation. It's wrong on so many levels.
The majority of my community did not want to lose our councillor, it was our decision to vote him in, it was not our
decision to lose him. Please don't take away our divisional boundaries.

132.

Part-time should not be an option for councillors. If you pay peanuts you will get monkeys. Make this an attractive job
for the intelligent people who already have jobs and know how to operate ethically to aspire to. Perhaps a fourth option
should be to operate as a government department without any councillors? We are sick of politicians and do not want a
labour run council which is what it will be in an undivided option. That would suit the current state government perfectly to
stitch this up while they are in power as their nursery for developing their future state and federal candidates. That is why
there is a huge conflict of interest at play by the state government that has not been declared.

133.

It's incredibly important for the area I live in to have divisional representation. It hasn't been the decision of the
community to not have a current community representative and I strongly feel it is wrong that this decision is being
made while there are no community representatives in place. This should not be considered under appointment of
administrators. If we don't have divisional councillors it will be less likely that a councillor will be elected from the smaller
communities and the urban councillors will not understand the needs of the rural sector.

134.

There should be no change until there is a legal council voted in by the people of Ipswich and not an appointed sheriff by
a state government who want to get rid of all councils to have a dictated governing body running the city

135.

Strongly recommend against the "undivided" model as this could very easily and most probably lead to outlying suburbs/
area having no elected representative from their area. I personally saw this happen following the "Council Amalgamation"
process several years ago, in a large geographic area of city and country.

136.

Part time councillors paid on a per meeting basis

137.

I would like to see 5 divisions each with 2 councillors one being a male and the other being a female

138.

2-3 councillors per division 8 division

139.

Decision is obviously made. I thought councillors were to represent the community in which they live Not to be high flying
board directors.

140.

Yes I disagree with the Administrator, councillors are politicians not directors.

141.

The model adopted must be that which best protects against the situation of a dominant Mayor controlling compliant
councillors as was the case with the previous ICC.

142.

Rural areas don’t get a fair say with divisions.

143.

Any model should be predicated on clear training for the incoming Councillors to ensure they understand the full range of
their responsibilities and limits of their powers and influence.

144.

It is essential that in local government we have LOCAL representatives.

145.

the region is so diverse with its small country towns and bigger suburbs. If we go undivided the smaller country areas will
be neglected.

146.

One Councillor per Division provides: 1. True accountability. 2. Very clear identification of the Councillor and their
constituents.

147.

My preference is to have 5 Divisions each with one female and one male councillor

148.

We should 5 divisions each with 2 councillors - one male and the other female so that Ipswich has a fair distribution of
male and female representatives

149.

The people of Ipswich are the most important ones here. The councillors work for us. I am adamant that the previous
councillors should not be able to run again in future elections or we will be back to where we started from.

150.

Leave it as it is. If it goes undivided, the majority of the population is down the Springfield end of the city and all of the
Councillor could be from that end of town. By having 1 member per division, we know who to call and who is responsible
for the area and it ensures that every corner of the city is covered. With multiple members per divisions, one can do
nothing while the other works, allows for political parties to form teams and if there 2 people have opposite views it would
be a toxic outcome for the community. If you change IPSWICH you need to do it to the same councils in the same banding
that has been set by the tribunal. Why do they allow a [Removed] from [Removed] to speak at the forum when he has
been found guilt of misconduct in office? A [Removed] who works under a complete different act and a [Removed] from a
council who’s population is the same as 1 of the current divisions. They are all for undivided councils, how ironic and not a
balanced representation of local government. Leave our council alone.

151.

There should be 5 divisions each with 2 councillors we vote for one male and one female in each division so that there will
be an equal number of females and males in the council

152.

No

153.

we need an approach to governing our city with GOOD BUDGET PRACTICE to minimise our exorbitant rates and we need
a more sensible approach to our recycling. Greed by all governments has gone too far - putting up prices of containers
and then belittling the people by making them scrounge for 0.10cents. This is embarrassing in the extreme, govt WORK
FOR US THE PEOPLE!!!!

154.

Make it the same number of Councillor's as before, before all the trouble started, I didn't have a problem with that at least
they had the time to get back in touch with you personally with my issues.
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155.

local knowledge is vital in these divisions. one division is plenty of work for each councellor

156.

having only one councillor in a division is preferable because the community can relate to one person their concerns and
questions on council business and get back to them if there are any problems whereas having more than one means there
may be confusion, also having just one division may result in local issues not being understood or acted upon.

157.

I do not believe an undivided council in this city, one of the fastest growing areas in the country, can best serve our
needs due to the planned further rapid growth in both development of residential areas and (hopefully) appropriate
infrastructure. On the other hand, a divided structure with 2-3 councillors per division could lend itself to conflicts of
interest within that division and hence to delay and/or inactivity. A divided council with 1 councillor per division is my
preferred option because in theory, it would mean that the representative is committed to providing his or her best
effort for the division but, if the councillor does not perform to a standard the community expects, that person can be
democratically removed at the following council election.

158.

WARNING.. This survey is open to multiple votes. I have voted previously and did this one to prove it can be manipulated..

159.

Limit the number of times a person can be re elected, mandate for community discussions with the counsellors on a
regular basis.

160.

At the heart of local government should be local representation. The 1 Councillor per division allows for this best. The
"my-backyard" vs "whole of city" concerns are a question of leadership from councillors and the mayor which should be
judged on election day.

161.

Ipswich has become far too big. Isn't it time Springfield/Greater Springfield broke away and had its own council. Also
someone should look at the boundaries of Bellbird Park. The area opposite Redbank Plains High from Keidges Rd back
should now be Augustine Heights. Make the traffic lights at Keidges/Augusta Parkway the boundary.

162.

We have family living in a council area almost as large as Ipswich, they have undivided Councillors and they say they wish
they had divisions. I believe Ipswich Council is too wide spread and has a mix of country and city therefore divisions are
necessary to meet everyone's needs

163.

Please ensure we have accountability and strict governance.

164.

Yes. Make it a requirement for the counsellor to live in their division.

165.

Undivided electoral structures have the potential to elevate the voting power of high-population centers in the electorate
at the expense of low-population areas that are still needing or deserving of representation. Ipswich is a rapidly
growing and diverse community, not only in the conventional sense but with many different economic and cultural centers
developing across its geographic area. The council structure should reflect the best attempt possible to see the interests
of all these various communities represented in their shared local government area.

166.

Large growing councils need to remain divided with one elected councillor per division to ensure maximum efficiency

167.

To me this is the only model that will help provide extra accountability. I very strongly support only 2 councillors per
division. with an odd number two can gang up on the third making the third irrelevant. The city is too geographically and
socio-economically diverse to even consider an undivided councillor. What chance for funds etc would the older areas
have against the 'Springfields' and "Ripleys"?

168.

whichever model is chosen - the model must have a commitment to complete transparency on all matters relevant to the
operations of Council - this does not seem to be the case at this time and reflects poorly on past and potential Councils

169.

The boundaries do need changing due to population growth.

170.

A dictatorship with just a mayor

171.

Already had too much to say in destroying a system that was working.

172.

None of this matters if those elected do not have integrity.

173.

Community panels of randomly selected ratepayers (ie: like a jury) to make decisions on community issues after hearing
from a panel of invested parties. This would cover topics like development applications which affect large percentages of
residents in their division.

174.

Postal voting should also be considered. Each candidate could have included with the ballot paper a short resume' on why
they wish to be elected to Council. The posting of a short resume' to voters could also be adopted even for a normal
election at a stand up polling booth. If all other forms of election advertising and how to vote cards were eliminated this
would ensure a fair election for all candidates.

175.

Redbank Plains is the largest suburb in the Ipswich Council region. It houses more than 10% of Ipswich's population.
However, unlike Springfield, Redbank Plains has lacked a mouthpiece and has missed out on 'goodies' and necessary
infrastructure.

176.

Non-political

177.

Non-political

178.

I was an alderman on Ipswich City Council from 1988 to 1991. Of that council, 7 were Labor, 3 Liberal and 1 independent.
About 1989 a major storm washed out Whitehall Road which was part of my colleague Barry Thorn's division. We, along
with Peter White, the third Liberal Alderman, were advised by the senior engineer that if Whitehall Road was to be
reconstructed, it would have to come from our 3 works budgets. Labor aldermen would not be providing any funds from
their allocations. As a consequence there was only one year during my term that I was able to undertake capital works. An
undivided council should therefore ensure that all areas of the city are treated equally.

179.

To keep party politics out of local government

180.

For the past 6 months we have had no local Councillor. Whether the State Government made the correct decision in
sacking all the Councillors is not the issue of this comment. But the issue is that it has given us an insight into what a
Council is like with no local representation. Living in a rural community requires the personal representation of one of our
local residents to participate in local issues and then represent our views, interests and needs to the broader council.
Local government is the people's government, comprising well known, independent minded and respected people elected
by their peers. This is best achieved by the Divided model having one Councillor per division. As already recognised in the
pros and cons, local Councillors may not be well known across the entire city community, and without massive funding or
major political party campaigning, their chances of election by the entire voter-base would be severely diminished. Party
politics has no place in local government. We have yet another 12 months to go without personal, local representation.
Surely the evidence already demonstrates the strength and significance of the Divided - 1 Councillor per division as the
preferred model.

181.

To increase representation across the divisions while still maintaining the representation of the communities mentioned
in the discussion papers… I feel a division of four areas should occur based on the town centres given in the Review
Background Document- p7- ie “These centres include Ipswich Central, Springfield Town Centre, Goodna Town Centre and,
in time, Ripley Town Centre”. For each of these communities there should be three councillor representatives- to maximise
the representation in each area and allow councillors who have a large area to cover to work together effectively. And
given that I have heard rumours that the councillors position is suggested as a part-time position- I feel this would not
be a good idea, as it would limit the quality of candidates who might otherwise apply.. I think very few people who are
currently in a full time working position would give this up to work across such a large council as Ipswich with the work
load of committees and other work required.

182.

Why three choices, so government can skew the results?

183.

Govt should not shift responsibilities away from elected councillors to non-elected officials. Retain democracy.

184.

An undivided model would make it near impossible for individuals to run. The sheer size of the Council area and the
number of booths would mean it is better and more efficient to run as teams. If you have one of the divided models then
it is easier for independents. Having said that, I think the fewer divisions might means the multiple Councillors per division
are keeping each other accountable and hopefully make it difficult for "fiefdoms", as happened previously in Div 10 and Div
2

185.

I think that being a councillor is not a full time career but rather a part time position with limited tenure -say three teams

186.

Give us the old council back again and stop being a dictator. We elected the old council. There were problems but mostly
caused by outside political influences.

187.

I don't think party politics have a place in local councils.

188.

Keep up good auditing practises for next 5 to 8 yrs, to ensure situation does not happen again.

189.

Not allowing any of the previous council members to run in the future election.

190.

Need a person to represent us or otherwise interests of only a few suburbs will be prioritised. Need a person to take
responsibility for local suburb issues.

191.

Put this to a referendum or attach to rates notice...so it is fair to all Ipswich residents.

192.

Prospective candidates who want to run for council have to go through an EOI process to assess suitability for the role
before being allowed to run as a candidate. As a baseline criteria 1 must be demonstrated strong governance skills
and experience on boards of large organisations not just the local soccer club. They need to understand that good
governance requires delegation of operational matters to council staff who are accountable in their roles. Preferably
they should understand the concepts of triple bottom line, be known for their integrity, ethics, and commitment to acting
in the public interest in the community of Ipswich.

193.

We need to ensure a balance between getting the work of council done effectively and efficiently, serving our community
and at the same time, not wasting ratepayers money with "big council". Getting the number of councillors’ right is
important.

194.

Our Council provides services tailored for local communities. We need local representation that reflects the particularities
of divisions. Example: the rapid expansion of Springfield does not have the same needs as more established areas as
Ipswich central.

195.

Councillors should be part time, and the state government need to restrict the directive powers of the mayor in respect to
the CEO and senior staff.
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196.

The city of Ipswich is a very large area and I feel unless we have divisions we will not be represented equally across all
areas of our city.

197.

There should be fewer councillors i.e. 8 + Mayor but they should remain full-time. If there are to be multi-member
divisions, proportional representation should be used as the system of voting.

198.

I am concerned about recent historical issues when using this model - councillors working in silos, some areas of Ipswich
represented well/not so well. A new fresh approach would be welcomed.

199.

Remember what the people of this city want not what political gains they think they can get if they think no division would
work then they should try it at a state level first

200.

Why is Willowbank zoned with Beaudesert. We should be in Ipswich area the same as Amberly Airbase. We live 2 klm away.
Why are we pushed aside and forgotten. We pay our Rates to the Ipswich Council. Why is my phone number listed in the
Beaudesert phone book. Look after us please

201.

The "local" aspect of local government is diluted when a councillor's electorate is a very large area. If the undivided option
were adopted the councillors' electorates would be larger in area than our local federal members' electorates. The option
I have chosen gives a prospective councillor a chance of having a reasonable and possibly intimate understanding of the
needs of their consitutents.

202.

2 councillors per division. 3 may get a bit cumbersome

203.

Finance and the issuing of vehicles, and other logistics I cling their office, for the elected councillors. Will the councillors
in an undivided council have their offices within the council chambers making a unified location and save the cost of
councillors having their own offices in their divisions. A fleet of vehicles instead of an allowance for travel expenses,
especially for the travelling to country areas. Travelling expenses be more scrutinised.

204.

We need to make sure that our incoming Councillors are held accountable for their actions, I really hope that by having
shared responsibility areas that even if someone starts to stray other Councillors will be able to remind them of their
obligations and pull them back into line.

205.

No

206.

I prefer to have a Councillor from my own Division. It has worked extremely well in the past. The Divisional councillor is
more in tune with the needs of his or her community.

207.

I would prefer the council of 2020 to consist of 1 mayor & 10 Councillors as the 2016 was composed. In other words Council
to continue as before. Thank you for allowing me to express my views.

208.

We need representation for being in a Rural area.

209.

We would like our own Councillor to represent us as we are rural.

210.

I think it would be great to have FIVE divisions each with TWO Councillors represented by one male and one female.

211.

Yes, to ensure a male and female Councillor is to be elected for each Division.

212.

councillors need to be community based and accountable, not some elite board member type just overviewing non
elected staff decisions.

213.

Councillor will do that's for the divisions.

214.

nil

215.

Councillors now head various boards that work right across the whole council so why should they be elected by only a
small section of Ipswich residents.

216.

To make sure we don't slip back to an uncontrollable council maybe instead of a mayor we may be better having a
administrator appointed by the state government as we have now.

217.

Make all the councillors make the decissions together instead of some saying we didnt know what was going on in the rest
of the community not in our district.

218.

No

219.

they should establish better guidelines and transparency for use of discretionary funds given to community groups.

220.

I want someone I can ring and knows the area I live and one who will take responsibility for that area this was working well
until being changed by the government.

221.

I want to be able to speak to a councillor who knows where I reside and who will take ownership for their division. I don’t
want a councillor who resides in say Springfield and doesn’t have a clue where the suburb I reside in actually is. Working
this way now so don’t change it.

222.

One councillor power to have unfetted power to allocate ratepayer funds leads to a situation where Community
organisations have to or encouraged to support the councillor at the polls or face the fact that support couldhave funds
renegotiated. Culture change at the grass roots is critical to change at the top table.

223.

I don't like the undivided model - I think we'd lose our local "say". I don't like the 2 to 3 councillors per division model - what
if they can't agree?

224.

The old suburbs should stay in the Ipswich division

225.

Leave elected councillors in place until such time as they retire or are beaten in a subsequent election.

226.

Don't want what we've had!

227.

Poor results and representation under the present model. Let's try something different.

228.

Re-drawing the division boundaries to take into consideration the influx in growth in certain areas of the Ipswich City
Council area.

229.

Aldermen should go back to being part time. We would probably get better quality candidates.

230.

Dont change something thats not broke

231.

Merge the entire Ipswich Council area in to Brisbane City Council adding two new divisional electorates. One East and one
west. Forget about Ipswich, too much damage has been done. This would decrease the amount of administration staff
required and reduce rates as many other services are already run in partnership such as Queensland Urban Utilities and
electricity.

232.

[Removed] is evil

233.

Consider the "tale of 2 cities" we have at the moment. Historic Ipswich vs Springfield. Springfield is a very powerful
and essentially privately run / controlled. Need to have some mechanism that in the "undivided scenario that Historical
Ipswich does not wither and die. It is a lot cheaper to develop in empty paddocks in Springfield than it is to "redevelop"
the old city.

234.

Aircon for all school classrooms.

235.

Maximise your resources.

236.

Personal contact with someone who knows the area I live in and someone who frequents it regularly has a much
better understanding of problems encountered than someone who only has heard of the area. Knowing and living and
experiencing things in the area at all times of the day and night gives a much better understanding of the situation rather
than just a one of visit. My council needs to represent my concerns and my local neighbourhood as well as the general
region. Centralisation is not the way to go as it quickly becomes impersonal and uncaring. All ratepayers need equal
representation. Please preserve my local neighbourhood representation.

237.

Whilst it may be done with the best of intentions I feel concerned about this document. I believe it still shows a bias for
option 3 which is not the right option for Goodna. If this model is selected I would be greatly concerned that it would
be overun by the interests of Springfield which would not be in the best interests of Goodna. It would also mean a
loss of a local councillor and a trio of three would mean less focused representation and a loss of who to go to when
things need to be fixed in the local area. I can see in the time that an administrator has been appointed that there has
unfortunately been some negative impact on the area with this loss of representation. Also Ipswich City Council is not
a rural community. I did not choose to live in Goodna because it was in Ipswich, I choose to live here as it was a part of
Brisbane and the second closest suburb to the Brisbane CBD and undervalued.
I see that in putting in the models no
mention was made of the Brisbane City Council model that was used, only the other SEQ LGA's which I feel showed some
bias.
Whilst again done with good intentions I feel that an undivided representation would be a disaster and treat
Ipswich as a country town which it is not. Accordingly I feel that this has been a somewhat waste of money in the process.
Areas will continue to grow which is natural and higher density living should be encouraged especially near the train line.
Accordingly the existing Divided 1 Councillor per division option should be retained by adjusted on a regular basis at the
edges as is necessary. Without doing this I feel is treating Ipswich like a second class area.

238.

Please ensure that elected reps live within the division that they are seeking to represent.

239.

Councillers should be independent and non party aligned.

240.

Must live in that division so they are familiar with needs of that division. Maximum 2 terms as councilor

241.

A local with close ties to community and strong morals

242.

Would prefer to go back to what we had years ago. Part timers
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243.

How can an undivided Council for 130,000 voters be aware of what is really happening on a day to day basis in other
areas of Council? Rural and urban issues require different local knowledge and awareness. Undivided Councils become
remote and distanced from the very people they committed to SERVE. Federal and State have electoral boundaries since
federation with an elected representative in each area. Why should we be different? Talking about the role of the CEO is
problematical given the last two CEOs failure and mismanagement. Giving the CEO and senior management more power
in their roles and isolating the elected councillors to a review and visualising the future role is a recipe for loss of control
of the WISHES OF THE PEOPLE. Developers should be banned from political donations. It is a form of legalised bribery.
The current housing boom will not last forever and already the downside to postage stamp cheap housing in outlying
areas is becoming evident in increased crime rates and drug issues that will only become worse. Some of the 'Living in
the best city' bragging will in the future be recognised for the disaster it really is. City business CENTRE dead for around
20 years. Springfield and surrounds set to be a city in its own rights (no connections to Ipswich). Ipswich's reputation
trashed for the next generation.

244.

Ensuring that gaps in representation of specific communities is not lost given the diversity of Ipswich.

245.

Do not allow councillors to have an operational say in what should happen. This leads to corruption. They should take
advice from the council employees and only have direct input on strategy. The city is better with an administrator. We
don’t need amateurs ruining the city any more.

246.

We are a diverse community ... with history and innovation that needs to embrace all areas!! Not continue to great a
"divide" between seemingly rich and seemingly poor!!

247.

we do not need 12 councillors. when i guy with 5 helpers did the job and are doing it better.

248.

Not only look at number of voters, but also look at ares of each WARD. Something has to be done about non growing
wards to those of enormous area growing massively.

249.

What we had worked well before you dismissed our Council without publicly released proof, so there is no need to change
from that structure.

250.

The divisions are too large. You should remain with 10 divisions and 3 councillors in each or increase the number of
councillors in each of six divisions.

251.

One council, no divisions! Fair, even and democratic!

252.

Divided by equal population and industries

253.

I believe that councillors should be made up of independents as party politics has no real impact on council issues /
policies. Undivided will result in political parties controlling council as they will be the only ones with the resources to get
known by everyone - and in Ipswich this will almost certainly be all Labor. Also, the voting system is just as important. If
having multiple people elected from the one electorate (Undivided and Divided multi-member), the system needs to be
Single Transferable Vote, otherwise people voting for popular candidates will be disenfranchised. All votes above the
quota to get the candidate elected would be wasted. It could be that 90% of the people put a "1" next to one particular
candidate, leaving the other 9-11 councillors to be filled by votes cast by the remaining 10% of voters - a perversion of
democracy. The candidates ranked "2" - "8" by the 90% of voters would not get a look in even though they are much more
popular and probably much more suitable.

254.

Get it right try to.very difficult.

255.

Typical of the State Government to fix there lack of Oversight of a local authority and dislike of particular past
Councillor's by suggesting some small group of appointed State Government employees to decide the electoral process
of our Local Authority. This should be taken to a vote of all the people not some silly Online Survey. Would the people of
Brisbane or any other more powerful local authorities put up with such a suggestion. I would imagine we would here the
screams of dismay form here.

256.

The suburb I live in constitutes more than 10% of Ipswich's population so merits its own councillor. Please do not draw a
divisional boundary through the middle of the suburb.
The previous divisional boundaries tended slice the council area
into north south slices. This too tended to divide communities of interest and dilute the councillors focus.

257.

Going back to the old model is the last thing I want. Some of the previous Councillors were in seat for too long and bullied
Council staff. They cared more about their own power then the actual division they represented. They also lost sight of
the bigger picture of Ipswich as a whole. They should not have that direct contact with staff, only senior management. I
believe having divided regions with 2 - 3 Councillors per division will help with Councillors working together for the entire
Ipswich region and not against each other fighting for their individual division.

258.

A model that cant be party political, although that miht be difficult with a Labour state government

259.

That they can't approve development, without fixing up the roads.

260.

Ipswich has one of the largest Indigenous populations in Australia, and a young population. Efforts should be made to
ensure Indigenous voice, in line with the principles of the Uluru Statement, and to ensure young people have a voice, not
just older people.

261.

That council have a comprehensive development plan for the next 50 years in regards to development applications

262.

If you do a first eight past the post you will only get very rich or political party supported people being able to afford to
run an election campaign over an entire city . If you want Good equitable representation take political parties out not
able to pay for political campaign material . A divisional approach will get a variety of people all gender background
etc to run. You need to have local people who know their community and are passionate about community services to
nominate Otherwise you have a council run by a labour or a liberal Party it becomes a puppet of the government.

263.

NO

264.

The needs of the ratepayers must be at the forefront of model and the ability to directly discuss issues with a councillor
is paramount to this requirement. The "Undivided" model and the "2 or 3 councillors" model will rely on an ability for
cohesive and unified approaches to solving issues. There is little to no confidence of this and it would further facilitate an
approach of blaming someone else. Councillors need to be held personally accountable for their civic responsibilities and
any model which has a collective or multiple level of responsibility will not achieve this

265.

Ipswich is somewhat unique in that there is significant diversity in the types of communities and settings within its
boundary. The concentration of a large proportion of residents in a small part of Ipswich means that any model other
than a divisional model will result in gross inequity of service provision and representation in the more rural areas. This
will lead to disenchantment in the rural areas and will result in poorer outcomes for Ipswich council and its communities
overall. The divisional system itself did not create the problems, the people within the system did.

266.

Undivided is undemocratic and unrepresentative.

267.

Diversity of candidates.

268.

There should be no Party Politics in Local Government.

269.

Councillors are public servants and they should be fully accountable in all affairs relating to the Council. They should
declare truthfully their assets and their potential conflicts of interest. As public servants a code of conduct should be
adhered to.

270.

I believe that since the previous model didn’t work with single representation per divided division that another model
is inevitable to resist the ‘god’ like bully attitudes and potential/actual corruption that has surfaced. Any model with
multiple representation will allow some level of self regulation - and that has been missing.

271.

Anything but the current boundaries.

272.

DO NOT CHANGE THE DIVISIONAL MODEL!

273.

Less councillors please. Make them earn their money for a change.

274.

I believe the current model of paying Councillors for full time work attracts the Wong type of candidate. A Board of
Directors approach should be taken with Councillors remunerated at a similar rate to those serving on a board. 20-25k
Further, the number of councils should be reduced to a maximum of 8 regardless of the model chosen.

275.

Part time councillors

276.

Because the state government was derelict in putting governance over councils and policing them. Should not mean we
change the way in which we elect our local council. If they want to change our divisional model then the entire State
should go to that model.

277.

Leave it the way it was. Without the corruption

278.

Completely not aligned with any political party.

279.

The councillors should be part time board members not full time

280.

smaller amount divisions(5 to 6) with 1 councillor in each

281.

Consider a vote on not having an elected council and have the responsibility taken on by the elected State Members for
the areas. Many people complain about the 3 levels of government, this is an opportunity to ask the people of Ipswich to
consider doing away with one. A referendum at the same time as the next federal election would be a perfect time for
the people of Ipswich to consider the matter. Many people I talk to comment on the fact that the council is operating well
without the elected Councillors.

282.

I believe running candidates should reside in the electorate they are competing for or have a proven knowledge of the
electorate.

283.

We need individual representatives for a fair go.

284.

It is important that future Councillors have the background, intellect and capacity to immerse themselves in strategic
decision making of a high order. It is a waste to have elected representatives obsessing about shopping trolleys, local
parking issues and local issues. Council should have a community engagement framework that can accommodate these
issues using staff and not Councillors. The problems at Ipswich can partly be held at the foot of Councillors who were
unable to properly consider strategic issues and did not fully understand the role of local government. Councillors need to
be able to work within a shared vision for the City of Ipswich and not devote their attentions to, in the scheme of things,
petty local issues that can be better managed by staff.
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285.

We live in a democratic society which gives us the right to select who will represent our views and needs in Ipswich City
Council. The undivided model does not lend itself to true democratic representation.

286.

No

287.

would prefer candidates that are not aligned to a political party

288.

With out individual councillors for each division matters with in the division or smaller suburbs get forgotten about or put
on the back burner unless there is a advocate for the people in that area.

289.

My major concern with 1 councilor per division is that there may be more than 1 qualified candidate in a division whereas in
another division there may be no candidate qualified to take on the role and one of these would be elected to council over
a more qualified candidate in another division

290.

State should consider a non Councillor model. - Mayoral and deputy Mayor only. Wherein - senior executives manage
public requests and a committee of execs with Mayoral as Chair for appeal processes or escalation for review of
decisions is appropriate.

291.

Portfolio based Councillors

292.

We are a small rural area whose needs are so different from more densely populated urban areas. We need a divided
model so that council is constantly reminded of these differences and acts accordingly.

293.

It's most important to not fall into the same pattern as previously. Having multiple councillors for each division should
alleviate poor choices in regards to expenditure ensuring some level of oversight. Perhaps an added measure of
candidate morale would be to have all candidates complete a Justices of the Peace course or similar prior to acceptance
on the ballot.

294.

Mandatory Preferential Voting.

295.

not paying councillors, volunteers only with employees no CEO etc

296.

We should only have two levels of government Federal and Local Council the state level should be abolished as it is a
complete waste of money

297.

State Government should look to their own ranks before meddling in our town

298.

A Divided divisional council with one councillor per division id far more representative than any other option. Residents
have one person whom they can contact to discuss issues as opposed to having to contact many. It also allows far more
persons to stand for election as it is not as costly as it would be if the option of undivided council was taken this would
lead to only those with high disposable money a to stand. The one question not asked is should the councillors be parttime or full time. Both have their own pros and cons attached and I am unsure which I would prefer although I am leaning
to part-time. I also believe that any previous long standing councillor of Ipswich should be ineligible to stand again for a
councillor position as they have demonstrated their total incompetence to manage the cities well being. They have acted
with something bordering on 'Criminal Neglect' of the city.

299.

Councillors should be held accountable for their actions. Councillors should not be allowed to 'reign' in a division as this
allows less integrity and transparency. Councillors need to learn to work with the Council, within its policies and with other
Council staff rather than doing what will get them the best publicity.

300.

No Thanks

301.

New Councillers !!!!!!!

302.

i note that the proposal is for 8 -12 councilors, we pay the highest rates of any council partly because we are over
governed and surely a person can represent more that the 10,600 you are saying with 12 councilors

303.

no

304.

Ensure that there are a suite of strategies and plans to inform decision making and that staff make decisions based
on the strategies. There needs to be extensive community consultation informing strategies and master plans so that
upgrades/developments/ replacements are done with community input at the right time and in the right place.

305.

They should need to live within the division they are representing.

306.

Use the same one being used across most of the Council areas. There should be no difference between council areas.......

307.

I genuinely believe that the person who represents us should reside within the area they represent. It's very important to
understand the issues unique to each division.

308.

If a divided model is preferred, a maximum term should be considered for the elected Councillor in that respective division.

309.

no

310.

Scrap all divisional seats and only have a mayor run the city

311.

Having resided in other communities under other models, my preference is based on the experience that accountability
disappears like the morning mist whenever responsibilities become shaded areas. Also, as evidenced in State and Federal
politics, the broader the voting pool, the more it just becomes a popularity contest based on who can afford the most
advertising. We do not need any more of that.

312.

Maybe it is time to look at whether elected representatives are actually needed at a local level.

313.

In my opinion, the CEO of Local Government should be reporting to a Permanent Secretary of the Local Government
Ministry/Department who then reports to the Minister of Local Government. The locally elected State members
representing the locality (e.g. Ipswich, Bundamba etc) within which the local governing authoirity oversees should
be efficient and adequate enough in their capacity to repesent their local electorate for any issues concerning their
constituents. No need for a Divisional elected Local Government at all. This way the Public Service can be more
professional in its delivery of services and also be efficient in the way in manages its day to day activities and operations.

314.

Actually listening to the people. Probably the educated ones at that. Also not assuming you know what is best and making
laws to back yourself. Its offensive. Stop playing God.

315.

Would it be possible to limit the number of consecutive terms a lord major can sit?

316.

It needs to change or we will end up with Councillors in charge of their own empire eg. [Removed] Div [Removed],
[Removed] Div [Removed]

317.

Can we please have an option 4? Maintain the status quo and not have Councillors at all? It seems that Ipswich is moving
and progressing much better without them

318.

Complete overhaul of the Environmental Protection Act and the Planning Act so as to allow adequate environmental
assessment, authorisation/permiting and enforcement e.g. complete failure of the "task force" re odour from Swanbank
to achieve any improvement.

319.

No.

320.

Respect my choice as you disrespected my vote

321.

It would be nice to have a requirement for candidates to complete a JP course successfully prior to nominations. This
would ensure a basic level of honesty and understanding of the justice system.

322.

Keep same suburbs within divisions instead of splitting suburbs between divisions.

323.

2 councillor per area to ensure transparency

324.

Significant cultural and governance problems stemmed from councillors having 'fiefdoms', which was caused by each
councillor responsible for one division. Representing and setting strategic direction for the entire city should be the focus
for all. The concern for Divided - 2 to 3 councillors per division is that councillors will either work against each other to
compete for votes... or form a 'bloc' where their divisional interests and personal agenda overwhelm others.

325.

I believe the role of a Councillor should be part time and not full time position. I also believe a Councillor should only serve
two consecutive terms. This would allow for greater community participation and would not require Councillors to forego
their occupation or profession.

326.

There should be a limit on the number of times a councillor can be reelected. Also, the possibility of reelection should be
performance or community satisfaction based via divisional boundary poll (non-compulsory)

327.

no

328.

That councillors,the mayor,CEO and COO can only serve a limited number of terms.

329.

Area's like Rosewood ,Walloon,Marburg,be served by 1Councillor. The same with Springfield,Ripley ,Augustine
Heights,Brookwater.I also think they should be Local people who live in the area,not someone who lives say North
Ipswich,running for Springfield area.None of the sacked councillors should be allowed to run in the next council election.
Some have been in council too long and old habits die hard.

330.

Ipswich has a diverse range of properties now, I don’t want to see people impacted because they aren’t represented fairly
ie I live on acreage and my concerns/issues are different to those that live in townhouses/units.

331.

The fewer councillors the better, but enough for transparency.

332.

I think we’ve seen enough of party politics, we’ve been bullied and let down by the Labour Party and we now want to
have councillors represent the people again. No party should be involved with endorsing any candidate, there should
be no party politics involved in local council. Everyone should run as independents, I don’t want to see Labour Party
members handing out on Election Day for candidates because the candidate is part of that party . Shame on the state
government for their bulky tactics. Isn’t that why they sacked our council?

333.

Greater Springfield is a community within itself. Please don't split it into 2 divisions.

334.

Each division need there own councilor, other wise they will be spread to thin and not be able to give 100%

335.

Yes. A model requiring transparency
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336.

I am a great believer in not changing from our current system. The old saying one bad apple doesn't spoil the whole bunch
applied here.

337.

I haven’t noticed not having a councillor in my division. The removal of the councillors has lessened the perceived level of
bias that was involved. I would hope that removing councillors would reduce the every increasing rates in ICC

338.

Small towns are forgotten already when it comes to the dissemination of funding compared to the designer suburbs. We
need someone to be our voice, someone to be your conscience.

339.

I believe one elected member per division is the best model for a large a growing city like Ipswich for the following reasons
1. It would be possible to have all Councillors elected from a certain section of the city if there were no divisions . 2. A local
person elected within the division would normally know their division very well .3.I believe it would create a "pecking order
amongst elected members" if there were no divisions ie: an elected member could be elected with 70% of the vote down to
5% and everything in between . 4.I believe most Council's in SEQ have divisions with 1 Cr and it seems to be work well .

340.

There should 4 or 5 divisions each with two councillors made up of one male and one female so that there will always be
an even number of men and women councillors

341.

One Councillor per division will give responsibility and accountability to that Councillor.

342.

A major disadvantage of the undivided model is not considered in the "Cons" listed. On past practices in Ipswich, each
division averages 3 candidates leading to about 30 candidates across the region. Given the recent upheaval in council,
this number may be significantly exceeded. There is no way an elector can make informed judgements about such a large
number of candidates (similar to the senate ballot paper in many ways). This results in uninformed or poorly informed
choices and councillors elected on insignificant % of votes. It virtually guarantees a council with little real popular support.
It can and does work in less populated rural areas where the opportunity to know individual candidates is much greater.
It would be a disaster in a diverse region such as Ipswich ranging from the heavily populated areas of Springfield and
eventually Ripley to mall communities such as Rosewood. A maximum of 2 councillors per division and smaller more
representative divisions is my real preference but the survey does not allow for that level of finer recommendation
significantly diminishing the value of the survey.

343.

I recommend mandatory preferential voting be employed to ensure that every voter fully expresses their preferences for
both council members and mayor.

344.

We need divisional representatives to ensure our local areas are properly serviced. In my experience, it has been beneficial
to have a councillor in my area to raise important issues directly with and seek solutions; rather than having that become
part of a wider group that will undoubtedly place less emphasis on my local needs. Local representatives covering my area
have always been helpful in my 30 plus years as an Ipswich resident.

345.

Set amount of years they can be a Councillor eg 2 periods then not eligible for the next election but can run again the
election after.

346.

An undivided model would go some way to stopping elected councillors from creating their own little enclaves which were
one of the factors in the disgrace that was council previously.

347.

The existing divisional councillor option works well - it enables residents with local concerns to speak to a local
representative who generally lives in and understands the area; it also is a much smaller electorate thus less expensive for
independent local citizens to offer themselves for office - the cost of creating a citywide personal profile (from Springfield
to Rosewood or Ripley to Karalee) would restrict elections to just wealthy individuals, people who have achieved citywide
profiles through business or sports endeavours, or major political parties. Democracy should be of the people, by the
people, for the people.

348.

an undivided council without divisions can easily turn into a situation whereby entire suburbs are without representation
which is an appalling prospect and one which would just create further distrust in a city council that is already thought of
exceptionally poorly.

349.

Review the basis of determining divisional boundaries with equal number of residents, or residents over voting age, or
number of separate rateable lots (some lots being vacant), or total value of rateable land per division? Location of
Divisions and position of boundaries. Do the new divisions have to replicate in any way the existing? Only use in the first
instance readily identifiable physical boundaries such as major rivers and roads (rather than property boundaries.)

350.

The boundaries are not picked by on political party. Joh Belkepetersen is gone

351.

You need decisions so you have some to talk to directly which would save work the Ipswich city council. At least a council
in a division can be their to talk too and try and defuse a problem or give time and one on one with the public

352.

The council (as an organisation) is dysfunctional. The election should be delayed for four years.

353.

From the accompanying papers, no divisional model is ideal.

354.

I want the model that is most likely to provide cohesion and representation of the city as a whole - ie. where all councillors
are obliged to be across the issues for the whole city not just those in a particular division, which has been the case in
the past, even despite the fact that they were meant to be across all issues. I would like to see proper education of new
councillors on their responsibilities. I see the fact that candidates would have to campaign across the whole city as a small
price to pay for more cohesion and it would require that they prove they understand the needs of the whole city and not
just those of their divisions. Having a single councillor per division did not deliver good results, good governance or even
proper represention for the electors of Ipswich. More councillors does not necessarily translate to better representation
and costs ratepayers more money including for the running of divisional offices. Having councillor offices in the
community, away from their main workplace made it possible for past councillors to hide, pursue their own interests and
entrench themselves in their divisions as opposed to working for the whole City. I don't even see the need for Councillors
to be necessarily full-time. If history is any guide, past councillors had too much time on their hands. I would also like
to see more effective ECQ rules and penalties regarding the behaviour of councillors and their campaign workers and
supporters during elections and monitoring of booths to capture inappropriate or undemocratic behaviour.

355.

Divisions. Keep council and councillors accountable.

356.

It should be made clear to all residents and councillors that there is significant governance responsibilities when elected
and what those responsibilities are and why.

357.

If it was divisions again councillors should not have a combination of rural and city in their division. Country needs
differ significantly to city. With the old model in our division the population is usually more in the city (Ipswich) then in
the country. Allocation of funding tended to go more towards that area then the country towns and division outskirts.
We were forgotten about time and time again. Councillors need to listen to the community more. Not just to those it
seems will benefit the councillors own needs. I felt our old councillor had lost his way 15 yrs ago. He tended to be out of
touch with reality in our division. Everything was being done backwards and not benefit us. The old councillor wanted us
in the rural outskirts of the towns to stay in the 1800s but have estates built within town area. We were written off and
forgotten even though our rates were willingly taken. So I would hope that a new council will stop building new areas and
forgetting about older areas in need of infrastructure repair and needs. Such as roads. 1/2 - 1hr out of Ipswich is not out
west. Give us some decent roads to drive on. We pay rates and deserve a bitumen road. The old excuse of too expensive
and has always been like that just doesn't cut it anymore. Our ancestors and now us have lived here our whole lives, but
we still get 2nd class infrastructure. Finally, a council and councillor works for the community. The old ones forgot they
were not above the law. They just didn't care as they were to comfy in their jobs. I on many occasions felt bullied to the
point of suicidal thoughts. I actually like not having a councillor. I like the idea of someone running the council that has
no affiliation with the area and no biases. However, be it a divisional system or just mayor/administrator only 2 terms
for everyone. Too much complacency and back door deals with councillors who continually know they will stay in the roll.
Makes it refreashing and transparent to have a new person in the roll. Plus just like all other professionals there needs
to be continual professional development. I'm not sure if many other councillors had a degree but they need to be more
accountable to some other professional board. Not just a political party, state government. They are dealing with people's
lives just like a doctor or solicitor.

358.

I think the government should appoint 8 councilors from nominees .making sure that no one so appointed has any conflict
of interest with council management.

359.

A comprehensive check should be done on each candidate and the results made public to give the voters a greater
knowledge of who they are voting for. You shouldn't depend on what the candidate says about him/her self. We should
have the facts.

360.

Not specifically about the divisional model, but the influence of LGAQ needs to be heavily regulated/reviewed in order to
remove the corruption that is impacting on ratepayers

361.

Model 2, Divided, led to such a power trip by the elected councillors. Many were unapproachable as the power seemed
to go to their heads. And with power comes the behaviours we witnessed before the old council was fired (kudos to state
government for that). At least with options 1 and 3 there's less chance of that happening.

362.

Maybe the government could look at the Ipswich City Boundaries as it must be a bit discerning for people living in the
same suburb but some live in Ipswich and others in Brisbane.

363.

This is what is wrong with politics, you work for us not tge other way round, but you seem to have forgotten that. If the
comunity need things done, do it. Stop the talking and the childist behaviour and get on with it.

364.

No

365.

You did the right thing overthrowing the incompetent and corrupt council.

366.

Keep State Politics out of Local Government

367.

What feedback from other Councils eg Noosa has been gathered to demonstrate local satisfaction of the model adopted
there?

368.

The main point should be that of independent councillors not controlled by political factions that would have control over
how various suburbs would receive favourable outcomes.

369.

I think the people’s opinion should matter. The state government making the last decision was appalling. Give us the
choice!
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370.

Yes. Call the options by their correct names Undivided - FULL COLLUSION meaning No local representation. Divided
- one councillor for each division - NO COLLUSION Individual local representation. Less chance of collusion. Divided multiple councillors per division. LUKE WARM REPRESENTATION. Greater chance of fobbing off issues and greater chance
of collusion.

371.

Not re elect former councillors

372.

The actual legal duties of Councillors

373.

I think we need to have specific councillors to go to with local issues & ideally they would have better knowledge of the
issues/concerns that their own individual electorate have. Greater Springfield is growing, but the individual suburbs within
it are closely linked for amenities etc so we should have 2/3 councillors representing us as a whole.

374.

Previous history of divided council in Ipswich. The relatively small area of Ipswich City. The availability of Community
Offices covering all parts of the city. The need for a unified approach to planning in the city.

375.

Reduce the number of Councillors & Division to 7

376.

none

377.

yes they should never of removed my democratic right without consultation with the people

378.

Irrespective of model selected processes to ensure transparency and governance need to be implemented so that
the changes recently effected have a chance to become embedded and the culture improved. Perhaps an annual
external audit needs to be undertaken for the next 5 years with frequency reduced based on audit outcomes and a risk
assessment.

379.

Divisions are important. Local councillors should be responsible and accountable to specific areas of the city. We do not
need to turn into a mini state government, I want my local councillor to understand my area and be accessible.

380.

Ensure all councillors work together for the benefit of not only their division but the whole of the city

381.

Clearly the current model has not worked with parts of Ipswich CBD sadly neglected while the growth areas in Springfield
and Ripley have the greatest focus. Hopefully a divided council with 2-3 councillors per ward would encourage
cooperation and ensure that they work together for the who of the city.

382.

Yes each divsion should be represented by one man and one woman

383.

Allow past effective councillors to apply for re election.

384.

Yes like any job these days has performance reviews. If the electee doesn't do what they state they want to do in their
pre election campaign there out not wait till next election on empty promises

385.

We don’t want party politics in local council.

386.

Divided council but held accountable to each other and the area.

387.

Stay with an administrator. Everything is working well as it is. Too many Councillors have vested interests.

388.

I do Not believe the community will be represented adequately unless there is 1 councillor each division. Each councillor is
then totally responsible for their community.

389.

Care about the people of Ipswich not be so greedy. Clean up Bell street & get rid of the scum

390.

Less Councillors rather than more. 4 divisions with 2 Councillors per division = 8 plus Mayor to give odd number and
casting vote if required.

391.

Here are my opinions why I believe abolishing divisions will be a step backward for Ipswich. 1. The 2017 Ipswich City
Mayoral By-Election proved that without boundaries, the ex councillors still had the same opportunities to win. The two
candidates with the highest vote count in this election were, at the time, councillors. They had the popularity, funds via
large donations and supporter base to gather all of those votes. This is no different to previous elections where both
ran for council in their respective divisions. This proves that the removal of the council divisions does not lower the ex
councillors ability to win future council elections should the decide to run. 2. Removing the division boundaries actually
makes it harder for the average citizen to run for council. Running for council should be something that as many people
as possible should have the opportunity to partake in. Factors like the cost to run an effective campaign should be as
minimal as possible. Running a campaign for council in a division of approximately 12,000 voters costs much less than
having to campaign all over Ipswich should the divisions be abolished. This will exclude a number of potentially great
candidates due to the cost factor alone. Running for council should be open to as many people as possible and the
current division structure accomplishes this nicely. 3. There will be lack of direct representation should the division
boundaries be abolished in Ipswich. The candidates and those elected to council will focus their energies on the most
densely populated areas of Ipswich to hopefully get the most votes and support. This will potentially leave certain parts
of Ipswich without strong representation by the councillors. For example, Division 10 in Ipswich is mostly rural with a
few sparse towns scattered within. Without a councillor directly focused to work hard for that part of Ipswich due to
the divisions being potentially abolished, their needs could be potentially forgotten in favour of the needs of the more
densely populated areas like the CBD and Springfield. 4. When a resident of Ipswich has an council issue it is obvious to
whom they can seek support from to help get their issue sorted out. One of these people is their local councillor. Without
clear divisions in Ipswich, it will not be clear to which councillor the resident should approach. The resident should not be
forced to shop around and cherry pick the councillor each time they feel will help them with their issue. Every councillor
should treat every issue with equal importance and thus having your local division councillor there makes it easier for the
residents to start the process to having their issues sorted out. In conclusion I believe abolishing the council divisions for
the Ipswich City Council does nothing to improve or hinder the ex councillors chances of re-election in 2020 should they
decide to run. What abolishing the divisions does do, is make it harder for the average resident to make the commitment
to stand up for their community and run for council as a candidate in the election Also this removes the direct councillor
representation that is an essential part of the more populated council areas like the Ipswich City Council. The push
should be towards giving everyone more opportunities to run and hopefully the pool of candidates is of an overall higher
quality because of it. That will ensure that the elected councillors are of a higher standard and there will be a higher
chance they will follow the rules and not have a repeat of the issues that led to the sacking of the Ipswich City Council.
Finally, the issues with the previous Ipswich City Council, as discussed in the WIndage report had nohing to do with the
divisions. It was all caused by the councillors themselves. The 10 divisions with one counciller per division as an election
model worked very well. A competant council can really run with the existing 10 divisional model and make a great council
from it. I honestly believe the current system is what Ipswich needs. Better candidates will make for better councillors.
Changing the divisions will not make better councillors. Thank you for your time.

392.

Do like BCC and give the councillors wards and not divisions

393.

The divisions need to change from current boundaries as they currently may reflect population changes but make little
sense otherwise, crossing rivers, highways and other natural boundaries dividing communities with similar needs and
issues that should be grouped together.

394.

Term limits for Mayors, 2 terms maximum. Term limits for Councillors 3 terms.

395.

Nil

396.

Previously sitting Councillors should not be allowed to nominate for the first election after the period of Administration.
Regardless of wrongdoing (or not), all previously sitting Councillors dismissed in favour of the current administration
process should have to wait until at least the 2nd election cycle (i.e. 2024 elections) to be eligible for election.

397.

Leave things alone, I can’t believe what a waste of rate payers money this is.

398.

Moving to an undivided council requires the elected members to represent the whole of Ipswich not only their division.
This enables scarce resources to be invested in priority areas rather than the divisions where the councillor has the louder
voice.

399.

So many residents are happy with the current arrangement in place. We have the concern that certain past councillors
are going to run again and whilst they won't get in they will be painful to listen to while campaigning. Current arrangement
is keeping certain staff that are still employed on a leash open it back up like it was and your gonna have problems again..
But overall 1 division instead of having too many monkeys in the zoo would work.

400.

Redbank plains is ridiculously large both in size and population. Services need to be allocated to this suburb properly,
connect it to the centenary highway, provide two train stations and divide it into smaller areas. Limited funds go into this
suburb except the token community centre which was a waste when they could have injected life into the library if done
properly. Redbank plains always gets a bad rap for issues but on a population ratio to issues it's not bad at all. Change
the boundaries to reflect how the state of each area actually is.

401.

If divisional boundaries are in place, I would like to see rural communities represented separately from urban communities.
Councillors should have a use by date, maybe 2 or 3 terms, with 1 extra as Mayor elect.

402.

Do we need Councillors?
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403.

I prefer a councillor that knows my division. I don't believe that a councillor will have an intimate knowledge of the whole
city area. People in Booval aren't that interested in what is happening in Springfield. Also I think it will result in a few
councillors being snowed under by requests because they want to help people.

404.

no

405.

Part time Councillors - ensuring they have the city's best interests at heart and not just in it as a job or gravy train.

406.

Think of all the rate payers, homeowners and renters. Even though Ipswich had division areas previously not all towns/
suburbs were treated the same in that division and this mainly happened in rural areas.

407.

Make the amount of councillors elected no more than 8

408.

Ipswich is only getting bigger therefore infrastructure needs to be increased to cater for this, residents need to be
listened to as they are the ones who reside in this region.

409.

No long term incumbent Councillors. This role should have a maximum 2-3 terms.

410.

Being a councillor shouldn't be a full-time form of employment.

411.

The current councillors division allocation works fine. Its the past corruption of certain individual councillors and
administration staff that needed to be stamped out and addressed. Hopefully those types of practices can be monitored
for in the future with whatever of the 3 models council chooses to adopt.

412.

My decision is based on what would be best for the greater good of Ipswich. The 1 councillor per division model, continues
the parochial mindset that has obviously dogged ICC for so many years, this is definitely my least preferred option. Thank
you for the opportunity to be involved in the consultation process.

413.

Make it mandatory that anyone running and elected to Council holds an area of expertise related to government AND
a professional or cultural discipline experience. ALL MUST HAVE A HIGHER EDUCATION! You wouldn't want a doctor
operating on you that has never done surgery before, so why have councillors run a council that don't have government
experience (where you learn the basics about law and ethics) and basic business qualifications. It speaks volumes having
unqualified people in positions of power, the [Removed] is a prime example. ALSO, ensure their is gender and age parity
- 50/50 council officers which includes people of all generations - no more just baby boomers! Its time to say goodbye
to the 'privileged baby-boomer white boys club' crap that destroyed Ipswich Council in the first place.

414.

Get on with it.

415.

There needs to be much better integration between the 'old' established Ipswich (Booval to Rosewood) and the newer
suburban areas (eastern areas). The division (and animosity) between these areas is damaging to the city's overall growth
and potential.

416.

How can a councillor work for an area they don't live in. Councillor should be a resident of the zone they are representing.

417.

No Councillors at all!

418.

No

419.

The previously removed counsellors must be excluded from standing at the next election

420.

Undivided to stop the Councillors having singular interests for their own division rather than the interests of the whole of
Council.

421.

Undivided would widen the field to get us smarter councillors. The risk with undivided is that councillors would 'pass the
buck'. Better for them to have some accountability back to a geographic boundary. A few in each division might lend
some different perspectives.

422.

Better representation of the people instead of councillors trying on the look at me look at me, I did this so elect me. Less
wasting ratepayer money

423.

Ensure that the division boundaries follow a clear, non changing boundary such as a road

424.

An undivided council won’t build true representation of a diverse community as it will be only open for the rich and famous
due to campaign costs.

425.

2 councillors for 5 Divisions and 1st and 2nd Past the post declared elected. - no preferential voting to prevent teams
forming as candidates in divisions.

426.

I am grateful that each citizen has the opportunity to have their opinion heard and I trust that the state government will
respect the views of the majority of citizens in our community on this issue, whether or not that majority view aligns with
my personal preference. Thank you for finally hearing our voices! Please make the results of this survey public once it
closes. We have a right to know how our community responded.

427.

If an 'Undivided' or 'Divided - 2 to 3 Councillors per division' is chosed, the location where the Councillor is to be based
should be included on the ballot paper. This will ensure the community has the opporunity to nominate candidates from a
broad geographical area, rather than just on name recognition only.

428.

We need less Councillors, stop the backyard mentality. They should be part time and focus on greater good and public
policy not the small things.

429.

No need for divisions. Can still have a good and fair representation of the community across all of Ipswich without dividing
Ipswich up into sections. Councillors cannot lobby to get more for there divisions if there are no borders.

430.

The former councillors SHOULD NOT be able to run again.

431.

No point changing what worked because of the minority were bad eggs

432.

Maximum Time they can serve before becoming In eligible to run again stopping culture of the same people controlling
the city

433.

An undivided council would be terrible for transparent politics in Ipswich and council in general. It would lead to those with
the greatest amount of money (or party money) winning as they will have the greatest ability to spend on advertising.
Over time it will effectively rule out candidates with smaller budgets. Ultimately if the mayor has a fair and balanced view,
and has the city's best interest at heart than no division should be worse off than another.

434.

We should not have state governments, it just be local and federal

435.

Yes. [Removed] should not be re-elected under any circumstances.

436.

Yes leave the current model alone.

437.

Previous elected members should be not be allowed to nominate.

438.

The size of the areas being serviced & having ALL counsillors available for every corner of their area. Don’t ignore some
just because they’re on a dirt road or only a few live there, while other parts get all the attention.

439.

My only concern is that Party politics may impact on the election results given that a candidate with a party affiliation will
have access to more resources with their campaigns than a truly independant candidate.

440.

That councillors can only in their position for 2 election cycles. We need more diversity and less complacency. We need
councillors who truly work for the community and not themselves.

441.

Toowoomba Council's model - remove the boundaries and give the opportunity of committee portfolios (i.e. Growth and
Infrastructure, Economic Development, Communities, Environment, Governance) with a few Councillors (2-3) in each
portfolio.

442.

The allocation and use of discretional funds is inappropriate, all council funding should be expensed with the same level of
governance and transparancy.

443.

While my personal preference is one coucillor per division I don't feel that model is appropriate for Ipswich at present.

444.

None of previous councillors should be allowed to run in the 2020 election. They either knew about the corruption, were
part of it, did not report any suspect behaviour or turned their backs on what was happening.

445.

Councillors have portfolio's they work on eg- Homelessness, Domestic Violence etc. This still allows them to work across
the city but on specific portfolios.

446.

Former councillors should be barred from running.

447.

Get rid of Electorate Offices.

448.

Undivided please and reduce numbers of Councillors

449.

Part time Councillors meaning that have to have made it in some part of society and to prevent them from dominating
day to day activities. Act as a board of directors and not running the day to day activities.

450.

Organisationly, The current model works, why change it

451.

Whatever you decide to do please fix the walk connecting from mall to Riverlink. The state of the transition area is a
disgrace and you should all be ashamed.
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452.

DIVIDE THE DIVISIONS INTO 4: NORTH, SOUTH, EAST, WEST with each division having 2 office staff and all said
Councillors to work part time and paid accordingly then see if they are capable of doing what they are elected for.
No previous Councillors should be eligible to stand again. They knew what was going on, and if they didn’t they should
have, no excuses.
The Councillor that was in Division 10, if you sucked up to him he fell all over you, if you didn’t you got no help whatsoever.
We don’t need a Mayor, we want to move forward from the past and progress which will not happen if we have the same
Councillors, Mayor and Deputy Mayor as in the past. We can appoint the CEO of Ipswich to do the job of Mayor.
Where did the 50 Million they wasted on that Mall and the 20 Million for the footpaths go, where did it go?
These past Councillors ruined our once beautiful city, it will never be the same again, no matter how much ratepayers
money is spent. The past Councillors should have been made to pay for the work in the Mall and never be allowed to sit in
Council again. The people have had a gut full of them all. Let’s get some honest people to do the job.

453.

I believe that we should have divisions with a Councillor for each division. With a divisional Councillor all parts of Ipswich
City Council area would equally represented. A Councillor would ensure that his or her division would receive adequate
funding from Council’s budget.
If there is a single ballot paper covering the whole council area voters in heavily populated areas could return a higher
ratio of Councillors especially candidates who reside in their areas. Lower populated suburbs especially areas like
Woodend, Rosewood, Tivoli and Pine Mountain will lose out and some Councillors would disregard voter representations
from their areas and suffer no backlash. This situation will lead to the setting up of more suburban action groups who
perceived bias to certain areas to their detriment.
A divisional Councillor would be more in tune with his or her constituents and would be quick to respond to their
complaints.

454.

Total area of ICC (Ipswich City Council) is 1204 km2. I have lived in the ICC Division 10 (old) for 20+ years and I know that a
Councillor from a high residential division will have limited appreciation for my concerns or ideas. We all pay for the right
to representation and I believe Councillors should be accessible to the residents and have an understanding of what is
happening within their boundary.

455.

Ipswich is growing, one person per division as it was before. Do not want to be made to vote preferential if I choose not
to.
$10,000 sufficient to run, campaign but those running for first time should be allowed at least $3000 more to cover, signs,
apparel and other booth needs.
Listen to the people and what we want!! We had good people in council who did not deserve the treatment received, due
to one or two other actions.
My fear is now we will get crazy people elected and create a bigger problem.
Keep all divisions, as those who run know what their area needs.

456.

Strong council do their best for their division.

457.

Take down the name Pisasale Drive out at Yamanto. Absolute disgrace never want to hear about any Councillors – all a
disgrace

458.

When we have upheaval like we have seen in this council and others we look to the system and think it is broke. It’s not.
The humans are broke each section of our city has different needs so therefore we 10-12 different divisions a strong
councillor should be able to stand up for his/her division. Although not simple as it would require law change, limit
councillors to 2-3 terms only, new ideas, new faces, less self interest.

460.

Divided – after winning the vote the elected councillor should have some support in the division from the locals. It would
be expected that the councillor would be aware of the local problems and areas of concern. For a problem in a division
there would be less chance of buck passing or lack of knowledge for a problem in this arrangement. People would have a
better idea in the division as to the performance of each councillor for the next election vote.
Undivided – The candidates would need to be aware that running for council would be a more costly exercise than the
divided concept. The result could be a number of candidates elected from a more affluent area “say Springfield”. These
people may not have the local knowledge with regards to decisions in the country area “say Rosewood”. With this system
at the next election time how do the people know who has performed and who has sat on their hands. This system over
time would lead to party policy in local council which is not in the best interests of councils and a concept I disagree with.
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461.

One councillor per division. But have fewer divisions than last time.

462.

The waste of money spent on a mall who needs one now. We need a good bus service. Its good idea library going near
station and we need a community hall with low rental office space for our older community to gather to play bowls
indoors, table tennis, card games, gentle exercise, boccia. The old transport building could be turned into such a place.
With the bus dropping people off at the door. Thank you.

463.

I would prefer the organisation of all Councils to stay the way they are organised. The 3 councils the other night were
different but they seemed to be working very successfully. Thank you.

464.

In this context, I believe that preferential voting is not appropriate and should not be introduced.

465.

1 – Less councillors, office staff handle most day to day issues.
2 – Define the roll and responsibilities of councillors.
3 – Review garbage charges.
4 – Incentive for residents who mow and maintain nature strip.
5 – Parking availability Ipswich city.
6 – Traffic flow and traffic light sinkrinization.

466.

HANDS OFF!!!

467.

Greetings and thank you for the opportunity to make input into the design of our future council.
I have a strong background in election matters having supervised and consulted on both Australian and international
elections at all levels of government. My Dad worked for local government for 27 years giving me additional insight into
the operations and problems of this level of government. I have also read the CCC Windage report
• Culture and corruption risks in local government: Lessons learned from an investigation into Ipswich City Council
(Operation Windage) - PDF (13MB)
and all discussion material provided by the current administrator. I have a statistics major in my degree and a long
history of applying statistical analyses in a range of areas. I believe this gives me the background to make the following
comments.
Unlisted major disadvantage of the undecided model
A major disadvantage of the undivided model is not considered in the “Disadvantages” listed. On past practices in Ipswich,
each division averages 3 candidates leading to about 30 candidates across the region. Given the recent upheaval in
council, this number may be significantly exceeded. There is no way an elector can make informed judgements about such
a large number of candidates (similar to the senate ballot paper in many ways).
This results in uninformed or poorly informed choices and councillors elected on insignificant % of votes. It virtually
guarantees a council with little real popular support. It can and does work in less populated rural areas where the
opportunity to know individual candidates is much greater. It would be a disaster in a diverse region such as Ipswich
ranging from the heavily populated urban areas of Springfield and eventually Ripley to small rural communities such as
Rosewood.
Survey inadequacy
A maximum of 2 councillors per division and smaller more representative divisions is my real preference but the survey
does not allow for that level of finer recommendation significantly diminishing the value of the survey. This option is
probably the best option for the diversity of the Ipswich area to ensure a diversity of representation within and across
divisions. councillors elected under this model would generally enjoy substantial community support within their division
providing an overall greater sense of ownership of and loyalty to the elected council.
I welcome further discussion on this issue should you wish to contact me.

468.

Please leave boundary/ divisional/ councillor allocations as they were in 2016/17/18. It worked a treat and would continue
to do so.
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469.

I note your announcement seeking input from Ipswich residents on the shape of the elected council from 2020. I wish to
make the following observations. The record has shown that the current system gave us:
• Many millions of dollars “disappeared” and only a “dead heart” (Ipswich City Mall) to show for it
• The progressive demise of CBD businesses including since the beginning of 2019 - Event Cinemas, Gemutlich kitchenware
and Cactus Espresso - with others merely hanging on.
• The moniker “Dump capital” due to numerous waste operations degrading our lifestyle and reputation, with no end in
sight
• Soul-less, “sardine city”, heat-sink housing developments where the proximity of houses is a fire hazard, attended by
devastation of natural habitat, lifestyle degradation and social dysfunction in the making
• Secretive council companies whose activities and expenditure were opaque to public scrutiny
• Council meeting minutes, informative only for their catalogue of real or perceived conflicts of interest
• Dysfunctional governance, ill-informed and poor decision-making
• Questionable development decisions
• A lack of community consultation in deliberations where the only “stakeholders” consulted were developers, waste
operators and mining companies
• Self-interested and entitled councillors, secure in personal fiefdoms and unaccountable for expenditure of public money
• A terrible toll on Council public servants
• A former [Removed] and associates jailed for official corruption, with alleged corruption by others including 2 [Removed]
yet to be tested in the courts
A shameful litany for which several terms of Ipswich City Council are responsible. I do not want a return to the status quo.
I have long considered that divisional boundaries do not reflect the interests of the communities within those divisions and
I note that the Divisional Boundary Model Review Background Discussion Paper contains several examples. I believe an
undivided Council is the best way forward, with a reduced number of Councillors (maximum 8, plus the Mayor). Successful
candidates in an undivided Council would need to be the choice of the whole City, not just the first or second choice of
a few thousand electors in divisions. The elected Council should be a smaller, more cohesive, open and accountable unit,
working within more strictly defined parameters.
In an undivided council, councillors would have to work for the good of the whole city, not just their own divisions. They
should never again be able to say, as [Removed] did on radio 612ABC on 20 March 2018 in reference to dumps, that the
problem was not in his division therefore he was not aware of it. Furthermore, no Councillor should be able to say, as
has also happened - is that a problem in my division? I was not aware of it! And despite being a volunteer community
organisation working for justice for Ipswich residents living with the waste industry, Ipswich Residents Against Toxic
Environments (IRATE) never enjoyed the support of Councillors. It is worth noting that since the dismissal of councillors
last August, there appears to be more rigour exercised by Council’s Planning and Development Department in the
assessment of waste and other industry development applications. It would seem reasonable to conclude then, that the
existence of 10 divisions and divisional councillors did not translate to better community outcomes.
I also believe that we should return to the model of part-time councillors, people who represent the interests of the
community but do not get involved in the minutiae of daily Council administration which is the role of the CEO and their
staff. This model would likely attract more community-minded and less self-interested candidates. Many years ago,
councillors were paid an honorarium and had day jobs. “Councillor” was not a “job for life”. It is notable that the majority
of councillors dismissed in August 2018 or who earlier resigned, had been in the job for between 14 and 39 years. Most of
those had been councillors for at least 18 years, while those more recently elected were advantaged in the race by being
friends, anointed successors and/or former staffers of politicians and retiring councillors. We now see the results of that
kind of tenure. I also believe that political parties have no relevance to the community in local level governance.
Finally, while recognising that some form of elected representation is necessary at local level in a democratic society,
I have found that during the period of Administration, if something needed to be done or communicated, I simply
contacted the Council. Administration has demonstrated that over the short term at least and as long as the culture is
sound, Council functions perfectly well without councillors.
Thank you for the opportunity of submitting an opinion on this very important topic.

470.
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I am writing in response to articles written in the Queensland Times recently. It has been my opinion for a number of
years, that to have a successful local council, looking after the local community issues, politics has to be removed. No
Councillor should belong to any political party, to allow an independent view for the good of the city. A clean slate of new
representatives will assist to rid the administration of past culture of corruption. Ipswich needs people of integrity, and
not jobs for the girls and boys who belong to political parties.

471.

Hi. The survey finished very suddenly and there no chance to go back and add explanatory comments. I opted for the
2 (-3) Councillor per division model. Or 2nd whole council model. Worst is current system. My overriding reason is that I
consider this ‘shared’ model will reduce the opportunity for corruption. Getting 2 or more divisional Councillors to agree to
do something dodgy is not eliminated but reduced. Other background reasons are:
The current 1 Councillor per division resulted in some councillors being very hard on Council staff to push their pet project.
At times, this really caused problems for staff. Effectively bullying by some councillors. In fact, Councillors should not have
access to staff except through the departmental manager. That is how the elected members and staff should function.
A very senior Councillor told me that if the divisional councillor did not object, applications would likely go through. Very
dangerous. Spread the responsibility around a bit, and make the committee system truly, not just in theory, a Council
wide committee, not a defacto divisional thing.
The current ‘slush fund’ is also fraught with danger. Surely all decisions re expenditure should be approved by full council,
not a by a single councillor with little practical oversight. Maybe in theory there was oversight but in practice it was very
poor governance and open to abuse.
And all donations to organizations, all signage around the streets should be on behalf of Council, not given by the
individual councillor.
It is not their money; it is the Council/ratepayers money and the current system is wrong.
The shared Division system worked very well in the previously surrounding Moreton Shire Council : 2-3 councillors per
Ward. and that was a very open Council.

472.

It is better to have separate Divisions because the members know that those that are elected KNOW the Division and
what is happening in that area. In my Family there are 3 eligible voters and we are all in different Divisions. We knew who
to contact when there was a problem and it was looked into and the members gave us their feedback so we were well
informed. IF it goes any other way there will be confusion because we will not be privy to this and we also could have
problems not knowing who will be getting back to us (IF ANYONE EVER DOES) and what progress has been made. I
have lived in various places with various Councils and have come to the conclusion that IF IPSWICH goes any other way
NOTHING will get done and there will be no feedback given to our enquiries. Let IPSWICH stay this way and have a CITY
that cares about it’s PEOPLE and NOT CARE ABOUT THEMSELVES ALL THE TIME because that is what happens in some
places around AUSTRALIA. Let’s be UNIQUE and others MIGHT think about why IPSWICH is such a nicer place to LIVE,
VISIT etc.

473.

Ipswich, Help Shape Your Future Council
The Discussion paper says: “Councillors are responsible for planning for the future and developing corporate plans
and strategies to achieve their goals and deliver outcomes to the whole community, and monitoring the performance
of the council against these.” “Deliver outcomes for the whole community.” This implies that it would be best to do
away with divisions. With divisions, the Councillor is likely to see their role as representing the people in their area, with
little attention to integrated planning for the whole council area. “Monitoring the performance of the council against
these.” This has been the problem with our last council. There was little oversight and all Councillors appeared to be a
comfortable group who agreed with each other and with little controversy. This is the result of the divisional system
where Councillors basically simply represented the majority of voters in each division with no input from minority opinions.
Basically, a first past the post system. The Toowoomba situation was no better because it was also a first past the post
system without preferential voting. Voters were simply required to mark just 10 candidates and no more. This means
that if voters selected minority candidates, they had no say as to which of the more popular candidates were selected.
Both models result in only majority viewpoints, with no input from alternative ideas. This results in a council with little or
no oversight and this was what led to the problems with our outgoing council. Unless this is corrected, we will eventually
end up with the same problems with our new council. The only way this can be corrected is to have a proportional
representational system. In this way, minority viewpoints can be put forward and should result in better informed and
considered decisions as well as better oversight. To achieve this, voting should be by the preferential system and voters
should be required to number all boxes so that their opinions and desires are fully expressed. Ideally, votes should
be counted by the quota preferential system. This gives greater power to second preferences of people giving first
preferences to a less popular candidate than occurs in the usual bottom up counting system. The result is closer to true
proportional representation.
Alternatively, the Shoalhaven system, as outlined by their mayor at the meeting, resulted in a diverse council. They had
a few large divisions with several Councillors in each. We should ideally have four Councillors in each division to ensure
proportional representation. Counting in their case was by the quota preferential system.
Conclusion
To ensure the best planning for the entire council area, and proper scrutiny of decisions, we need proportional
representation in an undivided Council elected by the quota preferential system.

474.

If you want a more comprehensive survey of public opinion regarding composition of divisions or no divisions,
We suggest you arrange a ballot paper to be sent out to everyone with their rate notices
because that way every household could have an input which would be much more representative than the 150 plus
people who attended the recent forum.
Many people from Rosewood and other outer suburbs may not have been able to attend.
Also because it was at night-time many oldies like us did not attend.
We know you have a difficult job to do and we appreciate the work you are doing.
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